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1 bear the Scales, where hang in equipoise
The night and day; aod when upon my lips
I put my trumpet, with its stress and

Fly the white clouds, with

poise

tattered sailsof

ships;
The

tiree-tops
whips;

lash

the

air

with

sounding

v

Southward the clamoroiis sea-fow! wing their

flight ;
The hedges are all red with

The

Hunter's
night,

haws and

hips,

Moen reigns empress of the
*T
— Longfellow.
S++

8

REV. A. T. SALLEY.

As one looks upon
mountains, reverently

a

hight with his eye,

feeds

grandeur and

near range of
measuges
their

upon their

observes how

they

troop

forth from the blue of the horizon on
right and disappear in its depth on
left, like
a train of flying cars,

ors, here and there,

his
his

he discov-

between the

nearer

peaks the outlines of remvter ranges,
. wrapped.in mists and clouds. He knows

i

that there is a background, the outlines of
whieh his eye cannot trace.

Mike

Such

is the experience

of

him

looks upon the Word of God.

who

Its books

and truths stand out with exceeding bold-

I {aPrran

ness.

No

mountain

proportions.

range

has

vaster

The first impression is that,

in a literary pointof view, they, like one
of their characters, ‘‘ are without father,
without miother, without déscent, having
‘neither beginning of days nor end of life.”
But a closer inspection reveals, here
and there, in isolated passages, vistas
running back and revealing to our astonished eyes a literary ‘background, - en-

veloped Bowever in deep obscurity.

We

can see but little, yet’ enough to teach us
that contemporaneous
with the books of

the Bible,were other writings of a secular
and religious character. As the Word is
our only authority for this statement, we
will let it speak for itself.
The first glimpse we get of a literary
background to the Bible, is afforded in
Gen,4: 28, 24. The passage in question
is an evident fuotation,

and

was

incorpo-

rated into the. book of Genesis nearly
twenty-five ph turies after its utterance.

The bookor writing frorh which this ex+ tract was taken was regarded sufficiently
reliable to warrant Moses in quoting from

it.

‘What is said here of this passage can

with- more or less force

be said

been

the

of ‘much

K

obtain

=

day, I read, it has

shows

to heligye that Moses was partially defor

his chronology

upon written documents.
therefore, furnish

in Genesis

The Scriptures,

us with slight,

indirect

Proof thatat least a meager literature,
chronological in its character, existed

from very early days among the ancestors
of thy Hebrew natioh.
That such a
literature did existat a: later period is
séttled by unmistakable quotations.

-

the brook Arnon.

He

regards it as au-

wars of God's people during their wander-

ings, evidently the workof some author
contemporaneous with Moses. But a
Written history never sprang into existenceé without it had for its literary en-

In Josh. 10:12, 18,

we

have another

in

ferred

for

distinct and

fuller

particulars

comprehensive

to

three

histories

of

and pain.

But

not for this only ‘do we

turn now to those dim ages, and to this

King David, one by the seer Samuel, one life, which, with a few others like it,
by the prophet Nathan, and the third by: shines out from the darkness, but to rethe seer Gad. No one can deny that these call again one saying of his. For of all
works were equal in authority to those the words which are recorded and written
which in after years became incorporated of him, perhaps none reveal more cléarly

in the sacred canon.In 2 Chron. 9: 2Y, rewhich the reader is told tbat he can find a
more copious account of Solomon. They
were sacred books,as their names *ndicate :
“The Book of Nathan the Prophet,” ‘The
Prophecy of Ahijah the Shilonite,” and
*“ The Visions'of Iddo the seer.”§
Two more sacred books are referred to
in 2 Chron. 12: 15, the one written by
Shemaiah the prophet, the other by Iddo
the seer.

‘A copious history of King Uzziah

written

by

Isaiah

the

was

prophet.

The

prophet Jehu is said to have written the
biography of Jehoshaphat, 2 Chron. 20:
34.
Besides our present book of Lamentations,

another book.

of

Lamentations

is

the motive of Savonarola's

life,

or

were

borne stronger witness to by" his-deeds

than these, his Tast words,~which

hold

forever a fragrance sweeter than the violets, which they strew where he suffered,

an eloquence nobler than the wisest words
with which any write or sing of him:—
« My Saviour, innocent, gave himself for
my sins; shall I not willingly give up
this poor body out of love to him?” There
are

no

words,

surely,

he

could

better

have said, nor are there any even now,
which we could better remember.
It is
not ours to say them as Savonarola said

them, proving their sincerity by a cruel
death; seldom is such proof of men’s
words required of them now. Yet it is
ours to do, in a like spirit, all the service of a Christian ;—to say, in all the duties of our lives, be they light or weari-

referred to in 2 Chron. 35: 25, written by
some: ‘* My Saviour suffered for me;
Jeremiah.
There are several other references ofa shall I not joyto follow and to serve him
doubtful character which I omit to men- | and to serve others also for his sake ?”
tion.

>

Bu

e

poraneous

histories

referred

writers

the

Testament,

of

Old

Oo

SIopie

inal

a

Oia

-Can

appropriate

to by the | the lessom;sWhile yet.not the wisest or the
besides

holiest mind- its

depths

may

fathom

so

At

near in its application that to the hum-

least twenty books of a historical nature
are cited and
sanctioned,
most
of

blest deed of to-day we may be guided by
it, while the years of no life-time suffice to
tell its greatness, do not the last words

other books of perhaps less authority.

which stood
which

on

belong to

an. equality

with

those

the

But

these

canon.

“BY THE REV. G. C. WATERMAN.

The third annual session of this institution for the instruction

of Sunday-school

~y

corner, and the

city.

grand

canon

came

into

view.
The mighty river rolling before us, the

hight of the walls around, the wild and

beauteous coloring of the rocks, formed a
scene to be always remembered.
The

Assembly river roared and rolled inthe foreground,

The

was under the general direction of Rev. Dr.
‘JH. Vincent, ably assisted, in the department of instruction by Rev. J. L.

tossing logs and tree trunks half out,
then catching them again in its powerful
arms, and drawing them, twisting and

dowe out of sight. Opposite.
Hurlbut, of N. J., Rev. A. H. Gillett of struggling,
., and Mrs. G. R. Alden (Pansy), of

. Dr. Vincent was unable to be
present much of the time by reason’of

where the creek had run

in,

were

some

tremendous ** swirls” or whirlpools.

It

was a marvelous sight to see an immense
tree come floating with almost rail-road

sickness brought on by his hard work at
Chautauqua,
but so completely had all speed, suddenly stop, as if listening, then
thé arrangements been mnde, and so turn and whirl around ard around, going
thoroughly familiar ‘were his assistants. faster and faster until one end was drawn

were not all.
The Hebrews were poetical to a certain degree, many ‘a snatch of
their war songs and peace tributes” in the
meter of their days have been, préserved

in the Old Testament.

:

Several legitimate inferences may be
drawn from the above facts.
I.» Ifthe copious histories, to. which
our attention has been drawn, had heen
preserved, they would furnish valuable

commentaries on portionsof the Old Testament Scriptures and reconcile some of
their discrepancies which, with our present
light, are irreconcilable.

9.

Several, and perhaps

‘all, of the

historical books of the Old Testament are
epitomies of history; 2 Chron. 9: 20:
«« Now the rest of the acts of Solomon,are

‘Nothing has ever filled and swayed the

by the same glad thought.

And so also

have been molded those quiet, unseen
lives, whose influence anywhere has been
strong or sweet. Many an ‘achieverhent
for which the world is grateful, and many
a humbler work fulfilling the same purpose of usefulness,

has

been

begun

and

accomplished at the prompting of a like
devotion. And not in the toil of life only,
but in its danger and

pain

as

well,

has

such a faith\ sufficed.

Refuge and com-

fort

been

and

safety

have

in

this

one

glad thought : * The love of God, which
{s in Christ Jesus our Lord,” from

not
you
tell
and

which

life nor death ‘¢ shall sepurate:” — Do
remember how Psalmist and Prophet
again and again in praise ahd song,
oft-recounted history, the goodness of

(ORR his deliverance to the children ot

the latter are abridgments of the

them on safely, so that they feared not,”—

We

infer the great

former.

fullness

and

frequency of God's revelations in. early

|

>
-0-0+--+

Dunning rendered efficient service in condueting ¢* Pastor's Conferences,” and in
The ¢ Children’s hour” was

conducted every morning by Mr. Hurlbut
with great interest and marked success.
In addition to the regular courses of
instraction, a most excellent course of
miscellaneous lectures on literary, scien-

tific, soeial and religious topics was given
by Mrs. Livermore, Joh# B. Gough, Rev.
Drs. Pierce, Fowler, Butler, Mallalieu,
Profs. Richards, Sharp,
Walter
Smith

and sthers.

Israel, when he brought them

up

out

‘of

Egypt into the promised land, that he
« guided them like a shepherd”? He ‘led
i muking the depths of the sea a way for

the ransomed to pass over.”

Again and

again does this deliverance become in
their thoughts a very great and wonder-

ful mercy, the reason for thankfulness,
the ground of obedience. So, I think as
the Christian remembers the blessings
which are his, he will recall most often

wery. present and gave eloquent fre
es oni‘ National Day,” and many
other
exercises of great interest were included
in the programme.
Among the most attractive of these were the concerts by the

You can
not halt the immense amount of cultivated

Christian talent of our eountrywomen, in

Saviour has

borne

for

me, because 1 know in whom I have

be-

lieved, will 1 go forward in his service.”

vance.

given.— Mrs. Mulock

Craik.

with driftwood, we soon had a famous supper under way.
That disposed of, we had
afew hoursleft of daylight in which to explore. The river was very high for the
season of the year, forcing us at times to

climb high up the sides in order to reach a
point higher up, from which Stuart promised us a finer view. Just before sundown
we attained the point breathless and tired,

but contented.
For then only did we realize fully the mighty power of God.
We
wonder at the power displayed in the
swinging of the universe through space,

yet we can not comprehend nor realize it
as when brought face to face with these
huge

convulsions

‘* Royal Hand Bell Ringers,” of London,

old Mother

Earth.

about ten miles up the canon. - The great
rock walls towered above and around us;
below roared the river, and like a caged lion frothed and rolled, dashing itself heavily against the .rocks, turning and tum-

bling

in frenzied endeavors to free itself.

We cast

our eyes up

stream

and

saw

the

varieties of rock of all colors—white chalk
cliffs, black porpbyry, red (from vermilion to yellow) sandstone, gray limestone,

under

brown,

his

direction,

and

the

wonderful

violin solos by Signor Vitale. This notice
would be incomplete without some mention of the¢“ C. L. S. C,” for

there

were

present quite a number of those who

be-

gun, four years ago, the course of read:
ing prescribed “for—this Association and
have kept steadily on, until, having completed the course, they had received their
diplomas and were in joyful meod over the

whole, the Assembly was a great'success.

to seek for such privileges next year.
orp
oa dh Sdn

SECIS EE

green

have

and

purple

I seen

such

combinations,

a glorious com-

plement arrayed, in All my wanderings, as
were there exhibited.

:

reflected
formed

from
a

the

golden

opposing
stairway,

colors as a rainbow blends.
Jacob might have beheld.

walls,

and

blending

the

Such a ladder
We held our

breath and watched in vain for the angels
ascending and descending. The mists settled slowly down;

the'great rocks changed

in the purpling light; the shadows deepened, and a gray somber twilight fell over
the

canon

as we

slowly and reluctantly re-

traced our steps to the cave.

In the night

we felt the grandeur, beyond all power to
describe—a grandeur that lifted us above all
petty trifles, that revealed to us the infinite,
the unknown and unknowable but ever
loving spirit of God.

RAMBLE

IN

ANCIENT
DRIA.

ALEXAN-

And now letus leave the temple,
go down the

8S.

hundred

steps,

and

and

eastward through the main street,

walk
which

of the United
a striking in-

cuts at right angles whal we have just

stance of what God has wrought in building. In the fall of 1871, I was encamped

with its six hundred feet of porticoes, and
at length reachthe palace ofthe Plolemiés.

in that marvelous country, the Colorado
basin, —not the State of that name but the

dria, the mother, of

“Grand

Rio

Serapion is the daughter.

river.”

Formed hy the junction of two

The southwest corner
States furnishes us with

Colorow”

streams, the Green

and

on
the

length of this river ‘is over

* great

Red

Grand,

the

1200 miles.

The country through which it flows is
both mountainous and level, but in apparent disregard of the time wern maxim,
it recklessly proceeds, climbing hills and

chiselling its channel, with a determination thatis irresistible.
“In Coronado’s travels of the sixteenth
century it is related that the lieutenant
and men who were sent to explore the
country

of

the

Moqui

Indians,

living

northeast of the river, came to, a mighty

gulf which opened before them and had a
very small stream at the bottom.
of the company attempted to find

Two
some

ped by an

from

way down to the river, * but were stopimmense

rock,

which

creek, Kanob,

has

washed

an

immense

trough, now dry, eighty-five miles long,

and at its lowest point & mile and a quarter deep.

We were two days and a half

reaching
the end of the gulch. For the
last five or-six miles our ears had caught

traversed.

We

pass

the

Gymnasium,

Here was the original library of Alexanwhich

that

The

at

the

increase

of books here caused the establishment of
the new collection there. It was called
the library of the Bruchion, the name of

the palace; but it is.notnow ia existence,
having been destroyed during the wars of

Julius Cesar.

But though the palace has

lost its library, it retains its museum,
worthy of being ranked with the Serapion.
It, too, was founded by Ptolemy Soter,
and a rare institution it is—the residence
of a literary society, including translators,

critics, commentators,

poets, historians,

geometricians and philosophers. -Learned men from all parts come hither to consult or dispute, to learn or to teach; and
attired in cloaks, the badges

of

is

con-

undermine

the

Once a year, when the river

is at

“its hight, the sluices are opened, and ‘the
vaults aré filled. In each house is a well,
bored down into one of the vaults, and
thence by buckets, an ample supply of
water is obtained.
:
The city takes its name from Alexander, by whom it was founded. He had
dreams of commerce as well as of conquest. He aimed at perpetuating the
strength.of his empire by trade as well
as arms, and hence he planned this famous Egyptian capital. His em pire has

Se

crumbled to pieces, but his commercial _

city endures.

The plan suggested itself

to him on his visiting the spot after the

taking of Gaza. He
line, marked where

|

sketched the outthe streets should

run, fixed the number

and

sites

of the

temples, the whole, according to an -an- “
cient tradition, being suggested in a
dream.

The formof the city in

resembled a soldier's

coat.

his eye,

Taking

the

hint of an bumble workman, the conqueror of the world had meal sifted in lines to

show the boundaries of the . place,

circuit of the walls.
had thus been

When

the

the scheme

mapped out, the birds

came, says a legend, and picked up the
meal and flew away ; the soothsayers in-

tefpreting this to Alexander a8 an omen
for ill, when

Aristander

explained

the

fineaning to be no other than that the city
there to rise should feed and send forth
colonies just like those birds.— Library of
Biblical Literature. :

PRESS’ OPINIONS.
The S

rd has this to say of the Na-

tional Prohib
Convention
Held recently in Chicago:
It was a body of earnest men and women, and embraced much more ability than
is generally found in such assemblages.
There were fewer impracticables present
than usual. The object of the convention,
as stated in the call, was to form a new
party, or, at least, to perfect the organization of a party which has been in the

field during two Presidential campaigns.
Prohibition is the main feature in the plat.form of the party, though this is supplemented with woman’s+Suffrage, and

sev-

portance and of a temporary nature.

The

eral other general measures of less imunion of the two principal measures
its advantages and disadvantages,
which predominates can only be

has
and

disclos-

ed by the result. It will enlist the earnestness and zeal of the women in the agitation necessary for success, but on the
other hand it will drive off many prohibitionists who can vote, on account

oftheir

opposition to woman suffrage. Another
difficulty meets the new party at the outset. The prohibitionists who have secured,

or expect to

secure, a

amend

They

do

or

nario

Part J?

[=]

new

This was shown in the
case of Indiana, Iowa,

braska.

constitutional
=

decline to go" into the

Finally, as the sun sank to rest, a single
shaft of sunshine dropped through a cleft,

A

; WHAT HATH GOD WROUGHT !
BY I. D.

Never

CRS

a murmurlpg not unlike that made by the

movement.

convention in the
Kansas, and Ne--

not

propose to orga-

nize a third party to the detriment of that

which

has

given

them

all

they

ask.

There were two things in the convention
rather new in political bodies—the manifestation of an earnest religious sentiment,
and the presence, and the influence of

women upon

its deliberations.

dent that the old

parties

are

[t is evi-

anxious,

not alarmed, at the power and extent

if

of

the prohibition movement in the West:

The Independent
Chinese question :
Justices

Field

thus
and

‘United States Court,

feels

on

(he

Sawyer,

of

the

have just declared

unconstitutional another attempt to persecute by law the Chinese of California.
An ordinance was passed last May by the

supervisors of San Francisco declaring

it

unlawful for any person to establish,
maintain, or carry on any laundry within

that portion of the city and county of San
Francisco lying east of Larkin and Ninth
Streets, without having first obtained the
consent of the board of supervisors,which

shall only be granted upon the recommendation of not less than twelve citizens
and taxpayers on the block on which the
laundry is” proposed to be established.
This ordinance was aimed at the Chinese
wash-houses. A-good deatof shame and
a good deal of repentance
‘are in order for
our people in view of their wicked and
cowardly treatment of the inoffensive
China man.

His only offense is

that

is frugal and willing to work.

he

When the army of Arabi Pasha has
Leen dispersed, and its leaders brought'to
account for their misdeeds, we shall have
to make sure that difficulty may not recur

in a new form.

hands.

Egypt

will

be

im our

It will not be open to us to retire

from the country and leave events to take
their own course. This is the resolve of

England ; and when it becomes necessary

to seek the sanction of the other Powers
for a result, the concert of Europe will be
invoked in a sense very different from
that with which we have lately been
familiar.
— London Times.

wisdom,

"It is said the thirty thousand Chiramer
now in San Francisco are pleased at the
porticoes, discussing +heories, old and passage of the Restriction bill, as it will
‘new, losing themselves in the mazes of enable them to get better wages than at
you see them

grouped

under

the ‘shady

dialects, or surrounding themselves with
gorgeous clouds of mysticis
Natural

science is not neglected. Wi k into the
observatory. Yonder is the school of
anatomy, while hard by is a menagerie.
And here, also, is the cemetery of the
Ptolemies, whither was drawn in a car of

gold, by eighty-four mules,

the

body

of

Alexander the: Great. In this same cémetery it still lies in. its transparent sarcophagus.
Bik»
But we must close Jhis brief ramble in
old Alexandria, just observing the curious
contrivance for supplyingit with water.
to

Ey

of

who were brought to this country by Dr.
Vincent to assist in furnishing entertain.
ment for the multitudes at the Assemblies

and with deepest joy this from which all
A trembling brother, in the columns of’ others spring, and to which they tend | aboye Ipoked no bigger than a man’s fist,
a confemporary, wauts to know what again, of One that‘* hath loved us and but wedi reality higher than the -eathethose sisters who ** speak out in meeting” hath given himself for us,” that making dral of Seville.”
think of Paul's prohibition to the Corin- ‘the words of Savonarola his own, not for It Was to see this wondrous chasm
thian women. They probably think that dying Jat for living, he-will- say, in ‘his thatI left Kanob on the 17th of August,
1871, and. with three companions followCorinth was not in the United States, and an
in his deeds: ‘'Because I reed
the winding creek-bed down. This
that Paul in that passage wag not speakmember what my

of this cave enters a small stream of pure
cold water. A heavy carpet of moss covers
thefloor. Tired and hotas we were, this cave
seemed a very paradise. Building our fire

Banks | From our elevated position we could see

Gov.’Long and Gen.

hearts of men as this thought has.
Sa- 1 The attendance was much larger-than at
vonarola himself bad not faced death so either previous session, and we are quite
bravely, had not this thought given cour- sure that better work will be done in
age and comfort. And, alittle latér, that many Sunday-schools than ever before,
all men might feel its power, revealed in because of this Assembly.
Let all who
the open Bible, which the Reformation enjoyed .its advantages set themselves
restored tothe common people, Luther about diffusing its benefits among those
lived and worked. Nobler lives than his who were not present, and awakening
who said these words have been inspired an interest that will prompt many others

Chaldea have been preserved.
4, We infer that mdny of these lost
books were of equal authority and value
with those preserved, since a portion of
5.

beauty and power of good. Sunday-school
music properly sung. Mr. O. A. Van
Lennep, was present with -his museum,
and instructive lectures on.‘ Oriental
Manners and Customs.”
Rev. A. E.

other ways.

-

An artificial canal from the Nile

View, near South Framingham, Mass.,"
beginning on Tuesday, Aug. 22, and clos-

ing on Friday, Sept. 1.

:

sea, but we were little prepared for the

teachers was held, as heretofore, at. Lake

of Savonarola express what all our lives | event, and full of enthusiasm 1n regard to
should utter of gratitude and devotion ?
the « C. L. S. C.” and its work. As a

quotation, this time from ¢¢
ook of their great missioh, brother. You might
This expecting’ something in return for
Jasher.” ‘The book is historical in char- as well perch on Pike's Peak and shout. a present
is surely one of the meanest of
‘acter and is appealed to to prove such’ an whoa! to the earth in her orbit.— 7%e Ad- feelings; yet it is at the root of half gigts

important eventas the. standing still of

“

—

sight we obtained as we rounded the last nected with vaults which

jected them, a few were bold to preserve’ were able'to render classical music with
In 1 Chrou. 29: 29, the reader is re- and to defend them, even through strife éxcellent effect, and to illustrate the.

vestry just such fragmentary, chronologA081 efforts
as we have inferred were in Jpg to ihe nineteenth century.
existence two thousand years before.

the custom

ASSEMBLY.

Chronicles of the Kings of Judah.”

days.
.
In Numbers 21: 14, Moses quotes from
6. We conclude that if all God's rev“ The Book of ‘the Wars of the Lord.” elations had been preseived and handed
Tho title shows it to be religious, and the down they would form a literary. collecquotation {s made to show the location of tion too vast to be generally read.
thoritative-or he would not. adduce it as
proof, Here is a ‘written history of the

been

at Flor-

ou

NO. “36.

Jicoil) 7a

in how high esteem the book was held.
| Florence, on the anniversary of his death,
In 1 Sam. 10: 25, another document is and in token of gratitude, to strew with all the details of Assembly work, violently under and the other end’ thrust
mentioned, written by Samuel and" de- violets upon the pavement where, as it is that everything went on successfully from perpendicularly in the air. Instantly the
posited by him among the sacred archives said, ‘‘Savonarola’s soul went oul in
the first. The usual ‘ Normal Course” whole mass commences te spin like a
of the nation. It appears to have been a fire.” One of the greatest of modern
rasitanght to a large class, and Mrs. top ; another moment it is gone, drawn
deseription of the kingdom which Saul moralists has pictured him in a story of
Alden had a class of primary -teachers ‘down by a powerful, but invisible band.
his time. A poet, not less great, in
was about to inaugurate.
:
about as large as her tent would accom- Sometimes it re-appears as a mere speck
Later, we find other books and literary storied Florence also, has written of him.
“modate.
on the river far below,but oftener no trace
It is well that in these days when we ~ Prof: W. F. Sherwin was called, unexworks
in existence:
three thousand
can be discovered, be your eyes ever so
proverbs, and .songs
one
thousand count among Pur Treest blessings the
pectedly to himself, to take charge of the sharp.
;
:
and five, and other works by Solomon ; possessions of truths such as he died for,
singing and quickly gave proof of his
Hunger at length drew us to the cave.
1 Kings 4: 32,34; also ‘ The Book
we pause sometimes to remember at what ability in this department, by organizing Here nature has hollowed the foot of the
of the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel ;” cost such a heritage is ours; that through
a lurge chorus choir and drilling them so walls into a cavern about 50 feet deep by
1 Kings 14: 19; and ** The Book of the many ages when the many igaored or rethat before the close of the first week they 200 wide and 1,000 feet high. At the back

pendent

But when we consider the struc-

authority, he spoke, boldly and earnestly,
against the many evils of his country and
time. And history has recorded that, at

stantiate a statement of his, which

been lost, while the visions of Zephaniah
against Moab, and of
Habakkuk against

events.

nounced
wrong everywhere ; of his work
as a preacher and reformer; and of how
undaunted by the displeasure of those in

ence, he gave as a last testimony against
the sins of the age, that of a martyr’s
suffering and death. As late as our own

ture of the Bible, and how the chronology
of other writers was obtained, we are led

‘details narrated ? Either from inspiration
or from older written histories of these

Almost four hundred years ago,in sunny

Italy, lived and died Savonarola. Many
and varying traditions have came down
to us of his burning, eloquent words; of
the fearless courage with which he de-

Four hundred years later the writer of
Samuel appealed to this same
book of Jasher (2 Sam. 1: 18) to sub-

the prophet and in the prophecy of Ahijah
the Shilonite and in the visions of Iddothe
seer against Jereboam the son of Nebat.”
3. We infer the absence of a continuous miracle in preserving the revelations
of God'to men. The visions-of Iddo the
seer against Jereboam and the prophecy
of Ahijah, and other such writings, have

the history of the flood, and the dimensions of the ark, and the other minute

SH bts,

fh

From whence did Moses

E, DANA.

the stake, in front of the Palace

of the record which antedates the time of they not written in the book of Nathan
Moses.

OLIVE

books of the Bible.

ference is made to three other histories in

THE LOST BOOKS OF THE EARLY
HEBREWS.
*
BY THE

have

and

1CARY Second
|

Migpie

.

ea

981
21

i

|

books,

only writings then existing,
were depended upon for many of fie dates and
particulars given to us in the first six

Page.

The *C. L. 8. C.”

It seems more

than probable that these two

CONTENTS.

BY

rr

Bookof Jasher,” which to all uppear‘unces antedate the writing of the Pénta-

paid strictly in ad-

4
A ow first “thisty days,
$2.20 if paid within

A VOIOE FROM THE MIDDLE AGES, THE NEW ENGLAND SUNDAY-SOHOOL

ques-

Book of the Wars of the Lord ” and * Bhe
i
ance;

—

a

art

present.

Already those

who

have

been

working ou the railroad for ‘‘ one dolla: ,
and bittee,” are demanding
‘‘ one dolla
and hap.” The Six Companies, it is stated, have Shipped off to China this year
most

of the

sick and

useless

members

the‘community, so that the sanitary
dition of China-town

than

will be much

heretoforc.—Walchman..

~~

better

A sound as of rolling of logs and

laying of pipes
—indicates the
But the people
disposed to be

of

con-

the

and the throwing of mud,
approach of fall elections.
are uninterested, and not
disposed of.
Party ma-

chines are worn out, and

party principles

are in demand.
— Christian Intelligencer.

omar
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¢ All hail, all hail to the New !
The future lies like a world new-born,

THE “0. L. 8. 0”
-.

the

In

BY

MAY

>

M.

old

of

hearts

All steeped in sunshine and dews of morn,

BISBEE.

And arched with a cloudless blue,
All hail, all hail to the New!

Chautauquan

these talismanic letters will awake an an-

The

.

Dr.

Idea”,

Vincent,

|-

System

present

the

fourth and

last arch

to the

steps of the Hall stood a long line of tiny
the path which

_ child's mental culture must, in the lapse
“ of years, outreach “the parent's. The
question was: Hew could this be reme-

the graduates trod.

Not

a smile was on the childish faces, though
older eyes smiled tenderly down into
theirs, but with

Cases he knew of loving mothers,

died?

From

white-robed maidens who bore chip -basHe saw with pain that in kets on their arms and strewed flowers in
the
of education

ing success.
our

and in the hearing of
see that there can. be
ence in the sacredness
a sermon is prepared,

That arch the ages from eldest time,

has

been brooding for years over the project
which has met with its present astound-

the same stimulus must aid in its delivery,

The Word that for aye endures—
All things, all things are yours 1”

the

of

founder

great-hearted

« Chautauqua

ration of a sermon, it must follow that

The spoil of mations. the arts sublime

sound quite as intelligible that we write.

earnest and

claimed by some ministers, the stimulus

of tobacco gives inspiration in the prepa-

¢ All things, all things are yours:

swering thrill, but- it is for those to
whom the title of A. B. C. D. would

pulpit,®éven, with breath and clothing
permeated with its odor. *If,vas is

intent

looks

the tiny hands scattered their sweetsmelling offering, and manly heads were

it is heard?

it. Who can not
no especial differof the place where
and the one where

Teachers

and ministers

should meet this question, as well as.others, squarely and honestly. If the omnipresent and growing habit of smoking
among men and boys (not
to say among

wonderful

of the number who

to think

have availed themselves of this opportufor improvement

nity

hsve

which could

come, perhaps, in no other way.
At present there are twenty-four thousand members of this class. If strength
Chau-

then, indeed, has

lies in numbers,

They

to hope.

, tanqua everything

are

" from all parts of the Union; even from
othe

oun

ES

Fourteen

come.

names

[1€

of

Circle was striking its roots into the soil,

and sending up branches from all parts
of the Union,—what a work it was doing

in binding together families who had become estranged in mental work.
When the night bells pealed out at
last, and quiet descended on woods and
water, not a

echo

the words of

to

received

from

BY

the

founder,

J.

W.

York City,

a few weeks since. Many persons had
congregated ‘‘to see - the
animals.”

Among

them were a husband, his wife

and a boy about ten years of age. Contrary to the best breeding at least, the
husband lit his cigar and commenced
puffing away to the annoyance of several,
not excepting his wife. But patience
and a purpose not to be conspicuous produced quiet submission.
Not content

clouds, which

with this, he drew from his pocket a tiny

hover so fitfully over the lovely lake,
were for once gone to visit some less fa-

cigar, lit it, and gave it to the boy
to smoke. Now, this was entirely con-

a perfect-ene.

was

_vored

clime,

and

The

the

sky

was

of

the

sistent

with

the

habit of

farm, but the Christian wife was

anxious

to become a helpmate in a higher sense,
He had been converted when a boy and
was baptized by the pioneer Methodist
minister,

John

Bangs;

bul

at marriage

he had become backslidden.
To help
him out of this sad condition was the
longing apxiety of the wife.
At length
her prayers and efforts availed, and they
both became members of the Franklin
Free

BARKER.

the father, but

Bing pans over
the past!
# Farewell, farewell to the Old!

Under thé arches and one by one,

From sun to shade and from shade to sun
‘We pass, and the years are told.
Farewell, farewell to the Old!

'

“ Arise and possess the land!
Not one shall fall in the march of life,

Not ong shall fall in the hour of strife,

©

Whotrusts in the Lord's right hand,
Arise and passess-the land!

‘“loss

of

memory,

fatuity,

and

other

symptons of a senile state of the nervous
system, before the usual period.” Other
cases are mentioned by Dr. Woodward,
late

superintendent

of

the

Asylum

at

Worcester, Mass., giving the opinion of

teacher. Youths flock from all parts of
the country to sit at the feet of
n

by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

| hear Abelard.

rather than simple schoolmasters in oy,
sense of the word, is Mr, Fukusawa, of
Tokio, whose translations from English
books and original works on the political

mon by Rev. Dr. Fulton, of Brooklyn, N.
soon

to

become, as

we earnestly

and social questions of the day are reaq
;
;
far and wide in Japan.

hope,

Baptist

church in 1836.

:

his wife were actively identified with the
church and people of their choice.
In
1838, he was chosen deacon, and in. 1842

finally heeding the Divine call, he consented to the urgent solicitations of his
brethren, and was ordained as their pas- |
tor.

For eighteen years he fed and cared

for the flock. Although among the asso-ciations of his bi) and ministering
to thos¢ with whom he came in frequent
business contact, his influence for good
was powerful. The church in its .weakness could not provide a supporting salary.

He, therefore, retained and managed

his farm in connection with his ministerial labors. Bat, blest as he was with

gentleman fill ‘many of the most impor.
tant offices in the State; some of them

spect desirable and it is evident that the
opportunity here open before us is a rare

y
|

recently formed themselves into a patri.

otic society, and established a newspaper
in which tbe acts of the Government are

|

subject to much criticism. Long after
very thought of the possibility of a fail- the ordinary educational work of their
Since the present pas-} ure makes us stck at heart. Twenty oth- teacher is done, and the young men hay,

[

church, ‘and ever a sympathizer and help-

er with its pastor.

| torate began his failing health has not

er churches might

permitted his attendance at church, a fact

He leaves, besides his wife, a

son

and

daughter to mourn a father's death..
was taken

to Delaware

The funeral

was

Co.

for

He
burial.

from the old church

better wait

for new meeting-houses,

which has often brought him tears. His
last days were in unconsciousness, but he .
did not need time in preparation to go;
for as he often said, ¢* I settled the matter of dying long ago.”
:

Boston church

should

gone out into the world to de for them.
selves, they continue to reside near hip
to study under his direction, and to. form
classes in whiclr important public ques-

five years

than that the

not at once secure

this house for its own home.’

J

of-October ; and you who can not make it “the whole of Adam Smith's, * Wealth of
a full thousand, give five hundred, three Nations”, into Japanese, with annota.

=

‘hundred,

»

brethren, who

them a thousand
two

have money, give

guidance.

dollars before the first
hundred,

one

Ini 'God’s temple, once so dear,

fa Ng

May thie congaing faith that cheered thee,*
When thy foot on Jordan pressed,
Guide our spirits while we leave thee
Tn the tomb that Jesus blessed.

especially
tics.
L.

‘ Romanism

substituted

the

selves, the priesthood undertook to think
for them, and wherever the
doctring became established,

church

had

authority

medixval
that the

independently

‘ educated human reason and
moral sense,’ the church

of

rational,

became a curse.

It stopped the current of human thought
and the development of human life. The
theology which would substitate the Bicisely the same effect.
It would stop
thinking; and whatever stops thinking
dwarfs life. There is. no heresy about
the Bible more

heretical than this;

is no Protestantism

more

there

un-Protestant.

If the authorityof the Bible is not concurrent with educated
rational moral

pendent of both.

must

be. inde-

This was not the doc-

trine of the Reformers;

it is not the

doc-

trine of the Bible itself.”
We are not quite sure that we understand exactly what this language means.

Some of the time it seemsas if the writer

meant

only

to

say

that

the

Bible,

correctly interpreted, must be in harmony
with our reason and moral sense. If this
‘18 all, we are glad to give our most hearty
assent. Revelation and reason are always as harmonious, if each is rightly
understood, as the movements of the ‘sun
and the earth. But when it is said that
the ¢¢ Scriptdres have authority only eon-

currently with educated” human
and rational moral sense,”
seems to mean, and to have

reason

the language
been intend-

church

have an enthusiastic stodent.—Sel.~

a slave.

author of this

It means, let us

his childhood,

3

|
3

which

3

3
3

knowledge of the alphabet, and how to
She,

hundred.”

a

count

her best

however,

3

did

to instil religious principles into

po

the mind of her * first and only child.”

3

He leariiéd the prayer of prayers at his

Mr. Johnson's spiritual

mother's knee.

usefulness in after years is largely trace-

‘an increased confidence in the progress of
our work.

During

: 3
- 3

norance, he became familiar with cruelty
and oppression in its worst forms. His
mother's education consisted only in “a

ableto the pious example of his miother.
He says, *‘Ican not forget ber tears as

hope, some-

thing more and better than all these good
things; it means the saving of souls
whom nobody else can reach; it means
the growth of Christian character and the

ou

culture of Christian graces in the hearts
of men and women otherwise uncared for
and unprovided for; it means a new,

she looked with a mother’s love iipon me
Many years were
forty years ago.”
spent by young Johnson in the anxious
search for truth; his distress of mind at
one period was excessive; and he tells
of the sun shining beautifally, and all be-

d

bright

of Bunyan's- language, ‘* The sun shone,

H

As we may easily im-

»

agine, the young slave was taught to believe that not many white people went to
heaven. The door to freedom seemed to

9

light

shining

steadily

over

reefs on which many .are liable to be
wrecked, and

but not for me.”

showing a safe course into

the harbor of eternal rest and peace.
Let us

be faithful

to the trust commit

ted to us; true to the interests we hold in
charge; loyal to our obligations to God
and humanity, and success in this effort
will be assured.
Uncle John's Soliloquy.

““ Why didn’t I see this thing before?
Ten dollars for Foreign Missions, and
one year .ago-I-esly gave fifty cents.

"

W

subsequent admissiog fo the Pastors’ College, it is most instrubtiveto read. Mr.

L
I

labored in Africa, and
in Sierra Leone and Lidarkest spots in that
The storyis told with

4
ha
th
1

furnishes

th

to

Spurgeon

Mr.

instance of the power of

$i

God's grace. We may mention that the
profits arising from the sale of this work

th
oi

keeping an account with

How

he blessed me this year!

had better crops.

partment of the Baptist General Associa-

th

States and Territo-

pl

tion of the Western

{-

th

Silane

ries.

Items.

he

The census of Missions is to be taken
next year, and it is estimated that it will

hs
hs

show an increase of two hundred thousand native Christians in India, Ceylon
and Burmab, for the last ten years—five
hundred thousand in all. Where is the
doubter in
sions?
“Sixteen
| Christians
now they

among
school

the‘success of Christian Misyears ago there were forty
among the Telugus in India;
There are
number 20,000,

them

80 native preachers,

teachers,

and

Bible

10

When this

I never

in every 1,200 has

ry the Lord's: fund up to seventy-five dol- ‘many churches are shrinking together
lars; and if it doesn’t, Iwill makeit up and becoming useless. God cries out,
from something else."—The Christian « Speak to the children of Israel that they
arty]
3
| Standard.
go forward.” Jesus’ voice is heard from
Progress of Education in Japan,

Mt. Olivet bidding us, ** Go into all the

The seventh annual report of the Japanese Minister of Education states that
there are 28,025 common schools in Jap-

world and preach the gospel to every
:
;
creature.”
Dr.

remainder private;

there‘being an in-

crease of 1,316 and 125 respectively,as

| | compared

with

the previous year.

The

Christlieb

* You

says,

can

not.

ay

to
is
80
Cl
Bi
“ce
of

T)

Ww
th
Wi

An

tal
to
We

"th
i 10

of itself is frozen
has no interests outside
:
~it does not flow.

“di
or

The present approximate number of
France

is 700,000—not

ra

journals have

ad
. th

70,000, as several English
erroneously stated.

The Bible in the Basuto language has

been issued by the British and Foreign

Bible Society, at a cost of £4,000. This
is the ninth completed Bible in the native
languages of Africa.g
on

ih
ja
pl

gather the waters into heaps unless you
let them freeze.” Krgo, a church that

Protestants ‘in

-

di

lig

instruction.

Napoleon said, * The army that remains within its entrenchments is already
That is the reason why so
beaten.”

16,710 are public, and the

C8

bi

as yet been placed un-

der any kind of C

ar
w
an

©

There are 120,000,000 of
the ocean.
women and girls in India, and at the
most liberal estimate not more than one

Now [ am going to

in
tr
th
H

readers.

the Zenana societies is but as a drop in

the Lord.

.

150

Mr. Clough has 175 students. This Mission is the marvel of thé age.
All the work as yet being done by all

try another plan. Iam going to give the
Lord the profits from oné acre, one of my
best yearlings and one-tenth of the profits of my orchard. This will surely car-

an, of which

al

| are devoted to the African Mission De-

And this all comes

from

th

and

a remarkable

appeal came for Foreign Missions, all I
had to do was just to run to my treasury

get the money.

n

a

the

It cost me's little some- The Theological Seminary established by

done how good I felt over it!

:

and of

Mr. Johnson to London,

simplicity and earnestness, and

thing to-say it at first, but when it was

and,

in which

the manner

Of

led

Johnson has since
planted a mission
beria, two of the
great continent.

I thought what a mean and close-fisted

for the Lord.

‘8
b
al

his, introduction

to have a treasury in the

the Lord's work.
I thought it over. 1
thought about those Jews, and the onetenth they gave into the Lord’s treasury.

i

During the'®merican War he gave spiritual instruction to other slaves. In the
course of a visit to Chieago, with the
help of friends, he commenced to study
for the ministry, his intention being to go

Lord

house from which to draw when our con-"
tributions are solicited. He asked us to
try the experiment for one year—to set
apart a certain portion of our income for

him in 1857 as much closed as ever.

people.

and came so reluctantly! And the ten
dollars—why it is a real pleasure to hand.
it over to the Lord! And this comes
from keepingan account with the Lord.
Iam so glad that Bro. Smith preached
that sermon.
He said we would all find
thing

»

to Africa te preach the gospel®fo his own

And that half dollar hiift much,
me so

it a good

pl

ing free but the poor slave, reminding us

the

‘Philosophy ifs sometimes forgotten and 677 private, there being an increase
gospel to several sprrounding communieminent men who agree that the use of ties, particularly in the town of Walton, God, as a great people never did. The
| of 42 and 62 respectively. Besides the
tobacco is one of the causes of insanity. where sevéral of his old parishioners re- scepticism of the last century did not up#bove many Kindergarten and primary’
And still the infatuation seems growing, sided. From 1865 to 1869 he was pastor root Christianity, because it lived in the
schools were ‘established. These private
year by year.
Ministers, the highest of the West Windsor church.
Here also hearts of millions. Do you think that 'in- schools, even now, play an important
¢lass of moral teachers, smoke,and smoke he wae blessed with revival, and the fidelity is spreading? Christianity never
part in Japanese national life and educathe very best cigars or pipes in the sanc- church received large accessions. Dur- lived in the hearts of so many millions ag
tion. Many of them have hundreds of
tity of their own studies, and come to the ing this period, he held a series of meet- at this moment.— Bancroft. students attracted by ‘the fame of a single
Arn

The

2
:

was passed in a state of the blankest ig.

number of high schools is 107 public and

O00

1s.

exceeded in interest the story of Mr.
Johnson, who was for twenty-eight years

throughout all New England, and

ed to mean, that the Bible has no right- Jew I would have madé had I lived in
ful authority over us except so far as its those days. Then I counted up all I-had
teachings and commands are endorsed by given for the year, and it was just three
reason.
If reason, however educated, dollars. Three dollars! and I had cereonnot see the reasonbleness of the incar- tainly raised from my farm, clear of all
pation, then we are not to accept it on expenses, $1,200. Three dollars is one
any Scriptural authority. . If this is the four-hundredth part of $1,200.
“The more I thought, the wider I
writer's meaning, we can not by any
means assent. Such. teaching would de- ‘opened my eyeésx=s8aid I, I am not quite
prive us of the Scriptures as a supernat- ready for the one-tenth, but I will try the
ural guide to truth and heaven. If the one-twentieth and see how it works. I
traveler can not put more confidence in got a big envelope and put it down in the
his guide than he does in himself, how bottom of my trunk, and as soon as I
much of a guide is he ? How much is his could I put $60 into it. Said I, here goes

Every
child bot an idiot is full of curiosity.
Turn that to good account and you will

‘* AFRICA FOR CHRIST.” By the Rev.T.
Jobnson.
(Yates, Alexander, and

a man evidently of invincible
faith and deep spiritual experience. The
details of the career of Ounesimus, had
they been given us, could ‘scarcely have

and people, raise up friends for them, encourage their hearts and crown their labors with success.

human reason and

sense, it

2
a

pamphlet is a returned missionary from
May God abundantly bless them, pastor
Africa;

Success in Boston means a great deal
‘hore than that alone; it means the reTHE CHRISTIAN UNION AND MR.
covery to the denomination, and to active
‘BEECHER.
It is with surprise and grief that we service in the cause of Christ, of many
find the Christian Union sustaining Mr. excellent people who have been living
Beecher in one of the most objectionable there without congenidl church relations ;
of his recent utterances. Ha affirms that it means the saving to our work of many
who will go there for business purposes
the *¢ Scriptures have authority only conin
the years to come; it means éncourcurrently with educated human reason
agement to other new and growing interand rational moral sense.”
And upon
ests in Eastern Massachusetts; it means
this seeming denial of the supreme aua-more general interest in our Boston
thority of Revelation, the Christian Union
remarks,

other European works, -

those on philosophy and poli-

Shepheard.)

_ WHAT IT MEANS.

church for human reason. — Instead of
stimulating people to think for them-

One of his classed translated

tions, and many

hundred;

and let as manyas are like-minded give

able house of worship, and church home.

To the deep baptismal wave,—
Pale dnd cold we see kee lying

2

tions can be freely discussed under his

Dear

something and give promptly.
where he was 80 long the beloved pastor.
It will be a glorious day for our church
‘Here, where oft thy lip hath taught us
{in Boston when it comes.into full and
Of the Lamb who died to save,—
free possession of this exceedingly desir=
Where thy guiding hand hath brought us

was blessed in being permitted to baptize | Study should never be distasteful.
over one hundred.
:
:
This eighteen years paslorate was
closed in 1860. The following four years
was devoted to the cause in carrying the

3

** Nature” says that the students of this

the permanent home of our church in
Soon after this he became a resident of Boston. The property is in every re-

Fairport, and a member of our church in
that place.” The amiable traits of charac-

The most ‘celebrated
of

these leaders of youth—for this they are

Y. We also took occasion to cast a critical glance over the premises which are

al ministry. In 1870 he married Mrs.
Lucinda Douglas, the faithful wife, who
isnow left in the loneliness of widowhood.

i

nowned scholar, as men did in Europe 3,

SHAWMUT AVENUE.
We have been there again. It was on
Sunday and we listened to a forcible ser-

wite to her grave; which event, combined with other causes closed his pastor-

patience gave out, and she gave
44 inh
bluest.
The openiag ceremonies were held at the{husband a *¢ curtain lecture”, loud robust health, combined with great, activthe entrance of the Hall of Philosophy, enotigh to be heard by near bystanders, ity both of body and mind, he neglected
at least. ‘The lecture was plain, practi- neither the farm nor the parish. Many
under the trees of St. Pauls grove.
It revealed bear witness of his physical toil by day
All Chautauqua had gathered in the cal and” easily understood.
woods this morning to witness the pass- the fact that the lady, who seemed to be and his mental and spiritual tdil by night.
largely spent either in
ing of the four arches by the graduates. a person of culture, had endured this His evenings
helding
Meetings orin pastoral
"The fair, white temple had been set in or- habit in her husband under protest, and study, in
calls. bir this remarkably long and
der and adorned with hanging baskets of that she wished her boy to shun it.
I know there are those who will ques- pleasant/pastorate 125 were added to the
lovely green.
The sweet forest odor
pervaded the air, the birds twittered soft- tion the propriety of this lady’s lecture to church, and of these 110 were by baply from wiad-blown branches, and the her husband; but please consider the tism. [Among others brought to Christ in guidance worth ? If we are to follow the
sunlight threw waving leaf-shadows provocation viewed from her stand-point. advanged life and baptized by him, was Scriptures only so far as reason enjoins,
I said, ** There must be something radi- his own brother, Samuel, 60 years of age, then we-do not follow, them at all: It is
down upon the white pillars of the Hall.
The long, long column, led by the in- cally wrong about this whole matter to and 20
\years his senior. This brother reason that we follow, and reason is in
thus
excite
the
feelings
of
a
cultured
spiring music of the band, came slowly,
was for
(many years an honored resident reality our only authoritative guide.—
:
four abreast, past the Amphitheater and woman so as to induce a violation of the in the community, and a pillar in the The Advance.
os
++
along the winding way which leads to the rules of propriety in a public crowd.” church.
Don't try to put a square boy into a
Hall, and paused before the first arch at Two things are true: (1) The habit of
In 1853 under Bro. Greene's leadership,
the lower end of the grove. Then, as smoking moderately does grown-up men indeed largely by his own
gelf-sacrificing round hole or a round boy into a square
they passed slowly up beneath the trees, no good, and the excessive indulgeyce, benevolence—for he wasa leading con- hole. It will be a miserable failure in
Dr. Vincent with radiant face waiting to $0 common among them, is postively in- tributor—the society - dedicated their either case. If your child lacks certain
% | qualities which you desire him to have,
receive them, a chorus of well-trained jurious; (2) Boys if not smoke with- church to the Lord. ~~ ©
During this pastorate he was instru- begin early to develop them ; interest him,
voices broke into song, set to words and out weakening the vital forces and creatmusic 8o inspiring that we poor nobodies ing an abnormal condition of the system, mental in bringing about a gracious revi- if possible; ih those things which are difoutside who were not C, L. 8. C's all detrimental to their highest development. val at East Meredith, a few miles distant, ficult, If he ‘bates arithmetic,” see to it
felt a sudden longing to step inside the Dr. Stephenson says of this habit among ‘which resulted in the organization of a that he has the pleasantest possible arsacred enclosure and receive a share of the young, especially, ‘‘ It is ruinous to church, which is still doing work for the rangements for studying.if...If he negtheir joyfal greeting :
! the intellect and deleterious to the brain Master, For eight years, over all roads lects his Latin in order to_draw, encourand nervous systein.” Dr. Cullen men- and through all kinds-of-weather, he age his drawing at another time and
¢ Sirg peans gver the past! )
tions several cases where the use of this combined this preaching station with his make his Latin attractive by telling some
We bury the déad years tenderly,
powerful narcotié” poison has caused home charge.
In this mission field he ‘entertaining story about the old Romans.
To find them again in eternity,
Safe in its circle vast.

Conducted

few months later he followed his devoted

they- undertook the task of cleariag a ble for human reason would produce pre-

This was only two years after its organization, and its life was yet through
struggles. From the first, our Bro. and

I was in Central! Park, New

As the class was organized four years
ago, the first graduation took place this
summer, and we felt sorry for those pupils who were obliged to remain at home.
Can you imagine a graduating class of
Such was the
two thousand members?
duation Chaufirst*gra
number of the very
tauqua has witnessed. What will it be
in years to come?
The morning of the graduation day

———
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SMOKING.

the

Sandwich Islands.

but could
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members | .

subscriptions

there

«God bless the C. L. S. C.!”

Chaulduguan, the organ of the C.L.S.

C., were ' recently

heart was

Missions.

baptism

of over twenty. In 1869 he left West
Windsor to return to the old fleld which
he so dearly loved, and again served the
church as pastor until the failing hedlth
of his wife compelled him to leave. A

women and girls), is a good one; ifit ter which he through life had exhibited one, and to fail of entering into it ‘will be
conduces to comfort and. health, let it be | in the pulpit were now manifest in’ the a sad misfortune to all our interests in
recommended and prohibited nowhere. pew. He was true to the interests of the: Massachusetts and New Eogland. The

If, on the other hand, it is a nseless, exsympathizing in their children’s. troubles,
giving daily loving counsel and advice, bared. as the scented path was traversed. pensive and hurtful habit, let it be denounced by precept and practice, and in
keeping always the place of an intellectu- ‘We noticed many a one stoop and pick
this, ministers and teachers must take the
became
children
al superior till these
up one of the crushed and fragrant flow- lead.
d
advance
an
upon
entered
and
grown
ers and put it careful ly away—a pleasant | Cigarettes are the ‘¢ little foxes.” Of
course of study. The boy, if boy it was,
memento.
Ti
their manufacture, a leading tobacco
four
left home for college. The end of
What a sight it was! These many, dealer in Philadelphia says: ¢* Ninety
looklonger
no
;
years saw him changed
wany faces, representing all ranks of per cent. of the cigarettes sold are of
ing respectfully to his mother for opinion life and society, those of middle-aged
Awerican manufactured,
and are highly
and information, but patiently tolerating
men and women to whom this hour was opiated. As for cigars, the majority are
because
and,
her “old-fashioned ideas”,
their first of scholarly homor; who had flavored.-with valerian, and contain libershe-was his mother, courteously refrain,
somehow missed or given up the youthful al doses of narcotics. Fine cut chewing
ing from smiles over her ‘little blun- school career they could have wished.
tobacco seems {o be the rage now among
i)
ders.”
‘Old men, gray-haired, were here, whose people well off. It is more ssthetic.
It
be
help
heart
mother’s
Can any loving
step
had
forgotten
its
briskness,
but
contains
plenty
of
artistic
saundering
ing pained, when she realizes, us so
whose hearts were young; bright young stuff, such as copperas,
The popular
many mothers sadly do, that her boy has faces thers were, too—young men and
taste is in favor of being stupefied with
!
outgrown her?
maidens who had not felt that they knew chloral or opium, and if we didn't live up
For these parents, mothers and fathers everything when they graduated from
to it, we should get left.”
Out
both, Dr. Vincent's idea took shape.
high school and college ; men and women
>
Literary
qua
Chautau
—— PN
of it grew the great
of mark, also, we recognized, and, wearing
THE REV. DAVID GREENE.
and Scientific Circle, which is the .heart his crimson badge in a subdued rapture,
and center of Chaiitauqua life, and which whom did our astonished eyes espy but One after another of the pioneers in our
:
ministry are falling, and as their deaths
.the above letters represent.
one of the swill-carriers of the grounds,
carebring us to a review of their lives, their
have
scholars
cultured
®
The most
an honored graduate!
valuable service to God and man comfully prepared a four years’ Sorgse of
Oh, blessed C. L. S. C.!
What have
mands our reverence and respect. * reading and study, neither severe nor, abyou not done in breaking down barriers
forty
by
d
mastere
be
can
Rev. David Greene died at his home in
struse, which
of rank and society! What will you not
Fairport, N.Y. Aug. 7, 1882, aged 75
minutes’ daily study, the student being &t
.
perfect liberty to give it as much more do in years to come ®
years. The immediate cause ot his death
.
The
song
ceased.
The
sound of a
comcourse
The
was congestive apoplexy, but the destroytime as he sees fit.
thousand voices took up the words of the
er’s work was begun over two years ago
"prises ancient and modern history, botaresponsive service, and the graduation
in a paralytic stroke, from which time
ny, chemistry, physiology, moral, sciwas fairly inaugurated. There were sereomprea
is
it
ence, theology,=+in fact,
his health has been gradually failing. He
vices afterward,—orations and addresses,
hensive study of most of the branches
was born in Hoosick, Rensselaer Co., N.
in the great Amphitheater, which was
which pupils take up in our high schools
Y., Oct. 1, 1807. In early boyhood he
crowded to overflowing.
Chautauqua’s
and colleges.
became a resident of Delaware Co. and
greatest
day
was
filled
with
useful sertions,
which are conductThe examina
there spent the greater portion cf his life.
vice.
jes
:
ed generally by correspondence, are inHis lot being cast in a rough and newly
Words
came
by
letter
from absent
tendedto bring out the general knowlsettled country, he enjoyed but few of the
edge of the student. If he can, from graduates, and Dr. Vincent’s grand, man- educational advantages of the present
time to time, write intelligent essays on ly voice read them to the great multitude. day, but making the best of what he had,
the subjects assigned him, give definite Stories of struggle and poverty many he reached manhood fairly equipped for
“answers to the questions asked him by told,—how needed garments were given the struggle of life. In 1827 he married
‘Dr. Vincent, he will graduate with honor up, even, to buy books for the course, Martha Talmadge and found in her a
but stories of thankfulness for the help
at the proper.time._ =.
faithful, devoted, Christian wife. ¢, As
gained
came from all sides.
The membership-fee of. the circle is fifcontented sharers of each other's fortunes,
We realized as never before how the

ty cents, and the text books for one year
amount fo about fourteen dollars. It is

ings at Sanford, resulting in the
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with truth, having ‘on-the-whole armor of

God, and
do

all

feeling confident to say, “I can
things

through

strengtheneth me.”

Christ

which

0

Poverty does not exempt one from giving ;
indeed, there is no .cause for exemption
either in the Bible or in the nature of the
case. Does not the poor man need the
blessing of generous giving as well as his
rich neighbor? and how eften do the poor
cast the larger offerings into the Lord’s
treasury and get the larger blessings!

We passed, one day, a beautiful stone
building which, after its walls weré nearly
complete, was being torn down for rebuilding,

some

To * for-

bear one another in love,” is higher up
than the realm of commercial exchange.
Can we abide there without a- struggle?

lungs, diseases of all the tissues of the
body, are induced directly by the use of

vance the gospel, unkindness is powerful
to impede. One-church quarrel will rointhe work

Distinguish courage from fool-hardiness.
The young man says; “I am not afraid;
you can not frighten me”,—and
thinks
himself brave when he is only rash and
foolish, and rushes needlessly into physical or moral danger—too often into ruin.

because

the

builder

mistake, and the walls

had

were

made

pro.

nounced unsafe.. How. often, in life’s mani.
fold undertakings, we are obliged to tear
down and make over what we have laboriously constructed, when a little more care

coun-

try is $700,000,000 a year.” Under the
second head (crime), take this from
Chief-justice Noah Davis, of the Supreme
Court of New York:
¢ Whether judgiog
from the declared-judicial experience of
others, or from my own, or from carefully
| collected statistics running through many
series of years, I believe it entirely sate
to say that one-half of all the crime ot
this county and of Great Britain is caused
J by the intemperate use of intoxicating
liquors ; and that of the crimes involving
personal violence, certainly three-fourths
chargeable to the same cause.” Under
the third head (disease), take the following from Dr. Willard Parker: It has
been demonstrated that the use of alcohol,
when employed [even] moderately, makes
the average of life 35 1-2. years, while
that of non-users
[total
abstainers]
reaches an average of 64 1-6 years,”
“It is a fact which can not be dispute

not laws against crimes imply their prev-

of years.

One jealous, envious

member will neutralize the influence of a
host of workers. A whole life work is
often destroyed by entanglement in personal strife.
It is not easy to be always kind.
All
the workings of selfishness are against it.
Christian fellowship is above the grade of
secular relations dnd hence not easy to
maintain. In business ‘we are satisfied
with honesty, but sympathy and charity
are required in religion. In trade we ex.
pect men to seek their own, but they must
care for others in the church.
To be
“kindly affectioned,” we need the spirit
of God in large measure; to stand well
in the market, a fair degree ot integri-

ty and frankness will suffice.

“ Let brotherly love continue,” involves

the
necessity
‘ Pagsion, lust
suppressed, and
derness fostered

of perpetual vigilance.
and. pride” have to be
patience, charity and tenwith perpetual care.

. The frequency and bitterness of strife
among Christians occasion*Hoth surprise

that diseases of the liver, diseases of the
alcohol, and that as a general rule, where
alcohol is used most freely, there these
diseases
become
tesbury,
Lunacy,

and degeireratitns in the tissues
the most marked.” Lord Shafchairman of a Commission on
in England, said, in a Parlig

mentary report on the

subject,

that six

and regret. ~The phenomenon’ ‘seems out of ten lunatics in English Asylums
by these of alcoholic
irreconcilable with the meek and quiet are made lunatics
liquors.
Similar
reports are made in
spirit of a true Christian life. Yet there
is a philosophy in it. As the spirit of this country. Ofie of the physicians of
Christian fellowship is above that of busi- Bellevue Hospital has stated that at least
ness intercourse, Christians exact more
from their brethren than from other men,

and are more sensitive over any offense
to their religious feelings than over friction in business affairs.
The tenderest

The address delivered by the Rev.

two-thirds of all the patients treated at
that institution were suffering from the

effects of alcohol; and Dr. Parker reports that one-third of all the deaths in

and

embrace opportunities

for service,

achievement, and usefulness, often the
most surely reveals the true type and valeu of our character.

The

A

In this frame of mind, there is

great liability to be conscientiously unJust, religiously willful, piously unkind,
and even more ugly than men of the
world, who not
- having feelings so deep

are not so much exposed to unrelenting

AB

gardener is more

without knowing it, cross, impatient, and

severe.

severity. In a word, - because Christian
otherwise he might sow his -gar- love js 80 sweet and strong, it
becomes
den with salt! Killing weeds is well tn its.f the
worst of ugliness when it wours.

weeds;

than a Killer of

ps
"i

Fever, that came into ji ‘wigwam of
Hiawatha, spreading around the dreadful

gloom of death, come strong

drink and

disease, twin brothers, inseparably confected, invading unnumbered home sanctuaries all over the land, in many of
which bitter tears fall, both when the sun

sets and when it rises, and pleadings

go

continually

Me., Rev.

sixteen

H. J.

White,

separate

pastor.

in

lessons,

It contains

beginning

with

‘ The glory and majesty of God,” arranged
from Ps. 24, and ending with ** The Beatitudes,” arranged from Matt. 5. With such a
help as this, we see not why responsive reading muy not be made a delixhiful exercise.
The author of * Unity of Church Work,”

C.D.

Dudley at Ocean Park, relating to our pubmarked at-

be elected for a longer term than other officers.

readers of this

In the sixteenth line of the article he would
strike out the two words, ‘ or pastor.”

tention by all who heard it, and will be pe-

number of the Star.

That

and

at

least

Denominational.

one other address, by Rufus Deering, Esq.,

of Portland, together with the discussions
which
followed them, have been noted
with pleasure as possibly significant of a

and independence.
However
may be, we have evidence enough

are ready to re-

made, the best years that the Establishment
has ever known, and cannot doubt that the
Board
of Corporators, at their coming
meeting, will evince a similar feeling. We
are confident that the circulation of our
publications ought to be very much larger
than at present, and are glad to know that
others,

besides ourselves, believe a consid-

receive

blank

reports

F.

ee

The Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the
Central Association.
BUFFALO,

A large

and

Assyrian

came

but

brethren

the

N. Y., Aug. 30.

enthusiastic gathering.
down” —no,

eame

po,

* The

not

flooding

that,

in, till the

and

the
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We,

of

course, reserve the rightto condense, and to Tgect,

when for any reason

it shall seem well to do so,

matter thus furnished. |

Maine.

The Parkman church under the care of its
pastor, the Rev. ¥. E. Briggs, is prospering
well.
Sunday, Aug. 27, was a good day for

Two young ladies were received

by baptism, snd one adult by- letter.
the same day, Bio.
Briggs baptized
ut-No. Guilford.
New Ilampshire.
The Rev. A. B. Drew writes:
“ The

On
one

patient

-deilb®ration

seem

to

give universal

satisfaction. The past year has been one of
flattering success,
The church » Elmira have
sold their property and begun building on a
new site, There is every prospeet now that
the money and care given for so long a time to
the mission at Elmira are about to secure the
success so richly merited.
Bro. Harrington,
the pastor, is hopeful and earnest in the work.

last

in Aug.

were days of much interest to the F. B. church
Lake to witness the baptism of earnest converts. Three were baptized and on the same
day were received to the church.
There are
others who ought to take the

same

stand, and

we hope they will de so soon.”
The Belknap Tocsin gives the following ac”
countof a pleasant event that occurred in
Lake Village:
.
A very happily a
surprise
was
ven ky ve JL
ya
paar
ng, Aug. 17, by her Sunday-school class of ten
Joung Indies, It was the 70th suniversary-of

er birthday, and was made 8 most joyous oc
casion for
both the family and their
young
friends. Ice cream und cake were served by

half of the class, Bessie

stand

Tuesday was occupied during the day by
the Board of Trustees in reviewing the work
of the past year.
-Thereis a growing determination on the part of the Trustees to guard
conscientiously the interests of the churches.
Few can appreciate the labors and cares of
such a Board, with so many Interests pending.
In general, however, the decisions made after

to Mrs.

a beautiful

flower

Sinclair as an expression

of

their esteem and affection for her,
Mr. and
Mrs. Sinclair have made many warm friends
among the people of our vill
by their kindly interest and sympathy in their weifare, and
ull unite in wishing them many happy birth.
day anniversaries.
The Rev. C. E. Cate closed his labors with
the F. B. church at Luke Villege, Aug. 27.

"Phe relations bbtween pastor and people

have

been of the hdppiest kind, and he goes to
Lowell with the best wishes of the whole community for his success there.
Vermont.

Brethren from different portions of the field re-

The Rev. E. Owen writes from Lyndon
Center, Sept. 1: * Very many readers of the
Star will deeply regret to learn of the sudden
death of Dea. Horace Drown of Shaflield, a
very well known veteran of F. B, principles
in all Northern
Vt. and Southern Canada.

ported
grand
openings
to- establish new
churches in. important centers. The
whole

to-morrow.”

He died last night of disentery, and

ground covered by the Association is well repsented at this meeting.
a
Last evening (Tuesday Aug. 29; the new
and beautiful Hudson St. church was dedicated..
The entire cost of the house is not far
from twenty-five thousand dollars, and it is the

erable increase to be possible.
Let these
voices, calls, criticisms even, all possible
incitements to greater effort, come to us
more frequently, and from all parts of our
wide fleld. We may not always be able to

press says:

they will be welcome; and if we fail to re-

About the pulpit was the only
decorations
had
been attempted

agree with them in all particulars, but

Hocking

must be

Macdonough
Middle Cane
Mid

Cairo
he
Cass & Berrien
Central Kunsas
Clinch River
East Baton Rouge
Fond du Lac
Fox River
Franklin
Grand

they

Any who have failed to

may obtain them on application to Rev. H.
Wood, Cor. Sec., Dover, N. H.

detriment the further continnanceof this | parties of four and six at atime.
decline; and certsin it is that its work meeting, in the history of the
cannot be cafried on to meet the wants of now in session.

intimated that the people

of 1883. If not
ived soon
marked as deliniquent.

and pastor in Sutton. On each of those days
many people gathered on the shore of Keyser

their schools are reported as soon as possible?

began to gather on Monday evening, coming in

spond to aggressive measures looking to
the deubling of the circulation of the Star,
for instance.
Considering this, and the
breadth of our field and apparent opportanity as indicated by Mr. Dudley's figures, we feel, for our part, like going forward and rivaling,” in at least the efforts

from the

Sabbath in June and the last Sabbath

son 8t. church was an animated

sufficiently strong to bide without .serious

been received

We call attention again to the importance’
of a full report of our Sunday-school work.
Will pastors and superintendents
see that

vicinity of Dr. Ball's residence

is far from being

reports have

this church.

Sunday-school Reports Again.

shall be
now too

No

following Quarterly Meetings for the Register

an

lications, was listened to with
rused with interest by the

- Quarterly Meeting Reports,

of April

19, desires to correct the statement that
there are no good reasons why pastors should

best church in the Association.
Of the services of dedication the Buffalo Explace where
for the exer-

is

buried

Massachusetts.

Rev. J. S. Burgess was one of

at »a>“temperance meeting
Worcester, Aug. 27.

the

in

speakers

Coe’s

grove,

An interesting service of the Y. M. C. A. oc-

cecurred at the Paige St. church, Lowell, Sunday evening Aug. 27, as complimentary to Mr.
S. D. Fuller, who has left L. for
Col,” to become secretary of the

Sacramento,
Y.M. C. A.

The exercises consisted of singing,
a sermon by the Rev.

E, W.

addresses,

Porter,

and re-

cises last evening. The pulpit platform was lined
3
them,and to be even with a row of flowering plants, and a stand in sponse by Mr. Fuller.
Rhode Island.
thedemands of our front was loaded down with fragrant flowers,
' On the reading desk was an exquisite baske
We condense from the Providence Bulleto express them, we of blossoms and a placque
filled with scarlet
tin, the ceremony of laying the corner stone of
may be said of us. buds. Otherwise, the pure white walls were
“the Olneyville new F. B. church on Plainfield
With the positions of the paper before us, | unrelieved. The exercises were opened by
the
quartette singing, * Jesus,
St.
It was performed Wed. Aug, 30,4 P. M,,
of my
barring:two or three things of minor im- Soul,” Miss May G. Orange and Lover
Mr. A.D.
in the presence of a large concourse of people.
portance,
we find
ourselves in hearty Ellis sustaining the solo parts. Miss Julia “ Rev. A. L. Gerrish called the assembly to
Ball.presided
the organ. Several members
agreement. We quote, especially emphasiz.’ of the choir of at the
first Presbyterian church order. There was an invocation by the Rev.
ing three words, the following sentence:
kindly lent their services for the occasion.
A. E, Cox, of Richmond, Va. An explana
sWe As A PEOPLE should not rest in this The Rev. J. H. Durkee,of Pike, N, Y.,read the tion of the object with proper references to anScripture lesson, and the Rev. Hiram Whitchcient customs of laying corner-stones in public
matter till the Morning. Star and. our Sun- er, of Brockport, offered prayer.
The hymn,
‘“1love
Thy
Kingdom, Lord, the House of assemblages and the dedication of temples and
day-School papeis and helps are made 80
Thine Abode,” was read hy Rev. David Boyd.
altars was made by the Rev. A.L. Gerrish,
strong and attractive that simple compariThe opening znd dedicatory sermon was

spond to and profit by
more prompt to meet
readers than they are
shall deserve whatever

son will be all the argument needed to give
them

favor with

all

persons

concerned.”

New York State, for instance,
are clearly

physical effects of this most dire evil.
Like the two Tearful guests, Famine and

be found

article which appeared in the Star

NOTES.
traits are the most easily wounded, and- traceable to intoxicating liquors. Let
The correspondent at Rome to the Observer
most difficult to heal. Moreover, it costs those who think that statistics prove noth.wonld have made the work right at first.
says: The eternal question of the continuance
effort to keep up to the grade of Christian ing look into these matters for themselves. 4
of the Pope’s feigned imprisonment or his deWhen we dyop below it, even a Let them inquire, examine, and certify; parture from Rome has been revived by Emile
It is a mistake to suppose that trial feeling.
comes only in the form df some affliction little, we exact more from and render and they will certainly come back from Olivier. He spent several months here, talked
+40 be endured or burden to be borne. A less to others than we ought. In that their investigation speechless ii Sarre r with many persons, and came to the wise contrial is that which tries or tests; and God case we are spiritual invalids, often at the awful and apparently unbdmnded clvgion that the Pontiff must not leave the
often tries us simply by the gift of opportunities. Whether we are quick to see

copies of which shall

;

alence? As brotherly love is potent to ad-

weaken,

the drink bill of the

| else

Geauga & Portage

every pew. A copy of such a manual is before
a8, used by the North St. church, in Bath,

VOIOES FROM THE FIELD.

and again that the financial loss sustained
by the sale of drinks amounts every fif- the Printing Establishment's growth from
teen year to a value equal to that of the | a condition of weakness and need to one of

$354,000,000.:

of
is

I

The greatness of punishment is a

eventually

Do

So long
as a Chinaman observes the laws
the land he has some rights, and Uncle Sam

Responsive reading in church ‘requires for
the best results- the use af a-carefully prepared
manual of Scripture selections, two or three

an advancing generation, and compass its
own fleld, without such timely and stimula.
ting discussions, provided for and evoked
on all proper occasions, as we have rejoiced
to hear, and hear of, at Ocean Park.
Itis

re.

wash-

We are pleased to learn that Justices

the crime itself. Punishment is an outward sign ofigp inward evil. It is’ meant

perative, so the lack of it is criminal.

he may

Chinese

bound to see that they are not infringed. ~

that

valuab

an

fix our thoughts on the coasequences or
punishments of crime, and ‘to overlook

itself.

That the very

nent services rendered HI
by ho a a ela
pastor, Rev. A. H. Morrell, in soliciting

and

well to remember that this is a free country.

dreadful as they seem, are but faint types
of the ruin within. We are too apt to

Wrong and falsehood hold in themselves
the elements of disintegration and must

Ons O
ici D3
what
ceive at the end of his work.
an

continuous

Our fellow-citizens over in California will ‘do

ligious and benevolent work.
Mr. Dudley
thinks that the decline of the old-time agitation of our publication work is due to

property destroyed in the five years of |
the civil war: that is to say, a civil war

be

Field and Sawyer of the United States Court
have declared the enactment unconstitutional.

his children: and we groan in spirit over

shat the Establishment.

ov

houses.

of our people, both East and West, for re- |

again

it

esolved,

them to

they y h: ave our entire cop.

41s

and aimed it manifestly at the

They describe his desolate, cheerless
home, —his cold hearth, bis scanty board,
his beart-broken wife, the squalidness of

passage

It has been shown

May

have

ahy person to establish, maintain, or
ITY on
any laundry within certain parts of the city,
except under almost impossible restrictions,

ruin.

from Cook:

progress.

We

at.

in witnessing

The Supervisors of San Francisco passed

spiritual

this

interest

eneniies, their true iouds, commend

iii
mian
our esteem,

ordinance last May declaring it unlawful for|

(3) disease, and (4) mental and
Under the first, take

deep

rapid.

palsied limbs. They describe his waning prosperity, his poverty, his despair.

for five years, every fifteen years, would
bearing one another in love.”
destroy. no more property than the rum
With still more emphasis, if possible,
traffic.” ¢ Our church property in the
the sin and shame of strife and envy is |
U. 8., all massed together, is worth only
rebuked.. As brotherly kindness is im-

aan

such

and

in every phase of their work, which por been
so consistent as to make many, former}
their

blpated countenance of the

long missed, of a general and lively interest in our publication work, which ap-.
peared in the intfoduction of it, and earnest, quickening utterances concerning it,
at well nigh every considerable gathering

EVILS OF INTEMPERANCE.

a fraternal

drunkard—now flushed, and now deadly
pale. They describe
his trembling

the sad recital.

overcome,
and there are good]

New Brunswick at no distant day.”

for those who argue against intemperance,

draws men together in sympathy and
mutual helpfulness. ‘¢ By this shall all
men know that ye are my disciples, if ye
bave love one to another.” love is the

The

been largely

reasons for believing that it. will also be in

beneyo.
jane aud Christian Charity; and
esolve
at the
long conti
ful Iabors of our prine
IN. C0 fd faith
and his wife and sister, and their de rtment

We

which distinguishes between truth and
falsehood,
between
right action and
wrong; which distinguishes man from
the brute. All other evils of intemperance are light compared with this, and
almost all flow from this. It is common.

eXpress

gratitude

SY

the rational nature—that divine principle

through

Star aud our fi

iI

repetition of this insanity, prostrates more
and more his rational and moral powers.
He sins immediately and directly against

too high for us?

Then our lives are far below the gospel
standard.
- No doubt this is generally the
ou
case. Current Christianity is not up to

tunity to grow and push its work into the
‘ regions beyond.’”
He speaks a good and
deserved word of the Religious Intelligencer
and its able and courteous editor, and adds:
¢ Perhaps the greatest question just now to be
amicably settled by Free Baptists in New
Brunswick is that of the education of the
ministry. In Nova Scotia the difficulty has

by

ance,

0

self-command, brings on frenzy, and,

coming day, not far ahead, when
renewed that former evidence,

dignified it with the title of ¢* A new com-

There are divine impulsions to work
that cannot rightly be withstood; and the
Christian is to be moved by these rather

with gracious words his sermons come as
an inspiration,and are delivered with power, for the social atmosphere exactly
agrees with his office and work.

doing
u noble work.” “In
New Brunswick,
casts from himself self-conscionsness and 1 we think, no denomination lias a better oppor-

¢¢ Blest be the tie that binds.”
Sin isolates,
‘love
unites. . The
Christ-life

All earthly blessings are relatively un-: mandment,” and ‘‘ my commandment.”

does not, the true riches.

fired with zeal, his lips become eloquent

tig's of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia ¢ are

nature,

OSS

and

moral

Bed

pastor

a time of his rational and

MN

and is treated like one, both

A correspondent writes that the ‘Free Bap-

or

OM

works ‘in love; works. .for-Christ and
souls and lives on the kindness of the
‘brotherhood, of which money is only one
‘expression. If he feels like & hireling,

The great injury is inward or spiritual.
The intemperate man divests himself for

d ampli.

d

ways too

BE

little;

them an axiomatic truth.

Bu

or

ance is the voluntary extinction of reason.

Mh

much

be a
is to

am

paid

of future

subjugation. That an Italiah ¢in not
clerical and a patriot at the same time,

of intemper-

not?” Does this seem

prayer

speakable
wrestlings?
Remember
the
struggle of Jacob at Peniel, face to face
[4 I
with God till the breaking of the day.
will
not
let
thee
go
except
thou
bless
me!”
:
was the cry by which he did not, could

a single moment less is too little time!

bulwark weakness cam erect.

whether

evil.

ago:

the agony of importunate

er triumphant advances. of- the soul ever

magnitude as to demand the whole of life:

approved

of ability,

‘ The great essential

uttered

years

made save through strong “yearning—even

prime condition of success.
It is so respecting spiritual growth.
Are the high-

The formation of a pure and righteous

most

But his re-

lations are different. He works for love,
not for wages; his pay is not the measure
of his service; he is not a hireling.
He
must be paid because he has secular
needs, yet he works not for pay.
For
him to do so is monstrous. For the
church to treat him as a servant for money is cruel. He works to the full extent

forty

‘than

whole cause of Christ, settles upon each mode of embodying, making visible, the
heart. ¢ Bear ye oneanother’s burdens, magnitude of the crime to which it is atand so fulfill the daw of Christ,” becomes tached. The miseries of intemperance,
experience. The suffering of one mem- its Joathsomeness, ghastliness, and pains
ber is an aflliction to all. Each disciple gre not seen aright, if they do not repreis able to say, ‘ Who is.weak and I am sent to us the more fearful desolation
r
not weak? who is offended and I burn » wrought by this sin in the soul.”

In difficult undertakings, an earnest desire to succeed may be regarded as a

and holy character is a work of such vast

is the

Itis the

|

-A good way to hinder riches from hurting us is to make large outlets of benevolence through which they may fiow out
nearly, or quite, as fast as they flow in.

Ionocence

seek it.
be dug

pearl that must be fonnd in the deeps of
the sea. It is the glory whose vision is to
j
id
:
be gained by toiling to She Ca
for

:

soul!

great de.

gree, is-given alone to those who
It is the glittering ore that must

Lr

to

man

all parties would be content.

and

Chanrving,

more

ng

Bad

so

attractife

.

blind

* The

der quid gro quo, a fair equivalent,

a fraud.

Love was represented by the Greeks as
‘blin¢; but disinterested
love is clearsighted.
Ghrist’s love for men does not in
the

large

corporation, he would expect, and tenh-

Jesus said, ¢ You shall know the truth,
a cold, secular recognition ; it is fatal to
and the truth shall make you free.” But
his life, crushing to his spirit, destructive
notwithstanding the truth is so essential to to his power.
But with the sympathy
the soul's’ welfare, God does not mean that and confidence of the church, with a genits light shall come quite as comes‘thé light - erous flow of Christian fellowship, work
of the.
morning—shining
alike .on..the is play, burdens are a joy, his soul is
industrous toiler and the shameless idler.

himself
.baneful

be a home;

pleasant,

in any

brings both
by and grief to the pastor.
His relations and works are pecuhar.
He serves in the realm of love, not of
trade. If a superintendent of a secular

from William Ellery

in Boston

o> dud

and Christians!

maintaini

PN

gets

Church .is a family:

worship

truth

grade of Christian fellowship

elevate our race, . by
and faithful
4

bed Tod

Wilberforce,

religious quarrels.

earnest]

TP

Christian

obtain

greatest

absorbed in his work as to forget
is thereby freed from two most
. evils,—self-conceit and envy.
The

do not

a

who does not endeavor to extend the recognition of what he conceives to be the
truth, by every lawful means, forfeits his
title to enjoy the beauty of its vision, and
grows more indifferent to this
beauty ; every
ve
;

We must increase both centrifugal and
centripetal forces in order to the highest {

who, like

to earn his

emn truth into these words:

but a truly successful life, like a great
ocean steamer, is independent of breezes!

The man

growth

unless they seek to communicate it to othOne of our exchanges has put a sol- EIS.

breezes;

individual attainments and the
success in our work for Christ.

no

80 constant]

ve lal

have contributed so Te

their means,to

Pet

v

done

tion, of the liberal party; they would see in it

Sue

tk

3

There. is something in favoring

with

TA

‘the

enmity

ass
sl Als ab ta

from

he has

measure, unless they strive for it; nor do
they retain it, or continue to dwell in it,

original tongue!

at

ah

translation

that

The high

Men

The Christian is the world’s Bible: alas!
a miserable

sin

strive for them.

ed by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication.

what

a

bread,so neither will he endow with spiritual graces and power those who neglect to

We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
contibutors and cannot pay for articles contribut-

continue

an instant element of weakness and

and

an idler who is not willing

pose. We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributions of amy length.

fore the pope must

an evil
good !

endeavoring to obtain it. © God helps those
who help themselves; and as: he makes
but scant supply for the physical wants of

pur-

that

for

i

continually up to God for a wayward and

Italy and a prisoner in the Vatican. No evil
for Italy could be greater than a reconciliation
with the Papacy—so think all, without excep-

does well; but he must do still better by

to mailtheir paper and. not roll it preparatory
ing. Ther must send full name and address, not
necessarily for publication. We cannot return

vinegar, * a

the worst of devils.” If wretched object of the heart's best love.
something.
A man says, “I have done ro ‘religious devil is
Finally, under the fourth head (mental
evil, I have rooted every folly and fault our goodness becomes baduess, how great
and
spiritual ruin), take this passage
is
that
badness!
Here
lies
the
secret
of
out of my life, I am free from sin.” It is

He who simply desires spiritual

Afi communications designed tor publication
should be addressed to the ‘Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
‘addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Contributors will please write only on ene side of

strong

—

CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

makes
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C. A. BICKFORD, Resident Editor.”
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a

Apostolic palaces. Rome is the center of his
power, and the historic seat of the Popes. He
must remain and suffer in the place where

dwelt his predecessors.

Exile would deprive

him of dignity, and it is better to perish on thé

tomb of St. Peter than to inhabit an English or
a Spanish island or an Austrian valldy.

There

he would be equally humiliated and equally a
prisoner. Either the King must submit to
the Pope and become the chief of his armies,
or the Pope-to the King and be his chaplain.

Neither-of these cases 1s possible,

and

there:
»

preached by the Rev. R. Dunn, D. D., Professor of Theology at Hillsdale (Mich.) College.
hioudio a portion of the eighth chapter of 1
Kings, be took as his text the last clause of the

JS
vere, $6 herons it was in gine heart. to
uild
an house
jy name, thou
didst well
that
it was iu tine heart.”
’
:
he Rev. Dr.

Ball,

said that from the

pastor

of

beginning

been given to the service

the

of God

the

church,

house had

and the ser-

vice of righteousness. It was a pleasure to
all—and a Pleasure to God—for them to unite
in the spirit of dedication.
Big
Dr. Ball then offered the dedicatory prayer,
and after singing the hymn, * Glorious things
of Thee are spoken,”
Dr. Dunn pronounced
the benediction.
J. H. DURKEE.
dl
*-+o

+

A Testimonial,

” We insert with pleasure the following

after which the choir sang,

shall build up Zion.’ ”

¢ When the Lord

An appropriate prayer

by the Rev. A. T. Sulley, of the Roger Wil

liam church, was offered, after which address-

es were made by the Revs A. Given, I. V.
Osterhout of the Baptist church.

After sing

ing by the choir, the Rev.

Gerrigh

A.

L.

in-

troduced W, H. Colwell, the architect of the
buildingywhehad-¢he box to be deposited in
the corner stone, us also Mr.

ward, the contractor.
the list of articles

Richard Hay-

After the reading of

contained in the box,

it was

deposited in the pis made readyto receive it
und covered up.
The Rev. A. IL. Gerrisb,
with three raps with the hammer, then said:
¢ In the name of the Father and the Son and
‘the Holy Ghost I now lay this’ corner-stone
for the foundation of a heuse to be builded and
consecrated to the service of Almighty God,

resolutions which have been received from
| according to the order and usages of the Free
the colored friends at Harper's Ferry.
. STORER COLLEGE, HARPER'S

FERRY,

W.. Va.,

“August? 1882.
In view of the fact that the kind and chari:

‘table people of New England and other parts
of the North, for the last seventéen years,
.
; oh

Baptist Society. Amen.” A short address by
the Rev, Mr. Gerrish terminated ‘the interest:
ing ceremony.

ents

were then

Contributions

by those pres

made in small sums, and

about $150 was received, ufter which.a

prayer

|

PAE
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Colambus

church

has

given

i

further

of Wil.

....The Rev. A. B. Loomis, formerly

York, with

a

family

Geo. 0.

Wiggin was examined,

ordained

and

in-

i

sion of the Q.M. was of unusual io terest.

-

Centre.

was

evangelistic work

chosen

during

as

a

the

In

Strong men broke down

our members should buy or sell on the Sabbath day, but should keep it holy to the Lord.
each
and every minister does not report to the! Ministers’ Conference. 1 feel that the Lord is with us.
Friday, 25th at 2 o'clock the Q. M. took place.
We had a blessed fime, everything seemed to be
all right. The brethren all seemed to keep the

in piniteh

souls,

Ten

tears, and hearty confessions.

from the man of sixty-three years to the'child
of ten accepted Jesus as their Saviour. Eight

faith and stand at their post.

in~ Aug.

door

and | Ch Augusta

IIL.

Ministers’ Conference Nov.2:.

etree
Vn
Norton Co. (Kan.)—Held with

the Lenora

faith in Christ. The estire community was
moved by the power of God. Rev. H. Payne,
who did the preaching, baptized fourteen believers. Eight have already joined this branch
of the Leroy church.
Thus -God is blessing

moves very

and drink of the cup of blessing, the shed bleod

By the unaminous vote of the

ed one this month.

Sthiriskolt Is Biting out another Seamer,

1 the battles of Jesus with sacrifice
Resolved, That we

sustain

and

ren

him

all his
each

5

Resolved, That we reaffirm to him

tual sympathies and prayers, and

selves unitedly

to

bim

in

our

pledge

Christ and him crucified.
Done by order of the church

at

a

DR. A. JENKINS,

our-

Jesus

thefts | ou set aheBeld
The Germans Save this ¥ood proverb,northatprayers
| “t Washington

regular

hinder work.

Clerk.

we most heartily express our thanks and -ear- cause we hoard them.
—
mest desires that they may be ‘ surprised’ often
Explains Itself.
=r
and long with the blessedness of receiving as Special Telegram.
SOB
r
x
well as giving.”
’
r
LY
3
a-hall-yea
me
i
eines-for-the past-two-and
fully recommend all of them, especially

Yr

-

S.

The 8,

by baptism.

but union in character.

is in

good

condition,

The outlook is favora-

home

and

:

* We

and schools;

Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com‘ | Do Concord
munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52638) } Do Centerburg

Rev.A. E Wilson, Lansing, Mich., to whom all | S.S Scott Chester
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich. | Emma Jackson Chester

they

should be sent for F. M., H. M. aud Educa | Mrs A Macapher Mar-

Y. M.,
(25t) | * don for Harper's
tion Societies.
QM’
Harry
Treasurer
Minn,
Notihgald,
Batson,
J.D.
Rov,
y
Society, to whom a
Mission
M.
Y.
Minn.
of the

we have received by‘the

hand

Rev. J. H.
of the Home Mission ‘Board,

of Mrs. J. C.

should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis. | Myg J B Lash Unicn for

Lothrop, Great Falls, N. H., one bale of goods;

a beautiful

album

quilt

Baptist Foreign, Home Mission
a
Societies,Concord, N. H.

worth $10.00 from the Ladies’ Soc. at Wilton
Junction, Towa,
Please accept our
many

Gospel ministry.

preparing

aid of those

Neb.,

Rev. §.F. Smith, Fairbury,

@Quartexly

Fieetings.

all Home Mission funds are
H. H. Within

The

The

ing

;

the

Reed, Bald.Sugar Run church, Aug. 26. Rev's were
present
win, Sicason, Hisoy and Simonton

5

Establishment.
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eo

aler

with"

3

500

5.00

J Pope

"by Mrs

Janesville

Killuourn City

W. Gowen; Cape

Sable Islund,;N. 8. = ‘| E Hulse Richmond

Yearly moettng Notiead
Sept.

Southern Ill, at Carbondale,

fair attendance

of delegates and people, and much good feeling
and harmony prevailed throughout the session,
Next session with the Silver. Grove church, the

It is fondly hoped that all the

Mrs *
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Bh Marching TironEn Georgia{dow in the Cottage by the Sea.

66 The MinstreltheBoy.
Heart.
70 Take Back

«.

72 The Faded

|

06

1,00

6.50

107 Carry

“oy

FRANK A. BROWN,
1y19

Old. Kentucky

Home,

128
124
180
181
138

Me Back to 014 Virginny.

112 The bit Man's Drunk"Again,

A Flower from Mother’s Grave.
The Old Log Cabin on the Hill.
Coming
Thro’ the RyyO,
0, Then, Meet as Streagers
Must
The Kiss Behind the Door-

Essie Dear.

119 Take Mo
Back
to Home & Mother
120 Come, Sit by My Side, Darling.

ns

ad

|
|
|
|

Nobody's Darling but Mine,
Put My Little Shoes Away,
Darling Nellie Gray.
Little Brown Jug.
Ben Bolt. _ |
Good-Byo Sweetheart.

Don't

You Go, Tommy,

Willle, We have Missed

Don't Go. | 284 fitsle Maggie May.

You.

Over the Hills to the Poor House.
Don’t be Arg ry with Me, Darling.
Flirtation of

he Fan,

Chair,
279 The Vacant Sunny
South.

| 230 The Sweet

Ground. | 233 Come Home Father.

on the Old ei

Why did She Leave Him ?

[other.

Thou Hast Learned to Love An208 There’s None Like a Mother.
«
Were False, but I'll Forgive.
204 You
200 Whisper Softly, Mother's Dying.
Old.
You Love Mo, Whem I'm
211 Will

286 Molly Bawn.

288 Sallyin Our Ally.

*

20) Poor Old Ned.

202 Man in the Moon 1s Looking.
205 Broken Down,
300 My Little One's Walting for Me.

301 I'l1 Go Back to my Old Love Aguin
302
805
308
810
819

The Butcher Boy,
1'se Gwine Back to Digle.
Where is My Boy To-Night.
The Five Cent
Shave,
Linger, Not Darling.

A
Annle Laurie.
Sherman's March to the Sea.
826 Dancing in the Sunlight,
Come. Birdie, Come.
for |§ conts; an
of these songs for | O cents ; any twenty-five songs Remember,
we wil

WORLD

MANUF'G

stamps,

pon

—

Old Arm Chair (as sung by Barry.)
The Sailor’s Grave, [inthe Garden
Farmer's Daughter ; or Chickens
Oh! Dem Golden Slippers.
Poor, but a Gentleman Still,

Fifty for 28 cents. Or'we will send all the above one hundred songs, post-paid for 40 cents,
Send one or three cent postage
Order gongs by
NUMBERS only.
not send 1688 than ten songs,

Mention this paper.

MASS.

228 Love Among the Roses,

232
239
248
243
246

240
251
252
255
256
Now, I'm Weeping '| 257
You, Love, in My
ayers.
but Musn’t Touch.
a Seat in the Par-

Kildare,
109 Jonnie the Flower of Mother
Died

| 172 Tenting

220
929
‘224
Wo will send by mall, post-paid, any ten

116 I Am wating,

LEAD.

SALEM,

138 Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground. | 260 Sadie Ray.
169 oy aXind Word When You Can. | 270 Tim Finigan's Wake,
Father Wore,
278 The Hat
165 I Cannot Sing the Old Songs.
275 I've Only
Been Down to the Club.
166 Norah O’Ne:
167 Waiting, M Darling for Thee.
277 Kiss Me Again.

Night Love.
Bird.

104 The Girl I Left Behind Me.
106 Little Buttercup.

Treas.

One Cent Each

Good | 176
130
182
185
Her Jright Smile Haunts Me Sti]
101
Bunday
ight ‘When the Parlor's
194
The Gypsy's Warning.
(Full,
106
"Tis But's Little Faded Flower,

17 My

93
"94

[Night,

PIPE

NARROWSHEET

170 I'm Lonely Bince My

Coat of Blue.

to
84 I'l be all Smiles
86 Listen to the Mocking

102

2.60
ng

LEAD
AND

[Went Out. | 139 I'll Remember
Bweot By and By.
(Maggie.
Emma,
Whoa,
146 You May Look,
|
When you and I wero Young
When I Saw Sweet Nellie Home. - | 150 There's Always
lor for You,
Take this Letter to My Mother.
152 I've no Mother
A Model Love Letter,~comic

63 Wife's Commandments, —comic.
64 Husband’s Commandments.
66 Little Old Log Cabinin the Lane,

250

LEAD.

AND MANUFACTURERS

121 Kiss Me; Kiss Your Darling.

-|
6 The Little Ones at Home.
18
See That My Grave's Kept Green.
18 Grandfather's Clock,
18 Where Was Moses when the Light

i
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work, with eight illustrations, in cheap
form (just as good for the reading) sold for
§1-lowest price ever sold, (see Potter &
0.8 list)—and THIRTY-NINE extra copies
to distribute sent FREE (ali postpaid)
ost
thrilling and forcible temperance book extant. Costs nothing to scatter it on this
plan. The Temperance Revolution, 46 Adams Street, Chicago.
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Ten Nights in a

find no remedy equal to this healthful blood and
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— Phila. Christian Woman
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JAS. H. EARLE, 178 Washington Street, Boston.

we new enjoy.”
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Blood, Brain, and Nerve Food, at every
W hat nierit is there, any way, in that remedy
“You don’t seem to read the papers closely,

8. 8S. Livingstone, of Contoocook,
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from Boston to Bangor. The good ship wag fairly
well laden, and had a noticeably large cargo of

West 27th street, New

:

a School

Ve,

Lhola

|

:

2.00 | eral Debility, caused from overwork, was cured
by these Bitters. He advised me to try it myself,
but I'd forgotten the matter. till you mentioned
Black’s case.”
:
*

templets

2.00 .
3.44

INCIDENTS OF THE TRIP.
SOME TRUTHS EVOLVED, ETC., ETC.
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Two New Yorkers unexpectedly met on board of
the Steamer ¢ Katahdin,” on her trip last week

.
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* Price 50 cts.
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| al, in a multitude of schools. Large variety of
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have added much to the happiness of the children and great thankfulness is expressed for
them, The $50 pledged by the W. M. Society
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«
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of Columbia,

for use
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Stevens —Condee—In Rutland, O., Aug. 27,
by the Rev. 8. H. Barrett, Mr. John A. Stevens of
Salisbury, and Miss Linuie E. Condee of Scipio.
Keivens—Huntley- In Rutland,
0, Aug. 16,
by the Rev. 8. H. Barrett, Mr. George Keivens of
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Fe
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(Price $1.00.)
This book, although of recent issue, has come to be regarded as a standard
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And every grade and variety of Foreign
and Domestic Carpeting, Oil Cloth and

S Dinsmore—O
Gates—Mrs 8 J

(Price $100.)
It isthe companion book to the
PEERLESS, is larger, and has a much g eater
number of pieces for choirs.
The singing class
‘ course is the same as that in the smaller Louk.
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Ellis Mrs Ellis Mrs
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this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not Siem

a For sale by all druggists, and E.
208 Pearl St., New York.
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Cunilif bh to const Rev
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Rich L M
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for Freedmon
A
New
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Ohio.
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consumption, scrofula and general debility. The | Ch
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most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Mrs S W Cratty Pros15.00
4
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benefit
more
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with
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secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of | ou. 'v pm

as much as possible-during the coming year.
Bro. A. J. Ogle, clerk of the Q. M., is ap-

agent
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Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New | Ch Jennerstown

of them
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Price 25 cts. per bottle.
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QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY:

ble. York Center (Kan.) church reports 80
members, with a fairly good Sunday-school;
Lut the religious life is low. The amount colAn order has
lected for IH. Missions, $6.
been made to ‘circulate the Morning Siar,

yointed

wae Qian
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For Colds, Coughs, Bronchitis and all affections
Cherry Pectoral.
of the lungs, take Ayer's
er
er—

with 18 accessions for the year.
The White
Hall church is newly organized, and has 14
Five have been baptized.
good members.
ound Prairie, Barton Ce. (Mo.), church has

two
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cines in my own family and find them all excellent | T J Paersol Mrs C Mason .50 each all of
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family remedies.
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A friend Fabins N Y
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them, and in every instance wherever I have
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Benevolent
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Ch Apalachin

any one to try a bottle they have
ommended
I have used all your medicome back after more.

churches belong to this Q. M. Eldorado Springg

Street

1.00

Phillips’s

E.N. F.

.76 | Year Book.

1.71

1.75

Asie 5a
assacuaels;

Providence
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Mandrake Bitters, as I have sol¢ several gross of

The Fort Scott (Kan.) Q. M. bas changed its
Six
name to Eldorado Springs (Mo.) Q. M.

Walnut

480
35.00

I

M Adams—Mrs £€ D Blakeslee—I M
‘E Brockway—J Bean—L A Ball—Mrs

Danial

:
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Ioney Letters Received,

have not yet been reported so that. I may have
the reports to use in making up my Annual Report? What I desire and what is necessary in order
that each church shall have due credit in the next
Annaal Report is a report from the State. Treasurers that shall bring their receipts ‘down to Aug.
31 and no farther.
All items reported by these
,32 | different Treasurers will be taken from the Star
and included in my Report. In this way the cred2.40 | it of each church for all the three benevolent causes is made to appear in full in the Register and

S100
ville
Sold by druggists and dealers at 35 cts.
4.00
Ch E Somerville
Large bottles, 75 cts.
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8
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:
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visited every
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Grant

General
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country, yet in all his travels he has never
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‘to its seeming | Ch Wheelock Hallow
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* poo | Biwley E B Lindsley
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’
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Mary C Russ Royalton
J M Matthews Burling-

Champlain—S

Steel
C B Hart C E Brockway E E Cartwright
J 8 Harrington A J Wood WL Phelps T Rich
Betsey Horton Mrs L Brink Mrs F M Soyder Mrs

td

5.00
Fidiy

Minnesota.

Rogar Williams 66 60 Oluégville: 46.0 Chepachet
Pascoag
Greenville 26.81 Georgiaville-B.00.
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Aggregate, $722.97
“1
19.32.
At the last session of the Geresee (N'Y) Q M
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Prairie City—Aux for native teacher

Misa H Guid Sidney 600 John Clint

Park

CARPETS

5.00

York.

Illinois.

Li
Maine,

New

ESTABLISHED 1817.
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Ferry

Rev Hiram Whitcher gave to the I’ M cause a seal
3.00 | Watch Key which he had carried over forty years
cost 5.00 The Kev was sold in
which origionully
the money to be used for genshared of .25 each
:
462 | eral F M purposes and the key to be sent (0 Bro
W’s namesake in India The following are share
Y M—E N Fernald J C
holders in the Genesee

40.00

2.35

| Ch Gilmanton I W
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almost specific virtues in cases of dyspepsia, nervousness and morbid vigilance or wakefulness.”

meeting, Tuesday evening, Aug. 20, 1882
J. A. REAMER, Church

Great Falls, N.

have prescribed it, and can testify

mu-

preaching

i

i

6.00

2.00
6.57

get | Ch Great Falls

We let our blessings

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
In Dyspepaia.

;

other and with God to stand by him in all his
trials,

and

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP Is the pre- | np, for Sanitarium
scription of one of the best female physicians and | nr. and Mrs F P Adams
nurses in the United States, and (has been used
Ossipee in memory
for forty years with never failing Success by milof their father Adam
Brown to const W
the
lions of mothers for their children. It relieves
child from pain, cures dysentery and diarrhea,
H Ward and HT
griping in the bowels and wind colic. By givin
Rarnard & Ms
(W St)
Price 25 | cp Dover
ealth to the child it rests the mother.
cents a bottle.
52121
C Jordan Dover (W St)
Ch Pittsfield
Many of our cares are but a morbid way of look- | Do for Rochester Ch

ing at our privileges.

2.00
6.00
2.00
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9.24
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“ Danville

and then call them curses.
moldy,
’
ema"

:
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« 1gt Belmont
SNC
Forty Years ’ Experience ofan Old Nurse. | ¢ Franklin
Franklin Falls
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morn

Brion

Rhode”

60 |
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Ch Gonic

A gentle person is like a river flowing calmly | Joseph Granville
wife Fremont
along; while a Puseionate man is like a sea, castCh Farmington
ing up mire and dirt continually.
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perils for truth, and covenant anew with

River Yenisei.
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Jolebrook-
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a trade
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to
in his attempt

enskjold,

Siberia by way of the

Baptist

120
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Be Hills Dover
Undaunted by the loss of the Oscar Dickson, NorM {Me
Mrs Stephen iid

church of Christ, Bellevernon, the follow.
ing is published :
:
Resolved, That we are thorougbly evangelical in doctrine and practice, and that we stand
firm to the doctrines of our Lord Jesus Christ
as taught in the Holy Scriptures.
Inasmuch
as our beloved
pastor, Rev. B. H. Fish, has
been persecuted
for Christ's sake, and misrepresented by those who seek to ruin him, and as
we have all confidence in his Christian charac.
ter and ability as a minister of Christ, and
from his first coming among us he has labered indefatigably to build up the kingdom of
our common Redeemer, seeking to rescue the
perishing, toiling and struggling so manfully
«lenial; therefore,

a.

>
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Ohio.
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—
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M
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present.
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nnebunk 2.00 B C Jordan and sister Alfred
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|
|
|
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To
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.—Do for
general fund
—Do for Lit and Inc Fund
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.

:
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M
Miss
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salary
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umns.of this paper, of whose
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for = Bible -
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““T"R.HAYES.

:

Meeting Nov. 24.

Quarterly

church, July 28—30. Thé attendance was not
the business was harmoniously transacted;
large;
and we felt the influence of the divine Spirit with
us. The Sabbath-service was interesting, and we
felt to say as did Peter, ** Master, it is good for us
to be here.” At the table we felt that we could eat
of the true manna which decends from heaven,

our Q. M. Rev. J. S. Harrington
>
:
with us.”

;
SCHOOL FUNDS,

| W Lasly E Cystle Rock Minn

~ 10.00

Po for aipe State Miss

ceived.
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Our next conferenc? will be held at Collinsville, | Mrs
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SUPPAEMENTARY REPORT.
Soc,
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_ ~ | Tarbox under thp direction of the H Mission
10.00 Board for the bengfit of the Elk River Minn Mis-
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church was re-

A vew

seater a great many.

Free posed four days
were lengthened to four
weeks,
Some twenty-five
souls
professed

i 4

| Mrs Mary
Hayes Lewis(Main St)
ton
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| “Steep
| Mrs
Hannah Hobson
Steep Falls
| PM Hobson Steep Falls
| S » Yarmouth
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ministers all | C E Blake North Anson

ed a tent and stretched it in front of the

It did seem almost presumptous to appoint
such a meeting among farmers in hayiog and
harvesting, but a majority voted for the
meeting, and trusting God went into his work,
The lord gave us his blessing, The pro-

*
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I McClain

Lewiston Me.

M.Ed.

-

1.80
5.00

seemed to preach the gospel better at this con- | A friend to the cause
ference than usual.-.On
Sunday the house was
Standish
too small _ to seat-the congregation. We borrow. | Mra A P Davis Augusta

have since joined that branch of the Leroy
“Another four days’ meeting was apchurch.

pointed at the foot of the mountain

Silas’ W
(Main St)

Also a committee was appointed to see why

a

Mane.
Lewiston

;
Cook

’
Ch Baco
I’m not
offered | Mrs. C East Corinth
moder- | Do for Harper’s Ferry
none of.| Ch Boothbay

to lift every heart as we sung the hymn, **
ashamed to own my Lond.” Prayer was
by J. Barton. Mat. Sperlock was elected
ator. It was voted at this meeting that

The people turned aside
Kev. H. Payne.
from their farming and considered the interests of their souls. The Holy Spirit rested in
a wonderfal manoer upon those who heard the:

Word.

3
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The Minister's Conference was’ called to order | Mrs Abby Hutchins 2nd
New Portland
by R, Hayes, the clerk, at 10 o'clock. ft seemed |,

mountain by the ministers of the Q. M., led by

tial

BIBLE

=

+ —Roger

ER

140.33

altos

E. N, FERNALD,J. Sec'y.

Societies.

“

P.

:
ST. Louis, Mo., Ang. 4.

on the

:

Receipts for Augus, 1858,

aid was scant in

Clerk.
1. S. BEAN,
a

commencing Sept. 30.
Q.,
2

iY pi

oi

Benevolent

supply
however.
ood
time was enjoyed.
Next session with the church at aoe.

field for

summer.

?

J. W. SORIBNER, Clerk.

egatio Yas far but ministerial

The

June a four days’ meeting was held

°

Stanstead (P. Q.)—Held its last session with
the Compton church at Moes River, P: Q. The del-

Leroy ehurch, nearly extinct, situated on the
Mountain,

¢«

H. | OE Baker Marion 0

; W.

Rea

Bible

Seal ot Sree ai pe

Nex session with the 2d Eaton church at Eaton

©
_ Pennsylvania.
The Rev. G. W. Knapp
writes: * The
Lord so richly blessed us, last winter in the
.-Troy.Q. M. that we did not feel like having the
good work stopped when summer came.

-"
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Best

—Park St Little

Lincoln School House
- to copst Mrs Lincoln L
~Park Street Aux for
2
's support
—Park Stroet Aux Lit
Inc Fund

_

x

~

Me Moa.

Stone
for Miss
Halitie Phil-lips’s support and\towards
consther
LM |
K
—Greenwich 8t Aux for Miss
H Phillips’s support

“

| methods of preparing a sermon ; J. H.. Cox, How | Ada ¥ Strout Brunswick
| tomake the Prayer-meeting interesting to the | 8 W Cook Lewiston (Main St) M
young? E. E. Whittemore,

|

$

5.00
7.00

tion of | T E Peden Rio Grande
W. Scribner; | Merriman, Right of private inte
Colley; Charge to pasior by J.
Hand of Fellowship by E. H. Prescott: Charge to | Seriptures;A. T. Worden, Essentials of pulpit | M L Osborne Brimfield
hd “
er
E. E. WHITTEMORE, Sec.
wy. B. Davis; Joluntary ‘i the choir; | power.
church
ediction
by
the pastor.
ogether this sesbert
3
:
'owler
Jackson:Mich

six children, had an income of less than $600
_Jast year. The days of self-denial are nol yet

South

:

'

Q.M.
Laog-

| worthy, Pulpit and pastoral work; W.Joy,

Providence—Greenwich St 2h

Cal

:

Ministers’ Conference of the Whifestown
| at Prospect, Thursday, Sept. 21. J. M.

by D. |

Porter; Ordaining Prayer

W.

Sermon by E.

of

(33%)

slelegate from the Wentworth Q. M. |

present as

There is a marked improve-

,

Floyd's

J B Willams:

B.W. RICKER, Clerk. | |

+

Scribner, and E. H. Prescott. C. W. Nelson was | &-M-

stalled as pastor of the Bristol church. The order
ment in sttendance and otherwise, and sever- of
exercises was as follows: Voluniary by the
al have recently manifested a purpose to be- choir; Invocation and Reading of Scripture by C.
W. Scribner:
come Christians.....A pastor. of oue of our’ W. Grifiin; Singing; Prayer by J.

past.

Canada.

Seotia

for house of native
astor Dantoon
Ch
Compton PQ
oe
ties
Miscell

with the Epsom {*
(N. H.)
New Durham
church, Sept. 19-21. Pastors and churches will |
lease notice change of time as per vote of last |

revival influence,
B. Davis, W. H.
W. Grifin, J. W.

the increase, but no marked
on
Sermons were preached Ly.
Trafton, T. H. Smithers, C.

Jet, is entering zealously upon his work in the

New

eo

A friend Nova

i

es

nt

EE

Worden.

the faithful pastor, the Rev. 8. A.

city churches in

IF.

J

summer by
n
©
er. It is hoped
we can have |,
msFloyd's
20
Creek M0
Quarterly Meeting Notices.
odin Bus pd
system hereafter.
the *“Fresh- more ema
.
Correction .—The fall session of the Rensse- | A friend Welaka Fla for
York for a
Sanitariam
church,
Alps
the
with
held
be
will
M.
Q.
laer
|
the
with
22—2
Aug.
H.)—Held
(N.
Sandwiéh
church. Fifteen out of nineteen churches | commencing Friday P. M., Sept. Sth, instead of the | Mrs Annie C Ford Bal.
the country. | Bristol
were reported. The substance of these reports | (th as given heretofore. I B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
timore Md,
church and was that the attendance at religions worship was.
| Mrs E K Abbott Salinas

proof of its generosity during the
providing houses for nearly fifty of
air” children sent out from New
brief sojourn of two weeks in
The affair reflects credit upon the

~(xford church.

Notice,

=

8

ey

2 8727882

New York.
The

Special Notice...

a week before the
next session. The chu
The Freewill Baptiet Anuiversary Convention
clerks having failed to make reports of the con- | with the Great Falls (N. H.) church, October 3—5.
dition of their churches on account of not havin
b
E. W. RICKER, Secretary.
distributed to them the proper blanks, the Q. M
Dover, N.H., Aug. 29.

Valuable

©0.,122 Nassau Strecty New York.

pes

church clerks will send in written reports to the
4d benediction by the Rey. 8. S. Barney, of Q. M. clerk at
Oregon, Warren Co.,
Ohlo, at least

the Graniteville cburch, closed the cerémony.

rs

~

»

EnN-H
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Family Circle.

the ‘Holy Cross. Xavier produced. the
Papal brief, appointing him Apostolic
Nuacio in the Eastern Hemisphere, and

clothing him with supreme ecclesiastic
power. That he possessed the honor of
this august office had been a secret up to

I sat and mused with half-closed eyes
On what I wished to be,
And let my cherished hopes #rise
.
With deep anxiety.

this time, and he revealed it now

To aid my feeble powers,
Expect to reach the noble ends
I choose in-Hopeful hours?

And hedged from all but sight;
Dread hills and chasms blocked the way

*Twixt me and that seen hight.
And while dark fears my courage shrunk,
Lest I might ne'er succeed,
.
=
An inch worm slowly neared the trunk
Of inch worm’s favorité weed.

Although the stem was long.

As clear as mornifig light,

failed

to move

RAMSEY.

°

II.

Xavier labored little more

than two

years in Japan, and the work he. accom“plished is the most astonishing—a work
which if it had been wisely followed,
would have long ago made the Japanese

number that

professed to be converted to Christianity
was large. . Doubtless the majority were
converts only in name.
They were moved by the current into which they fell,
following the example of rulers or persons of rank. But there were earnest
souls seeking for light to whom the gospel proclaimed was the power of God
. unto salvation. Christ crucified was to

detaining Peregra,

his companion and

to Pekin, but to Soucian, an island at

the

mouth of the Canton river, where
Portuguese were permitted to trade.

the

himself

pros-

trate-on the ground in passionate prayer,
and agonizing

sorrow, as he foresaw the

doom of this ungrateful city whichhe had

was

voice was evident

but.its influence is felt the present day.

which it was obeyed both by pursuer and
pursued.

A

life like. that of Francis

Xavier

does

not belong to any age or sex. It is the
gift of God to the church universal. - ‘It is
good for us to gaze on its moral sublimity.
In its light our own narrow and self-seeking lives look pitiful and mean. It may
show us how much we owe to Christ, and

to the world. It may inspire us with a
desire for scmething of that lofty faith,

every

twice

served

so

signally,

and

though scourged, repented not.
from the ground, he took off his shoes and
cast them from him as a testimony against

their sins; and leaped bare footed into the.
vessel that was to bear him away. He
knew full well that shipwreck and sickness, hardships before unknown, and
death itself probably, lay before him,
but he gladly braved them all, hoping

¢ The dreaded ‘horseman that Matthew

now saw in full view was a lad not much

tianity had obtained a firm hold on the
nation, that the faith was deep-rooted in
the souls of men, is proved by the fact
that in this mést relentless and bloody
persecution nearly two million persons

carried the plague

Stricken wretches in his apms tg the hos-

pitals. He watched by the sick beds day
and night.
He administered the last

heaven in that dark land.

ambition was not to

be

The hallowed

gratified.

He

reached the island of Soucian, but the
agents of Alvaro prevented him from
goingto the mainland, and abandoned

him without food and withoat shelter on

the shore, where stretched on

the

naked

Domine

num!”

speravi;

non

confundar

in ceter-

inquired General Washington, in severe
tones.
!
¢¢ ‘Madge always runs after anything
that tries to run away

from her,uncle,and

(in thee, oh Lord, have I trusted ;

him,

came -not nigh

Above all mortal fear, he calmly

pursued his work

-. staid,

Then he

till

the

was eager

s Droatway.

plague

wus

to depart.

China called him. Her woes burdened
his soul. He burned with desire to car-

Ty to her the message of salvation. He
had associated with himself as ambassadorto the court at Pekin a man who

1882.

12mo.

writer,

pp.

won

aiming

to

525.

530

“The long ride by private carriage
from Massachusetts Bay to the Potomac

came on, with my mother, to visit my
uncle Barker, who lives at the Donge
Creek mill; and I am her: at the brick
barn to see the Father of my Country.’

River was, indeed, a pléasurable and

ex-

citing journey, and the meeting with Genéral Washington was the event of events.
¢t The general was, at that time, living
in dignified retirement upon his large
estate at Mount Vernon,

which consisted

of ten thousand acres of land in one body.
Nearly a third of it formed a neck on the
Potomac River, with Huntington Creek

to make

a graceful

bow.

‘I

* «Thank you, my boy,’ said the general very kindly. ‘I am always proud
and happy to see my Massachusetts
friends. You must come and call at
Mount Vernon to-morrow afternoon. I
shall be at home at two o'clock.’
*“ And lifting his hat, the general rode
away, followed by the whole party.
** The old parson used to say that the

the estate, one driven by oxen or horses,
and the other by water.
4

chase around that sixteen-sided brick
barn, when he suppused General Wash-

«« Parson Hale's uncle, William Barker,
was, at the time of this “notable visit,

ington, mounted on

overseer of the water-pewer mill which
stood at the head of Donge Creek Bay.

rience. It had its abundant conpensation,

«It was quite a large
twelve

foot

wheel,

mill,

the

water

coming

« Generat Washington had a personal
about

farming

the

fields

opand

farms on horseback, every morning, in
pleasant weather.
“Often gentlemen who were his visi-

Mount Vernon residence.

a

charger,

terrible

expe-

for he wentto Mount Vernon at the time
when the general received
him very cordially, asked him a great
many questions about his studies and

what he read, and

inquired kindly and

particularly about bis family.
ws

** Upon learning that Matthew's father
had died from a wound

Revolutionary

War,

received

It was a huge

in

Washington

a reputation as

a

instruct as well

as

méni-

fested a new interest in the lad ; asked

to

was

old

enough,

he was sent by the general to the

acade-

my at Alexandria, where he remained for
~ several years.
“General Washington paid an anpnity
to this institution for the supportof or-

phans for many years

daring his

lifetime,

and at his death left a fand ‘of five thousand dollars for the same purpose.
“So the chase around that sixteensided barn resulted in the Yankee lad’s
being educated as a clergyman —one who
did effective work in his own field of labor, and died greatly lamented and re-

spected."—Mrs. A nna E. - Preston,

in

Golden Days.

WHAT
formed, education

where

goes

on,

character
and

is

where

pedple are impressed for time and fitted
for eternity. It is a place to be happy in,
to go in and start out from, for all

good,

** The Village Coquette,” a comedy which he

other way,
I would

my house which

garden. No parent need
hesitate in placing
this book in the hands of his child. Every
%

D. Howells

tand

and

Augusta, Ga.

from the Upper Nile and

together they made

tours over the

country.

A

new

interest

added by his cultured eye; and much

is

of the

narrative is given in the form of a dialogue.
The
style is easy and graceful;
a perusal
leaves a fayorable impression;
more than
pleasure is gained by the time spent in reading. The printer and binder
have made a

tasty volume.

under the pressure of both
youthfu}

Before the war he

had

wealth

general

living

room is neatly

papered with

wood cuts from magazines - and papers, and
there are shelves full of books, but no other

adornment.
James R.J Osgood & Co. have
‘made a long list of “announcements of ful}
publications, some of them of the highest
interest.

The correspondence

of Carlyle

and

Emerson is probably the most valuable work
of the list, but the works of James A. Gar

field, “The

Old

Masters

of Belgiom ang

Holland,” by Mary C. Robins,” * Persian Arts
and Artists,” by Henry Bacon, and a transla.
How-

Fromentin,”

tion of Gonse's *“ Eugene

ell’s “ Modern Instance.” and Bishop Perry's
* Centennial History of the American Episcopal Church ” are all books whose appear.
for with interest.

ance will be looked

bBo
ror

THE PUBLISHER'S VOOATION.

Mr. Howell's novel, “ A

Modern

Instance,”

which has been running through the pages of
The Century Magazine, will end with the

October number. Its readers will welcome
the announcement of anotber story from his
pen for the coming year of The

Century.

is to be called

and will be a

A Seu Change,”

It

ous, the scene lying
has usually been the

case with recent ‘“ international ” stories, upon
foreign ground. It is to deal, also, with problems of self-help among women, and with
certain tragic phases of New England life.

Mr. Frank R. Stockton satled

for Europe in

the. City of Berlin onthe 26th of August.
Readers of The Century will be glad to learn
that the droll stories; under the title of “ Rudder Grange,” contributed to that magazine by
Mr. Stockton several years ago, are to be continued in a4 ** Rudder Grange Abroad ” series,
the scene of the adventures of Euphemia and
her practical husband being now transferred
to Europe.
The Century Magazine will begin, in its
November number, the series of illustrated
papers by Dr. Edward Eggleston on*
Life in
the Thirteen Colonies.”
1t is understood that
this will be written on a plan new to American history : to give account of the development
of the people rather than a chronicle of historical events or biographies of the rulers. It
will, in fact, be arecord of the growth of

civilization in the New World, the English
being

guest of

this desolate spot with wife and invalid son,
they live there as they can. Their library and

instructive.

her artist bother,

the

Paul Hayne, the Southery

-and lived in good style; but lost then not only
property but bealth, and baving moved into

was lovingly cared for and for a time found a
home
ir a missionary’s
family,
whose

came

probablybe

appearance and feeling. His home isa rode
frjme cottage, in a lonely wilderness of sand
-anthgtanted ‘pines, about 20 miles west of

longing desire to see the sacred city. -Thencame a long sickness to the author, but she

Then

of

w.

will spend the winter in Italy,

in Rome will

t, though long

landed at Jaffa; but before reaching Jerusalem her father died, leaving unrealized the.

companion.

down that part

poverty aud illness, is of exceedingly

bad become impaired by the loss of his wife,

daughter made her a choice

burn

contained it."———Nr,

Lg Vedder.

———

and knows whereof she affirms.
Miss Russell and her father, whose health

people—local

IS HOME?

A home is a place

al Recollections of Gari.

baldi.” ——Some one once wrote to
Dickens
to know if it were possible to obtain a copy of

increases to reply: ‘ If I thought there was a copy of it ip
my house, and I could not destroyit in any

and the charm of the narrative

the close. The influence of this book upon the
reader is like the fragrancé of flowers in the

colonists
oOo
*TR*e

3

to please, and this story of “ Sweetbrier? is ‘wrote in the early days of his literary eareer—
one of her best. Itis wholesome in its-tongy, in his twenty-fourth year; and this wag his

<tudy of internatious
the | in America, and not, as

see his widowed mother when “next«he
went to the mill, and befriended them
both in many ways.
™
'*¢ As soon as the lad

were employed
all the year round.

erations, and rode

was behind him, was

white

with a appointed,

the mill-door.
:
a
|.
*“ The estate was divided into several
different farms, each farm being devoted
to the raising of grasses, grain, vegetables, just like any other farm, only everything wason such a very large scale.
There were hundreds of acres of land in
each field and nearly four “hundred men

oversight of these extensive

his

Mr. Karl Blind will publish in “Fragep:
article on “ Person

an

Price,

In this period of trade-unions apg

strikes so sober and candid a work as this
can
not fail to be widely read and to do great good,

presented

diversities

essentiully

being used

as one

to give

light and shadow to the picture of the infancy
of a great-people.
The history has been written from a complete study of the original and

semi-original author ities, and seeks to perserve

The reading
public is ready enough to
acknowledge its obligations to authors, and
seldom thinks of the party named at the foot

of the . title puge

through whose

sgency a

book is brought out. The traditions of books
give every advantage to the author and printer, and place the publisher midway between
heaven and earth, where he is likely to suffer
abuse from everybody.
Yet he hasa relation
to the literary public the importance of which
can hardly be exaggerated, and without which

literature would almost cease to prosper.

The

author creates, the publisher simply puts his
wares on the market;

but between

lishing of books tkat deprave

the

the

pub-

public

taste

and those that elevate it no one”stands
more responsible position than the man

in a
who .. -

puts them on the market. The quarrels of
authors with publishers would make a long.
story, and, on thé other band,

the encourage:

ment which publishers bave given to uunthors
bus often been the making of them. and has
given direction to the development of a gener.
ation of readers.
:

Their business has its mechanical and secular
side, but it also has its moral and educational
side.
than

They can much
they can elevate

more easily degrade
the public taste, and

where a publisher has chosen to bring out only
good books, and has put conscience into his
business, he has always risen through his work

to a position of communding

influence.

does not hesitate a moment to buy
issued by the leading English and

houses

on

bardly

on the

the score

of their

score

of

reputation of the best

houses

respect

can prevail

them to bring

on

morality,

literary

guarded ip this

that

One

the books
Americ

an

merit.

T

is so jealous
no

inducements

outa

work of

the very aroma of the primitive life of the

questionable character, especially with an eye
to the making of money outof it, while their

some of them so scarce as hardly to be known
even to special students and collectors ;:among
them the striking drawings of Indians, ete.,

prevent the publication of works that are only

country. The illustrations will include many
reproductions of old drawings and portraits,

made

from Sir Walter

Raleigh in 1585, and

now first, since 1590, engraved from the original, by kind permission of the officers of the
British Museum.
Dr. Eggleston’s enthusiasm
in his work, his scent for the significant and
picturesque phases of life (so well shown in
his novels), and the fact that he is never dull,

augur well for the successful issue of this im-

portant enterprise.
Beginning with the same number, there will
appear a series of papers by Rev, Washington
Gladden, D. D., of Springfield, Mass,, descriptive of * The Christian League of Connecticut.”
It is an account of co-operation in Christian

work

among

the different

churches of large

towns in Connecticut: showing what kinds
of work they attempted, and what kinds they
declined to attempt; what methods they ems:
ployed; how they combined effectively in caring for the poor, in guarding the public morals,

ete.; and how this experiment led to a county
organization for the consolidation of feeble

churches in the small towns, and_ finally to the
adoption of the same methods throughout the
State. These papers are the outcome of much

study of the practical problems discussed, and
are likely to have important practical

results,

fit for the waste basket. . And the securing of
the reputationof a high-toned publisher has
been the aim, and it is also the present aim, of

nearly all the publishers who -have

manages

to

live

happily and even to write well, although he is
said to be at once a mathematician, poet, paint.
er, philosopher, natural scientist, musician,
theologian,
horticulturist, lecturer, author,
teacher and preacher.
Roman
type is

been

con-

pected with our literature.
One recalls the names of several Americans
who havestood in such relations to authors and
readers that their imprint carries immense influence, making them not only benefactors to
authors but the purveyors of Lhe best books to
those for whom they were written.
Eminent
among these was George Palmer Putnam, who

brought a sensitive

conscience” and

excellent

literary taste to the business of a bookseller
and publisher, and is always to be named as
one of the best friends American authors have

ever had.

He published books on their merits,

and drew around him the men

who had

some-

thing to say to the public; and the magazine
which he started in 1858 is still remembered,
although

noble

long

ago

discontinued,

and

excellent quality of the

character

for

the

contents, ‘He filled out the idea of what the
public needed, and had the lurgeness or con- .

ception requisite to the

undertaking

proper business capacity to make

and

the

it a success.

No man knew better how to help authors forward, or how to furnish the public with readable books of the best character.
The late James Brown, who lifted the house

of Little, Brown &

LITERARY NOTES.
Rev. Dr. Hill, of Portland,

pecuniary interests are sufficiently at stake to

Co. into its present high

rank, was the first American to import the
best English books at reasonable prices. Greater as a bookseller than as a publisher, he was
eminent in both directions, and from 1837 to
1865 did more to bring the best thought of
Europe into contuct

with the

best

minds

of

spreading rapidly in"Germany.

Of 1,282 works

enumerated in a recent Leipzig

America than any other man, Xe had the
power to ascertain the contents of a book by

catalogue;

glancing through its uncut pages, which is said

no

less than 898 were printed in Roman type.
Matthew Arnold contemplates a visit to
this country in the autumn,
Edward A.
Freeman,
the English

historian,

who

visited

this country last winter, publishes in the
Fortnightly Review, his impressions of the

United States.

He acknowledges constant and

unmixed kindness, discusses America in a tone
of friendly enthusiasm, speaksof his respect
for the character of its society, and insists on

the essential fdentity of England and

America.

to have been the secret of the poet Percival’s
wonderful acquisitions while leaning over the
counters of George Howe's bookstore in New
Haven fifty years-ago.

His word about a book

bad the weight of the best critical judgment.
He developed a taste for the best editions, and
was the publisher ot Bancroft’s, Palfrey’s,
Everett's and Winthrop's works, in a style that

was an honor to our literature,
The old house of Ticknor & Fields must be
mentioned in this connection.
Mr. Fields
rendered excellent and peculiar services to our

Miss M. C. Brown, a lady formerly’ conof the him an intruder, and was detérmined to later a lizard will cool himself under the
shade
of
the
upper
jaw.
Then
a
few
nected
with the University Press, has estab- literature ; but the character of the house, had
church, but the truth that he preached take him into custody. "Not knowing
with such faith ‘and'fervor is * the pow- what fearful fate awaited him should he frogs will hop up to catch the nioSquitoes lished in Boston an office simply for the prep. been established before he became a member
aration of MS. for publishers’ hands,~——M,
of it. His persistency

ings mingled

with the errors

He prepared the dead

that wasted at noon-day

New York: Robert Carter & Brothers.

£4

let me neverbe put to shame! ) he bowed
his head and died.
He was forty-five

er of God unto salvation to those that believe.” Of the seven hundred thousands
for burial and laid them with his own thathe baptized, God alone knows how
hands in the graves. The pestilence that many were sanctified and saved by the
walked in darkness and’ the destruction | atoning blood that was preathed to them.

rites to the dying.

MAGNA. By: Agnes Giberne, Author. of
“Sun, Moon, and Stars,” ‘ Aimee,” &e.

Miss Giberne has

structure, built of brick, and was ceunsid- honest and earnest living. Very great is
ered a great curiosity being sixteen- her responsibility who is" queen of this
kingdom.
Toa very important extent
years old, and had spent ten of these square, or double octagonal.
she makes or mars its completeness. A
«The
lad
was
looking
about
him
with
were found ready to lay down their lives years in missionary labor,
the eager desire to know ‘the why and fretful, fault-finding, narrow, incapable
rather than to renounce Christ. ~ There is
The character of Francis Xavier has
the wherefore’of everything—an impulse woman in the position of wife and mother,
not a more remarkable or a more wonbeen distorted by the atmosphere of “Hir- | that has always’ characterized the wide- can cloud a home with misery while she
derful "chapter in history than that acles in which it has been set by. the awake New England boy wherever he keeps house well, and scrubs floors till
which" tells of the extermination of Catholic church, and it has been ‘degrad- goes, when some one shouted to him that they are as white as snow. But the reChristianity
in Japan.
If the ‘Bible ed by the exaggerations and romance the general was coming.
cording angel surveying her performances
;
had been givento them would such heaped
on it, till it is difficult to see its
¢« As young Matthew ran out of the will surely say, ‘‘ This ought you to have
a calamity have been possible? Are we real grandeur.” With all humility, he barn, he saw, galloping at a swift pace done, and not have left the other undone.”
accustomed to think of this heathen land, disavowed the miraculous power
In a home there shouldbe liberty withas-- over the newly-mowed and beautifully
so lately opened anew to the = Chris:ian cribed to him, even during his life. undulating meadow, a dozen or more out license, time for family intercourse
world,as one that has witnessed the “Can you believe such a thing of a gaily-dressed ladies and gentlemen on and space for personal solitude, room for
‘most heroic Christian faith and been wretch like me?” he asked of one who horseback. They were all finely mount- the entertainment of guests and the main- drenched with the bleod of martyrs? questioned him on the subject. But his ed, a numberof sleek, handsome dogs tenance of social life; and over all a tenIt is said, though Christianity is so rap- life of utter self-forgetfulness, of passion- ran gracefully on either side the brilliant | der, trustful, daily atmosphere of true
idly. spreading there at this time, that ate philanthropy, of all-consuming zeal cavalcade.
devation#nd communion with God. All
;
the law condemning every Christian to for souls, stands out before us, on the
‘ The little Massachusetts boy was so this is not wholly, but largely, in the
death has not been repealed.
back ground of a corrupt age, as a ‘mira- overawed and confused by the pictur- hands of her who is the central thought
Xavier left Japan because a wider cle, ever. attesting the divine power, not esqueness and grandeur of the sight and and well-spring of pleasure in every comfield and a grander conquest opened be- only to redeem the human soul, but to the majesty of the great general's pres- fortable Christian home —the dear, honorfore his imagination.
China had been mold itinto the image of Christ. The won- ence that he followed his first inclina- ed, and gracious mother.
known to Europe but a few years. He derful work that he achieved shows us tion, which was to run behind a corner of
Let nobody who is a housekeeper fear
believed that he heard the voice of the the mighty force that lies in a single con- the immense barn, near which ‘he was to magnify her office. 1t is a very sacred
Lord calling him to carry the gospel to secrated soul, with whom Christ abides. standing, thinking he could look out from one, and if she performs its duties faith-.
the perishing millions of that dark land. We are told that in those ten years he.| that point of safety and see the company fully, she is worthy of no stinted praise,
He longed to go at once, but he believed traveled over stormy seas and strange, sweep by,hi mself remgining unobserved. — Christian Weekly.
o> oO
that duty called him to return to Goa be- unfriendly lands more than fifty thousand
¢ Upon his starting to run, a fierce
fore he attempted this great work:- Hav- miles. There were no swift steamers, little dog rushed away from the party
~~ HOW THE ALLIGATOR FEEDS.
ing given his last counsels and blessings no luxurious cars for him.
His land and flew yelping after him. -The boy ran
An alligator’s throat is an animated
to the church in Japan, he set out on his journeys were made on foot, alone, un- on and the'dog followed in hot pursuit.
long and perilous journey. His ship was protected, and unprovided for,save by the Soon the frightened boy became conscious sewer. Everything that lodges in his
mouth goes down.
He is a lazy dog, and
driven before a wild monsoon, and the care and providence of God. I know it
that not only the dog, but a flying horse- instead of hunting for something to eat,
* mariners believed they were saved from is said that his” purpeses were visionary,
man was also pursuing him.
he lets his victuals hunt forhim.. That is,
destruction by a miracle.
When he his methods wild, his work superficial.
‘‘ Matthew had no idea of the extent of he lies with his great mouth open, apreached Malacca he found the city He sowed the seed by the wayside where
one side of that sixteen-sided barn, but it
smitten with the plague.
The peo- it was lost. So-many of the pernicious seemed a long distance for his short legs parently dead, like the possum. Soon a
bug crawls into it, then a fly, then several
ple remembered him as their deliverer errors of the Catholic church were minfrom their Mohammedan foes, and turned gled with his teachings that his converts | to accomplish. He looked back each gnats and a colony of mosquitoes. The
time he turned a corner, to see the head
to him now im their despair.
Their were little, if any, better than heathen. of a white horse appearing at the corner alligator doesn’t close his'jaw yet. He is
waiting for a whole drove of things. He
wretchednebs was a plea he could not re- Few Protestants will deny that his methbehind him.
pe
: does his eating by the wholesale. A little
sist. He threw lrimself into the most in- ods were open to objections aiid his teach- |
‘¢ He supposed the general considered

He

portance.
SWEETBRIAR ; OR, DOINGS IN PRIORSTHORPE

clear

hatand

that to him the honor might be given of through a sluice-way two miles long.
planting, the seeds of the kingdom of Boats laden with grain came close up to

Christian

fadeth not away. Xavier leit the church he

thought many of the industrial questions
which.
are just now of paramount interest and
im.

by the alacrity with

ginia, when he was a lad.

had gathered to the care of native pastors . beach, the cold blast of a Chinese winter
tors, and sometimes ladies, accompanied
whom he had instructed and set apart for aggravating his pains, he contended alone
him
on these rides. Their horses were
with the agonies of the fever that was
the work.
We can not fail to see that,
trained for the saddle, and made nothing
after this short time, the best of them wasting his vital power. It was a soliof leaping across the broad, deep ditches
must have been ill prepared as teachers tude and an agony, for which the happiest of the sons of men might well have which separated the large fields instead
and leaders in the church,
especially
Ll
id
”
when we remember they possessed no exchanged the purest joys of life. It of fences.
«
Young
Matthew
Marvin
had
been
at
translation of the Bible. He was soon was an agony in which his still uplifted
the
mill
several
days
without
getting
a
crucifix
reminded
him
of
a
still
more
awfollowed by other missionaries
from
Spain and Portugal, some of them de- ful woe endured for his deliverance, and glimpse of the great man, whont, of
‘course, he was very anxiems and ‘rious
vout and earnest men. For ninety years a solitude thronged by bléssed ministers
In the cold to see. So, one day, his fancle edt him
the work went forward, but the intrigues of peace and consolation.
collapse
“of
death,
his
face
was
irra- to the * brick barn,’ ona jgrain-boat. tellof the Jesuits, who sought for political
ing him that there he would be sure to
power, roused the wrath of the native diated as with the first beams of the apHe raised himself on see the famous, general in that vicinity.
princes, and a war of extermination com- proaching glory.
¢¢ Matthew found the barn to be situated
. menced
in the year 1638. That Chris| his crucifix and, exciaiming ‘ In te at a distance of about three miles from the

fected places.

Book Table,

It was but one word, and that not loudly
spoken, but that there. was power in the

bearing them down, and we can not doubt

‘Bay on the east, and Donge Creek Bay on
which
Rising the-west. There were two grist-mills on

a desolate shore. But his weary wandertoin every age, the ‘‘ unspeakable gift -of ings, his tireless labors, were drawing
God.” Calling on his name, they were wards the close. Death, the deliverer,
“lifted up from the degradation of idolatiy was approaching for his release. <This
into the light and liberty. of the sons of is the account of his death given by his
God, and made heirs, with all saints, to eloquent biographer, Sir James Stephen.
that inheritance that isincorruptible and ‘“ At his own request he was removed to
to

that

the

I only thought I would see the chase out,’
‘haughty governor, and he denounced the: which made his life sublime.
exclaimed the boy in a voice that quiver- teacher will find it helpful to his pupil.
-0-Judgments of God in solemn excommunied, and with a perturbed air.
r
‘cation against the man who dared set him“¢¢ And who are you, my lad, and what A HOME IS #1 FOLY LAND. A Tale illu
‘self in opposition to the church. Alvaro,
trifling Customs and Incidents in Mod 2.
- YANKEE BOY:
do you want here,’ asked the general,in a
Jerusalem, By Mrs. Finn. New York;
with a temper quite unusual in those days,
Y. Crowell & Co.: 13 Astor Place.’ pp. /491.
«¢ Old Parson Hale, whom I used ‘to softened tone, turning to Matthew, who
defied these spiritual terrors. The historprice: $1.50. For sale by D. Lothrop &
hear preach when [ was a little. fellow; was trembling from head to foot.
ian says, ¢ One appeal was still open,
Mrs. Finn, born Russell, has written an
and prostrate before the altar, the mis- said Grandfather Marvin, ‘¢ was never ~ ¢ «Tam Matthew Hale, sir, from Massionary invoked the aid of heaven.” The weary of telling us children the incidents sachusetts,’ said our Yankee boy, not for- interesting book, made up of incidents of travel
and life in Palestine. It is the production of
governor at last, so far relented that, of a visit he and his mother made to Vir- getting, in his excitement, to remove his one who has lived years in the Holy Land

the shore, where he threw

FRANCIS XAVIER, THE GREAT MIS~ SIONARY OF THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY.

them, as he has been

pure counter current, meeting

the that divine compassion, that fervent zeal

self of this permission. He walked with
‘bowed head, followed by a multitude, to

It is by inches that we gain
The far but cherished hight!

The

This

Xavier lost no time in availing him-

The truth flashed quickly o’er my brain,

people.

|

ary work.

friend, he allowed Xavier to depart, not

Nor did it try to leap or hop,
But inched itself along
Until it reached the very top,

a Christian

or-

a

GENERAL WASHINGTON AND THE

The prize desired was far away,

G.

in

der to remove an obstacle to his missicn-

Could I, with meager means and friends ....

V.

stream of corruption and death

enthusiasm

self and he laid an embargo on their ship,

W,

With leafy branches made. —

MRS.

in
of

his

Malacca coveted the honor of envoy him-

1 turned to rest ene Summer’s day
Beneath the grateful shade,
That elm tree growing by the way

BY

to

further the enterprise, had embarked
it his large fortune,..The governcr

shared

*. THE INCH WORM.
BY C. 0.

and, in, order

like

be caught, he exerted every nerveto escape; still turning corner after corner, the
dog in hot pursuit,
behind,

the horseman

close

‘ Almost.ready to drop from fatigue,
That his werk was ‘not superfigial, that ‘shame and terror, the - poor lad turned
the seed sown was not lost, We must another corner, only to find himself diknow from the fact that ‘a century later
in Japan alone such a harvest had grown

rectly in front of the mounted party, who
were drawn up near the wide-open doors,
from that sowing that two millions of where heaps of grain were being measurprofessed Christians were found, who ed before it should be transferred to the
were ready ‘to seal their testimony for boat.
°
s
Jesus with their bloo). His stern re* Here he was brought to a stand-still
buke of the sins of the heathen
was by an authoritative command of ¢ Halt

and gnats light on the frogs.

Finallys

whole village of insects.and reptiles settle down for an afternoon, pienic. Then
all at once there is an earthquake, The

big jaw falls, the alligator slyly blinks
one eye, gulps down the entire menagerie
and opens his great front door again
more visitors.— Baptist Weekly.
Good

ground, good seed,

good

for

weath-

er and a good ‘crop, prove that we have
a good God ; but i Sogd heart, good purposes, good works, and a good end,
prove that we bave a gracious God.
"

Renan is said to be at work on a translation

of the Psalms.———It is now stated, at this
lute day, that the original of Sir Walter Scott’s

Rebecca in “ Ivanhee” was one Rebecca Gratz,
a young Jewess of Philadelphia.. She was an

early friend of Matilda Hoffman, the first love
of Washington Irving.
Sophie May has a
new book for girls in preparation. The title
is,* The Odd One.”
The sud death by:
drowning of Professor Stanley Jevons/ lately lends a tragic interest to his latest work,
just issued by Macmillan & Co., on The State

in Relation to Labor. Professor Jevons occupied first rank on economical subjects, and
in this volumé&, he discusses with fullness of

knowledge awd abundant evidence of careful

ha

5

und literary enthysipsm '
‘had an influencein the right direction, but'the

cool, clear judgment of Mr, Ticknor gave the
house its proper weight and character.

There

are many instances of the highest type of fhe
publisher in- Boston
-tosday, where business
capacity is allied with literary instinct, and
where the publisher is forgotten in the scholar

and the gentleman, the business by which ofe™
lives being almost forgotten in the enthusiasm
for good books and in the desire to keep our

literature at its highest

and best.

This ideal - -

is so steadily aimed at, and in many instances
80 largely realized, that it may be eaid that
our best publishers have lifted their business
up to the dignity of the great professione.—
Advertiser.

/
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Pianos

ap-

dred causes, and continually pour

sske of its fine peculiar features, but solely for the Master’s sake whom it hopes.
the better to serve by these articles of
faith, or forms of action, which distin-

floods of stimulus into their churches concernipg- every religious and benevolent

and night,
)
Beatty, Washington, N. J.

2610

plianc:@, Look into every field of activity and be 10ld the multiplication and per-

ligious literature possible.

It may not

all

by liberal inducements? We scarcely
doubt that the rapid increase 6f our busi-

What possibilities! Who yet compre- be expected from denominational sources, ness would more
herds them? What immense advantages ! but should rather be gathered from every
lay. That there
This generation has as yet done little available source. For the sake of Christ, such work and a
for humanity's sake, and in fulfillment of
more then toy with them.
. The momentous question of the time the. responsibility we hold towards every shown by a few
is, Who shall give character
ment

family associated with our people, we are:

all this
intelli

by

guided

gent conscience, seize the opportunities
for

forward to the conquest of the world

we 80

incalculable.

is

From

highly prize in the

clear

our publications,

it

and

us-"- Since that time its influence has inThe

pulpit,

the - forum, the school,

the

the

platform,

counter,

the

“parlor, are magnifiéd by the press as by
an enormous

lens, und cast in gigantic

proportions upofi society.

The same

ourselves

the

amount

pensable auxiliary of almost every other
institution,

we

from

indis-

the

of

try

thought

to

knew it.

Let
make

the

and just so
we represent is
beholders; the
Christians prop
best they can;

to

draw

that

considerable,

intensity,

-adef.
Let

inf this aggressive day,

make
a
weak showing,
much of truth and right as
Channing in speaking of (he press, al- ‘made a reproach before all
most a halt century ago: *‘ It is one of irreligions despise; othér
the mightiest instruments al work among up their respect for us as

Itis now

light

+ Our various publications
should
vertise to all that we are striking
ficient blows for the highest ends.

the race is to experience either unutterable misery or unlimited. good. Said Dr.

creased many fold.

or labor.

the purest literature.

mechancial improvements none is more
direct and potent in its influence upon
society than the printing press.
power

is

We sheald give to the world the principles

as a people must help to answer this
great question. Now,of all our great

Its

aud that

all we are worth, either in faith

We

host?

of Satan's

hands

comfort.

we --do really

if

people only

light shine, double
it

pure

and

clear,

its
then

‘shall we be known and appreciated, our
influence for good be felt in every quarter

is

"true also of vicious institutions.

and deserved commendation will stimulate
us to rapid advancement.
Free Baptist principles

and

sentiments

It is therefore folly tor any organiza
tion to calculate on occupying any influs{

known and appreciated, must share in such

ential place in the society of to-day without the aidof the press. It can only

success. We may be strong to hold together what belongs to us, and to draw

stand as a pigmy among giants, it must
- fight as. with bow and spear against

towards us the many who in these days
are accepting our views, if we put large
hearts into the work of making our institutions worthy of the great interests they
represent. Especially should our representative periodical be made strong. It goes

cannon and repeating rifle. These considerations tell us that, we must have a
denominational literature.
Let us for a
‘few minutes consider this demand in
some of its more suggestive features.
First, our individuality as a people de-

mands the existence of a literature disAinctly denominational.
We are situated much as is the family
in the State. Congregated commupity
life may have its advantages and écbnomies, but it is death to the family spirit,
is soon seen to be unnatural, and is hence

unsuccessful.

Just so long as the com-

they wouldbe if the whole community

lived together and were provided for out
of a common public estate, but the indiv-

iduality of the family, which would be sac_rificed , is worth more than all these other

considerations. Now, just as long as the
visible church is represented by a variety
of organizations having different methods
and varied

views,

their

very

successful,

everywhere,

by

our

it

institations,

we are

known

.if

and

judged.
Give the Morning Star a stand
among the best literature of its kind, place
it abreast of anything to be found, in
mechanical exellence, in literary merit, in
moral and spiritual power, and, as the re-

sult, our whole cause must receive gratid
stimulus.
We will now consider the question of
supply.
What literature we now have

thousand.
. .
Our Printing Establishment

is our

ear-

liest denominational enterprise and is
deeply founded in the love: and loyalty of
our people.
ment

of

Under

wise

the

faithful

manage-

agents and editors,

it

has

been constantly growing in the amount of
work it has accomplished
and the strength
it has gained.
From a dependent instituthese different bodies, | tion, struggling for life, it has grown into

like families; must have their indepen-dent homes thoroughly equipped for successful life, in other words, they must
have

are

‘with which to meet the demands just reis the viewed is, I hope, familiar to all. Some
family histories and biographies and works re.neces- presenting our faith, a Sunday-school litIt is erature widely used and increasing in famany vor, and a good weekly paper for the
for.as. family with a circulation of about eight

munity is:divided into families, it
only wise plan, to have separate
homes with all the appointments
sary for their highest success.
more expense, more work, and
families are not so well provided

own

benevolent institutions,

pulpits,

and

lit-

assets.

:

$75,000

then,

in

invested funds

schools

erature,

Whatever reasons there
favor of our existence £¢s

are,
a

an independent establishment able to support itself and to give many, thousands of
dollars to other interests.
It is blessed with large and increasing

churches,

people,

they

Its present

of

last General

valuation

which

about

approaches

$30,000

ytelding interest.
Conference

two

are

At the

years

ago,

are equally’ forcible iii behalf ot a dis-

the

tinctive literature. It may not be equal
in many respects t& similar productions
of older and larger bodies; but we do
not give up our pulpit’ because there aré
more eloquent ministers elsewhere, or
argue that our schools ‘are useless because young and less fully equipped and
endowed than others. =

tablishment on €wo years? business, above
all donations, was something over $4,000.
Since that report a surplus of $6,000 and

Our

denominational’ life arose,

as we

believe, out of a necessity brought about
in the providence of God, ‘through the
working of his Spirit and Word upon the
hearts and lives of its founders.
Here

we are, then, as actual an individ-

ual and as worthy of our identity, as
the man that treads life's pathway, and,
like:the
man, we should claim as God
appointed whatever properly pertains to
our success in life.
§

We need to settle down

to a positive

conviction of this fact. It is not sectarian-

ism;

itis rather the broadest practical |

benevolence for us to say, We will have
institutions of our own, and will "put our

Whole

eoul

into making them the best

possible.
. A second consideration in this demand
for a good denominational literature is

thé

important

part

assigned

us in

the general interests of morals and relig-

den. Free Baptist Christiang and families look to their own denomination for
an abundant supply of the best religions

literature as legitimately as children look

. fo their own parents for plenty of: whole-some food. And if the denomination
does not feed them they
beg.

must

starve or

be

Skepticista, sensualism,

intemperance,

all evil, mustbe met in the honfe! with

balance

reported

in

favor

of

the

es-»

championed in the same place and by the

same power.

a

Among our own people the responsibility of sech work rests upon our own

Pablications, It would not do to leave all

000 communicants,

think
much

it

advisable

to hold

above $20,000,

and

has been already reached.

investments

that that

figure

ce

The question arises, what shall be done
with the considerable surplus of each year.
This limit of funds invested was made
because of the character of the institution,

being

non-taxable

because not designed

as money. making.
TE
Two ways of disposing of the surplus
are open. It may all be given to benevolent enterprises, or any part of it may be
put into the enlargement and improvement of the especial work.of publications.
It is the opinion of some whose judgment i8 worthy of consideration that all
the income of the Printing Establishment
should be put into our publications, making them just as strofig as possible.

But we are inclined to the opinion that, for
the present, our benevolent societies should

below

2,000.

Their communicants num-

bered in 1876, 330,300, giving an average
field of 66,060, while the average

circula-

tion of the five papers is near 9,000.
In
comparison we have one paper with: 78,320 communicants and a circulation of
8,000.
=!
Wecigee
The Methodists have 31 papers of the

grade

mentioned,

with 2,277,298

com-

municants, giving each an average field
of 76,600, in which their average circulation is 9,200.
The Baptists have in comparison, 25
papers, 1,633,900 communicants, an average field of 65,300, an average circula-tion of 6,400.
os

The

Presbyterians

have

613,300 . communicants,

.15

papers,

average

field,

40,800, ati average circulation of 8,600.

Smaller

bodies: as the Universalists,

Unitarians and Episcopals have a much
larger average circulation of their papers
than the larger bodies.
From these figures it is easily séen that

the Morning Star has a good field as compared with any denominational weekly,
while its circulation as compared with the
Methodist papers (whose constituency
may in point of ability probably be as
justly compared with ours as any) is one
paper to 9.75 members for the Star, and
for the Methodist papers 1 to 8.5.
We believe that the circulation of our
paper may be increased by a balf in a:
short time with such effort--as may rea-

we should all give our interest and effort
to this good work.
There seems fo
many

to be less interest

in such

work

than formerly, and if such be the fact, we

feel sure it is not because of less real love
for our publications, but

is the

result

of

the changed pégition growing out of the
increaded

strength and’ independence

the Printing Establishment.
weak

and

neggled

of

Once it was

fostering,

now

it is

strong and is looked to for lead in the in-

terests it represents.

Only let our peo-

ple realize a strong call for the expression
of their interest and sympathy, and we
are-confident it will come.
}
Another line for aggressive work is apparent in the improvement of the character of our publications. They are good,

but they can be made better, and nothing

tell

for

our

periodicals

especially the Morning

Star and Sunday-school literature,
Has
.not experience proved that dependence
upon the pastors: chiefly for this work is
insufficient? Is it not indeed asking almost
too much of them to carry it alone? Hard

water

for

of us all in yet wider and “abler correspondence and contributions for our papers ? We as a people should not rest in
this matter till the Morning Star and our
Sunday-school papers and helps are made
so strong and attractive that simple comparison will be all the argument needed
to give them favor with all persons oconcerned.

Besides the improvement of our periodicals we may be greatly helped by neweditions of denominational books and an
increase of their number.
We do not see

why our history and

faith and

current

thought mest not be generously represented in volumes fully abreast with the

a sum of money

on.

- Many

in New

our

“John,” said

“Up

Star is soon so situated that

it

can

push

from the vantage ground
influential center.

of a great

aud
:

In conclusion, we submit that

at your girl’s?’

with

reasonable

missions,

in

all that we prize.
To

m

an

dog

StEGEN, January 9, 1882,
?
Ty

in advance.

:

PILES.
i.
SoyKidney
ant obo
licated with
constipati
ip

strengthens the weakened parts and quickly

done by

contract cheaper than wé can do it-with

our own machinery.

;

i

In large establishments where the work

is done

in enormous-quantities and

machinery
kinds,

it

all of the
is

but

work can be done

most

reasonable

with

Particular Notice.
for the public.

words, and

for less money than

disposed of by contract, we should need in
removing

to

a central

place

like

Boston,

1.25;

Sheep,

80;

Turkey Gilt,

Small,
2

p

Book, exten.

Morocco,

Moroc-

150,

&

cts;

oe

i% FE

$100

Pactasn

Joe.

The Racred Melody
”
:
is a small book of 225 hymns and sev<ril
tunes selectea especially for prayer meetings,
20
postage, 2 cents.

and progress of this body

Wreatise

o

:

mm church-buildmgs

It 18 published

thoriy of the General Conference.
tage, 1 cent
Doctrinal

Views

is a small book

in péper

the first 44 pages of the

20 cents;

covers,

Treatise.

heoto

of dectrinal

pos.

6 cents,

:

discusses briefly,

are

by au-

embracing

Price

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Butler's

but clearly, all the questions

theology,

and

the

author's

views

are those generally accepted by the denomination,
$1.60 postage, 12 cents, ©

Centennial

Record.

A vcl. of about 300 pages, reviews the denomin-ational Rropress for the century, gives a history ot

n

J gly. wor

"Missions,

the

causes

Educationl

General

of Foreign

Sunday

ance and Anti-Slavery.

and

Schools,

Home

Temper-

It also has articles on the

Conference,

°

Literary Institutions, Pub-

lications and Aged Ministers.

Buzzell, Stinchfield, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby.
Price $1.00. Postage 9 cents. ......
The

Minutes

of

the

General

of every session, and the

Obituaries must be brief |

the Proceedings of

For the excess over one hun-

for those sent

per line of eight words.

Blanchard.—Died

March 1;

Bro.

Nicolas

in

Kingfield,

Blanchard,

sermons, by as man

ters

Me.,

years,
He was born in Pittston, Me.
In
‘early life he removedto. Kiongfield where in
1842 he experienced religion under the labors
of Rev. Joel Spaulding and by him was baptized and received into the KF. B. church.

J. P, L.

he was baptized and joined the F. B. church in
Waterville.

After his marriage he

resided

NEVER

in

Augusta, and he was one of the original mem-

bers of the F. B. church there. Ten years ‘his
home was in Néw Sharon, and twelve years
in Boston, Wiass. He was an active member
of the North Bennet
St. F. RK. church,
He
moved to Pewaukee, Wis., in 1857, which has
since been his home; and in the absence of
his own denomination, he with his family, has
worshiped with the Congregational church,
honoring his Saviour, and much loved and
honored for his Christian witness.
For the
last thirteen ny he has been a sufferer from
paralysis.
Th
with other disorders has
made him, for the last five years, entirely deendent on the most loving, faithful care of
Bis wife and family. Though he could not
converse with his friends, he knew them and
it seemed to him a joy to see them.
The
time for which he longed he has found at
last.
Com

Sutphin.—DMiss Sarah Satphin died suddenly at the home of her sister,
the
wife
of Dea, Eben Carl of the New Haven (Mich.)
F.’B. church ,aged 49 years. She was sabject

her life a burden to herself and

TO FAIL./

as it acts directly on the Kidneys,
Bowels, restoring them at once to

HUNT'S

REMEDY

is a

safe,

speedy cure, and hundreds have

Liver and
healthy ac-

sure,

testified

and

to

hav-

ing been cured by it, when physicians and friends
had given them up to die. Do not delay, but try
at once HUNT'S

REMEDY,

:

HUNT'S REMEDY cures all Diseases
of the
Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary Ore
gans, Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, and Ine
continence and Retention of Urine.
HUNT’S REMEDY cures Pain in the
Side, Back, or Loins, General Debility,
Female Diseases, Disturbed Sleep, Loss
of Appetite, Bright’s Disease, and. all
Complaints of the Urino=-Genital;Organs.
HUNT'S REMEDY quickly induces the Liv=
er to healthy action, removing the causes that produce Bilious Headache, Dyspepsia,
Sour
Stomach, Costiveness, Piles, &c.

By the use of HUNT'S REMEDY, the Stomach and Bowels will speedily regain their strength,
and he Blood will be
perfectly purified.
HUNT'S REMEDY
is pronounced by the
best doctors to be the only cure for all kinds of
kiney

diseases.

HUNT'S REMEDY

is purely

vegetable,

is a sure cure for Heart Disease and
when all other medicine fails.

and

HUNT'S

REMEDY (0., Providence, R. I.

Prices,

75 cents

and

$1.25.

the

Cobb.—Mrs. Ellen Cobb

died

in Webster,

they made

a home on the bank

of the Saco

mother of eleven

Gardinér

children, of whom

Cobb of “Florida,
while six

one son,

and four

are on the

other

side. She and her hushand were for many
years faithful workers in the Master's cause

of the Jackson church
home in 1854, since

which time she has resided with her daughter
in Webster, Mass. She was true to her Savfour in all the walks of her long life, patient in

all her sorrows. Twenty-eight years a widow
and three years blind, yet in all her years of
loneliness and blindness she never forgot to
pra , and so came down the declivity of life
ike a shook of corn fully ripe for the harvest.” Oa Thursday, Aug. 24, she was quiets"
ly laid beside her husband at Center Bartlett to
rest until the resurrection morn shall awaken
the dead among the New Hampshire hills,

0: Ti D: CROCKETT.

~&fa

| QUIPS AND ORANKS.
cheerful heart is » contented feast,

must

be a large number of people who co not

there
get

a square mal once a year.
Functional derangement of the female system is
quickly cured by the use of Dr. R.V., Pierce's
“Favorite Prescription.” It removes pain and
restores health and strength. By all druggists.
- A philosopher says: “The man who laughs fis
the sympathetic man.”
It is astonishing how
many sym pataiaces a man hag when he sits down
and hurts himself,
Q

J.

cts. per vol,;
postage,
7 Dosiare,

Butler.

12 cents,

«ox

tures ”

mes:

Twenty-two

lectures

on

the

'm

but useful for all church members. It contains...
Scripture Selections for more than thirty diflferent

occasions; Order of Exercises for ten
different meetings)

Formulas

and

or a dozen

Suggestions.

The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well aijanged; stating in fifteen
ages all the important parliamentary rules of de.
iberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents.
Ane Church JMember’'s Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian
oud be benefited by Sis
cts; postage
8 cts.
;

The

Golden Sheat

by

Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo life
Christian experiences of Bai," a converted

and

heathen,

Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.

Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers. 10 cents,
Church Records
:
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
tor

Pastors,

Deacons,

Clerks,

Treasurers,

Sab-

bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Members, and abont 200 pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church, Price
$2 50; Postage 25 cts,

Biographies
Geo. T. Day,
William Burr,

or

Daniel Jackson,

Close

or

a5
0.

«rv. wt
+

en

-

« .50

Communion.

Experience,
|" pages. An
Price 20 cents.
Cl

stian

yey
05m 5

on
»

05

55

and an Argument.

Baptism

2 book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.;
cents.
!
“
Sabbath School
estion Books
are {or adults and children.
LE~S.N» (Or Every
“Tony of Jesus,

”

175

postage

Sunday, ,15, postage ,02
.
312,
«
,02

$1 Artis. SHEET MUSIC FREE0!

Buy fifteen bars of Dobbins’ Ele
any grocer; cut from each wrapper the
Fogy and Mrs. Enterprise, and mail
name and
address, and we will send yo

Pirates of Penzance, (Lanciers,)

Sirens Waltzes,

.

Fatlnltza, Potpourri,

.

.

Mascotte, Potpourri,
.
Trovatore, Potpourri,
Night on the Water, Ldyl,
Rustling Leaves,

.

Of

.

,

.

.

«yr

85

y

+

75’

Suppel

Avdran 100
.
Verdi
15
op. 93, Wilson
60
op. 08, Lange
60

+

VOCAL

BO

. Waldteufel
.

.

.

“

D'Albert:

'

vn,

Patience, (The Magnet and 14 Churn),
Ollivette, (Torpedo anduthe Whale )

+
.

Sullivan”
Audran

85
40

Sullivan

40

When Iam Near Thee, (English und German words), 452
Pho my Window,
.
.
.
Osborne
Lost

Chord,

A Dearest eart,

.

.

vi

.

vy

.

4

+

40
85

Sullivan

85

*s Best Hopes,
v
‘
Meind
Requited Love, (4 part Banu,
A
3
Are
Sleep while the Roft Evening Lecereg(4 part Song,) Bis

In

the Gloaming,

a
be True,
7 Under the Eaves,
Free Lunch Cadets,

.

.
.

.

.

‘

.

A

40
85
85

Sarriscn

30

Vickers
Winner
Sousa

85
386
856

If the music selected amounts fo just $1, send only
he is pictures, your rh aud address. hed an excess
of
$1,postage
may be enclosed
for such
exces
Ci) this eral offer /because we
Te.
give a present sufficiently large to induce every one
ve Dobbins’ Electric
Soap a trial long eno
now Just how good it is. ¥, after trial, they con. tinue to use the soap for years, we shall be repaid.
If they only use the fifteen hans, getting the
ar's

worth of musig

gratis, we shall lore money.

This

shows our confidence. The Soan can be bought of
grocers
— the music, on only be got of us. See
that our name is on each wrapp: r. Name this paper.
A box of this Soap containt sixty bars, Any lady
buying a box, and sending us sixty cuts of Mrs. Fogy,
can select music to the amount of %4.50.
This Soap
improves
vith age, and you #re nat asked to buy a
useless nrticle, but one you nee
"OTY wee
yea

JL GRAGIN R200 105 oar

Morphine Habit Cured.in 10
40 20
Days.
No Pay uniil Cured.
J. Lo Sterness, M,

Dr. @.

s¢

=.

D., Lebanon,

Olu

college.

REV. BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1863,
at the death of a child, and’ printed by
uest.
The only published sermon by ‘Randall. Price
cen
Blanks
Marmlage Certificates,
!
10 cts, doz.
3 M. Cor. Messengers’ Certificates, 8 «
«
hurch Members®
ficates,
a
Eugravings

Ever or Never Waltzes, (Toujonrs
oit Jamals,) Wald
Chasse Infernale, Grand Galop, Urilliant, op. 23, Kol

"5,

All the profits go to the

J,

3

T. Day,

L. Phillips,

25 ots.

25 and

85 cts.

Small Eugraviig:, 5 by 8 inches, the same
as those in the Centennial Record, 5 cents each, or
20 cents for the seven; the first four on one

sheet.

Xllnminated Cards.
From one to ten on a
sheet,3 by 5 inches. Price from three to six cents
a sheet.
:
’
MAP OF ORISSA.
>

81

India, with much

of the

djacent country.Price 75 cents.
an
e above named
8 are sold by the dozen,
at 20
per cent. discount or single vol., for cash
with
order, or on receiving the books,

i

Bn STEWART,

Dover.

THE MORNING
TERMS: $2.00 per

advance; Rx

days, and

N H

STAR.

year, if paid strictly

if Dai

within

$2.50
if not.

~

the first

h subscriber will please notice
,| of payment on the label of his paper,

allow it to be in arrears.

-

in

:

the date
and not

The Star is not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid unless Jeteots re-

quest it; and it is discontinued
been more than one

when “it has

year in arrears;-after

due

notice and time shall have been given.
REMITTANCES must be made in Ron
ey-orders or bank-checks if Jossible, or
a
registered letter and at our risk and expense,
n writing to this office, persons will plesse”
designate thei» STATE,

as well

as

town, and

give
both the old and new address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star.
8 to
and communications

press Tuesday MOriing,
for insertion ought to

here on Saturday previous,
Address.

ve. I. D. STEWART,
DOVER, N,

A

cupe

portani points of
Bible study, 1.00; postage,
cts.
Minister's Manual
designed especially for miniscers.

Pricel5 cents.
Sermon

life, coming

upon her in her innocent childhood, leaves
room; for us to hope we shall meet where
clouds or affliction disturb no more forever, :
G. B. CUTLER. :
Muss., Aug. 22, aged 8) years.
Sister Cobb
was born in Baltimore, Md., Aug. 16, 1793.
She left the home of her youth and with her
young husband came to Bartlett, N. H., where

ptist Minis.

WoNDRFUL Works of Jesus. 12,
“irom
Douglas Address on John Brown.
¢
By Frederick Donglas at the laying of the cor
ner stone, Anthony
Hal, Storer College, Harper's
Ferry, West Va,

an extremely

mind and

11 cts.

Commentary
oe
—Prof. J.

an éxcelthe “crip

1y26eow

made

anxious care to those in whose home she lived
and died.
All with Christian regard feel a
relief that the dear one rests, and that the dis-

ease that clouded

F.

* ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE;
lent book for all who would “search

Rheumatism

HUNT?’S
REMEDY
is prepared
ex=
pressly for the above diseases, and has
never been known to fail.
i
One trial will convince you.
For sale
by all Druggists.
Send for pamphletto

to an apoplectic affection, which, with her reason much impaired from early irThood,

ENOWN

CURES WHEN ALL OTHER MEDICINES FAIL,
tion.

Doe.—Died in Pewaukee, Wis., Aug. 17,
Mr. David Doe; aged 71 vears, and 9 months,
Mr. Doe was born: in Vassalborough, Me,,
Dec. 6, 1810. Converted at the age of sixteen,

twenty-thre

diferent

Price $1. Pos

. reading.
Lectures

Being of a genial spirit, he made many warm |

many friends to mourn his death.

2

con

tains two volumes,
one on the Gospels, ana the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is un
esoeiient sip for Sabbath schools and fami'y

aged Ti

friends.
Ever active in all religious duties
and always prompt in meeting all church
dues and benevolent claims, he was highly esteemed by all. He lived beloved and died lamented, leaving a wife and five children “with

the first eixteen sessions.

A volume of 300 pages,

Ferses are inadmissible.

Cownlerive

form ai the close

hound volumes embrac.:

$
, including postage.
Sermons.

by persons who do

Butler's

better

in a small concern with limited appliances.
If in the near future we do not make a
changein this work, we shall suffer contant loss. With “the “work of printing

book, in

Gilt,

each.

are published in pamphlet

approved
that

Large

Morocco

Aon

usage-

cures all kinds of Piles even when physicians
land medicines have before failed.
42 {If you have either of these troubles

Obituaries.

and consistent members
until death called him

to get all our mechanical work

used.

Postage 9 cents
postage 4 cents.

Hymn

‘The Tables, twenty in number, are of great va
ue for reference.
ere are steel engravings o

practicable to-day than ever before, is the

recent improvements in the work of printing been that it is doubtless possible now

90;

denominational

containe a brief statement of the doctrines
} held by
the deno
tion, and our general

well endowed with financial
strength.
May our people, our ministry and our
Board of Corporators all arise to a renewed zeal to carry on our pablication work
to the consummation of its highest possibilities.

daughters remain,

have

sively

ce

Whe

-Wort

KIDNEY-WORT:

3

Another line of advance so often con-,
sidered ih the past, and we believe more
Sos.great

;

Psatmody

Christians in New York, till the time of the
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.

ws

Turkish Patrol Reveille,

publication work to a

The

give the rise

the case, this Jomagy

Mr.

location.

Sample copies sent free.
isthe

the rate of
Payment.

when time expires.

History of the Freewill
lodiad
covers the first half century o1 our existence,
from 1780 t0 1830. It describes wih .censiderable
detail, the early events
;of our denominational
history.
$1.00, including postage.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisl

aggressive measures.

central

printed monthly. at
address for $5.00.

Discontinued

x

Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
and more than hall of the tunes found in the
larger book, and is for the vestry and social
worship,but is often used in ;hurcheg,
he "| T=rs: Single, $1.50, dz. or more $1.20. Postage,
10c.

undertake and stimulate the work with

business can

x

not.
;

The Little Star and
NMyrtie
are sabbath-school papers, prinied alterns:d
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully iJlustrated

and children, are
100 copiesto one

unad sold by rirst.class music houses at the
rices:
INSTRUMENTAL.
Artist's Life Waltzes, (Kunster Lehen,) op 3/6, Strauss,

our publishing

The
.
.
eigh pages, ini its
8 a large Mornin
religious
paper
of f eight
fifty-third” volume.
It is able, rely and pro-,
gressive. All
commuuieations, should be a
dressed to Lh
hy H.
at
erms ;—$2.
r
ye
paid
in advance; $3.
ir ‘pasa within
fivst thirty days, and $3.50 if
Postage ig paid by the publisher.

| PRICE 81. |

in

meet all this responsibility they

Freewill Baptist Publications.

The

placed

education,

yl

cenls,

soon in twice as many homes as they now
visit, carrying thither a certain revival in
spirituality, in

up

daddy’s

Catalogue sent Fiee.

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

at

1ight.”
gni’s.”

FLEMING BROS, Pittshurgh, Pa.

planted

be

I waited

vertising cards.

and go can
can. They

effort

you

The genuine are never sugar-coated.
Every box has a red wax seal on the lid,
with the impression: McLane’s Liver Pill.
The genuine McLANE'S'LIVER PILLS bear
the signature of C. McLane and Fleming Bros.
on the
ppers.
:
;
<n
Insist upon having the genuine DR. C. McLANE'S
P
ed by Fleming
Bros,, of ations of the
ar market being
full of imitations of ;
differently, but of
enIf your storekee
D
uine
DR.
C.
cLANE’S
CELEB
LIVER PILLS, send us 25 cents, and we will
send Jou a box by mail, and a set of our ad-

valuable ally. They can go anywhere exerting a mighty in:
ce for all these inin the hearts of the people,
reach them as nothing else

see

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

with ear-

deeply

WARRANTED.

The praise your Liver Pills have. called forth
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTIL:
Sat = tor an older class of readers thap the
here is wonderful. After taking one and a half
boxes of your genuine DR. C. McLANE’S
Terms: smigle copy, each, =
8B cents.
LIVER PILLS, I have entirely recovered from
- Packages of ten or more to one address, each, 85 cents
my four years’ suffering. - All who know me
Payment always in advance, discontinued when
wonder how I, who, for so many years, had
time expires, and no commission allowed on mozno appetite and could not sleep for backache,
ey sent.
:
Ro i
stitch in my side, and general stomach com- |, Sample copiés sent tree.
S. S. Quarterly.
plaints, could have recovered.
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the InterAn old lady in our city, who has suffered
national lessons
for unrce months, dictionary,
for many years from kidney disease, and the
maps and various other helps. -It is intended
be equal lo ihe best.
doctors had given her up, took two of your
TERMS: 15 cents per copy in
kages for the
Pills, and got more relief than she has from
year, or 20 cents to single SAR
ie Beats for
all the doctors.
Yours truly,
:
one copy.
i
J. VON DER BERG.
Lesson Papers
:
of the International Series, for both adults

. Our principles, our missions, our schools,
all look to our publications as to an in.

can

“ Yes,

Very esteemed sirs:.

enthusiastic work our publications
the most promising fleld and the
hopeful future of all our denominaenterprises.

They are already

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete, FULLY

A

"A LETTER FROM GERMANY.

publi-

on to its workin these far reaching fields

it.

yA .

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.

invested

lost

Aminadab,
“I didn't

apple tree about two hours for her
to go in the house.”

cations as near them as possible, are prac-

Free Baptist and Morning Star should be
mutual helpers in the very same field.
But this is certain net to be unless the

and

the Methodist weight sociable Wednesday
*¢ No; I’tended a wait sociable up at my

© Star is practically a

have everything done to bring

Sire t

That feeling of languor and debility that follows
hy-ical exertion,
removed by using Lrown’s
ron Bitters.’

middle and western States, who need to

terests.

Wail

er; I was a jackass.”

local paper, may not quickly realize the
advantages of a change. Bat those in the

nest
have
most
tional

in

sympathizing friend asked him whether he had
been a bull or a bear; to which he replied: *“Neith-

river. The early pioneer ministers of fifty
Jaate ago ever found at the home of Dea.
amuel Cobb and his amiable Christian wife a
warm and
hearty welcome.
She was the

more

our publications,

like

thirsty plants, and. who would say that
a portion of the surplus referred to could
not be judiciously expended for the good

removal of our

And firstas to the wider introdution of

The more distant
a stronger need of

Sold by all druggists. ~~

A gentleman was complaining that he

and

not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
will accompany the copy at the rate of four cents

in connection with the opportunities afforded us by the material prosperity of our

interest in their work.

strong

the list at no distant day is, we think, {
fairly possible. As pastors and people

the urgent demand for the best literature

discussion, if for no other reason
than the evidence it affords of our deep

the

and

times, as

‘suggestions as to advancement in our
work, feeling sure that they will welcome

utilize

sonably be expended, and a doubling of

receive at least as much from the Establishment as has been usual, and that evéry dollar that remains of each yearly
surplus may well be put into the improvement. of our publications, and their
more thorough introduction,
In.view of

publication work, we wish respeetfully to
submit to our Board of Corporators who
have the full charge of this interest some

selves as to fully

Star bas averaged 8,000.
This differ- tically close to Boston or New York, but
ence is caused partly by the cutting’ off | are a great way from the less prominent
.
of hundreds of subscriptions that were towns of New England.
A certain increase of influence and circunot paid up and the consequent reduction
of the list to a paying one. But with lation, especially in the West, must be the
considerable enlargement of our numbers result of judicial removal. We give a hearty
there surely ought te be a liberal increase welcome to the new paper of the western
frontier,the Free Baptist. We wish and hope
on the present circulation.
it may have a large success in its chosen
No denominational weekly in the counfield and work.
It is designed to meet
try has a larger constituency than ours. the demands of its locality as no publicaThe Congregationalists have 5 papers, tion from a distance can so fully do.
We
not counting any whose circulation falls believe it is hoped and designed that the

b

;

the

the

_ moral and religious interests to the secular press.
Among Christians this must
bea distinctively Christian work, an
driven ministers of to-day, what are they
so also
among Free Buptist Chris- aot expected’ to do? They must keep
Hn : Jd

the circulation of

more advantageous to all our dénominational work can be. done than to enlarge
and improve our publication work till -it
usual liberal contributions to the benevostands first among the best.
lent societies have been made.
Now we
understand that the managersdo not |. More force in the editorial work will
more has.béen realized, out of which

the advantageous power of - the press,. our

while every good enterprise must be

per bottle.

ters outward, but we can so situate our-

figures. From 1860 to ‘such favorable
the denomination numbered England,t6 wh

1870 when

Morning S{ar had an average circulation
of 11,000. \For the past five years with
the denomination numbering above 75,-

We deserve to be universally known for

righteousness, or shall the advantages be
Jeft in the

Of such

the directions of secial influence from cen-

is great need of some | ceaseless currenys.
good field inviting ‘it; is part of the fleld

esi possible power for good. There is,
joining in this demand, one more voice
the call for a worthy representation of our
principles and work to society in general.

armor, both defensive and offensive, push

out-

an average of 60,000 communicants, the

which we should not neglect,

afforded, and, handling them as a godlike

‘than. repay for the

the great-

bound to make our publications

Shall the best ele-

race,

of the

to

towards meeting the expense

Ifsuch an arrangement can be
enterprise.
Why ‘should we not have: offices.
perfected,
we feel sure that the corporaefficient and
responsible
canvassing
guish it from other bodies. Is it not, agents pushing the interests of our publi- tors will have the hearty approval of our
then, simply the privilege, but even the
cations in every section, iftroducing our whole people in making it. The advanimperative duty, of every denomination to
literature and multiplying subscriptions tages of location in some strong center have
provide its whole people with the best rebeen often canvassed. We can not change

|
fection of instruments.
of fifty or
work
the
One man performs
and effort
distance
Time,
.
of hundreds
and results
are almost superseded,
spring forth at once, and in full stature.

multiplied power?

great

rent suitable office TOMS.
Wheat Bitters will cure Malaria; Wheat Bitters
The rent of the large building now occu- will cure Dy
3 Wheat Bitters will cure
Sleeplessness;
eat Bitters are the best in the
pled in Dover would certainly go far|y rown world for Femalé
Complaints. Price $1.00

|
E
i

3 ?

This is a golden age of mechanical

BEATTY’S Organs, 27 stops, $90.

for a denomination does not exist for the

work,

8

'

read at Ocean Park, Aug. 18, by Rev.

—

their own interest unflagging in a hun- ' simply to

tiansit mustbe a denominational
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“ Your feet and legs are very cold.”
¢ Yes, but how did you know it ?”
* By these troubles about your throat and lungs.
There is congestion, too much blood there. If the

at-

legs and feet were

instruction

have

been

successful,

“I will tell you a secret.

ad-

knit woolen

broad,

Professor Blackie has resigned

chairin the

University

after

warm.

holding it for thirty years.

you

serious loss of life——The sessions of the
American Association for .the Advancement

Science

and

Review

says:

¢ The effect of cometary
precipitation on the
sun cannot be detected upon the earth except
is
What
"by the most powerful instruments.
ball, 86;000.miles in
It isa colossal
the sun?
times
331,654
is
mass
diameter, whose mighty
What is a
greater than that of the earth.
comet falling into this awful furnace? Nothing
but as one firebrand in the conflagration of
FRIDAY, Sept. 1.—Two hundred and- thir
Explosions are always taking place
Chicago.
ty-four members of the Dublin police-are dis- on the face of the sun, causing greater. wpmissed for attending a meeting on Thursday
rush of a dozen
heaval than the downward
night at which the conduct of the chief superCan cometary collision on the sun
comets.
inténdent of the force was condemned.
SubIndeed, such impact serves to
injure man?
sequently the entire force, wita the exception
keep him alive. The sun does not radiate too
of the officers and the detectives, strike.
-In
much heat now, and astronomers are agreed
the evening rioting breaks out, but no serious
that part of the present supply is kept up by a
violence is committed.
The city, however, is cosmical bombardment,
We are flung away
at the mercy of the mob, and the various stain some nook of the universe chained to an extions are under military proteetion.=——An arpiring world—a home that is already suffering
mistice between the Greek and Turkish troops
We exist only
the encroachmentsof polar ice.
is advised by the Powers, and the Porte is by the heat of the sun. The real danger lies
* willing to surrender the disputed
frontier
in the fear
but
downrush,
cometary
the
in
not
boundary on condition that it be declared neucomets will
that not enough meteors and
tral territory.: This proposition, however, has" gravitate into solar fires. The longer comets
been declined, and hostilities continue.
can strike the sun, the longer man can. inhabit
SATURDAY, Sept. 2.«—The Dublin policethe earth.”
men who were on a strike report for duty. ——
Mr. Healy, the American painter in Paris,
The trouble between Greece and Turkey has
has at last parted with his fine portrait of Miss
been temporarily settled.
Emma
Thursby, and that lady will bring it
MoNDAY, Sept. 4,——The Egyptian lines behome to this country this fall when she comes
tween Rumleh and Aboukir were shelled by
for her concert tour.
. the British man-of-war * Minotaur” on SaturM. Saint Paw has offered the French Acadday, but with what result is not reported.
The Eoglish soldiers at Meks are suffering emy of Medicine & sum of $5,000 to found a
prize for the discovery of a cure for diphtheria,
from djsrrboea and dysentery, caused by the
‘bad water in the forts. The water supply of the competition to be open to the world, sand
not confined to the medical profession.
'
Alexandria failed temporarily yesterday, but
, wae
UNUA
gan
Vy W
be supplied to-day.
Captain Mercier, the London artist, bas just
The Dublin constablery troubles are still uncompleted under commission from the Dominsettled, and Considerable rioting prevailed yes10m Government, a life-sized portrait of the
terday.
The military charged the mob on one
Hon. D. C. Macpherson,
Speaker of the
or two occasions, and several persons were
Canadian
Senate.
The Princess Louise and
wounded.
The city, however, was quiet at the Marquis of Lorne, and numerous other
midnight.
friends of Macpherson, pronounce itto be in all
respects an admirable work of portrgiture.
Personal.
Herbert Spencer has gone to the Catskills in
The September
moon
fulls on the 27th,
search of rest and quiet.
.
;
twenty-six minutes after midnight.
It*is the
The Rev.
Edward Everett. Hale bas re- superb harvest moon, ove of the crowning
..parned home, leaving his daughter to pursue
glories ‘of the autumn.
On faccouut of the
her artistic studies in Europe.
position of the ecliptic in regard tothe equator,
she rises several
consecutive
evenings with
President Grevy of France has just celebratonly a comparatively short interval of time ined the sixty-ninth anniversary of his birthday.
Miss Ida Lewis, now forty years of age, still tervening, and thus seems to prolong the day,
as she pours her floods of silvery light over the
keeps the Lime Rock lighthouse, Newport,
perfection of naturg’s bandiwork, the harvest
which has been under her charge for twenty
of
the year.
Poets have
always sung the
years.
¢
praises of the harvest moon as the surpassing
The Rev. Edward Judson, son of the famous
wonder of the autumn nights, but,in our view,
missionary, who. gave up a fine church=in Or.
the winter moon, as she ‘* runs
high” in the
ange,N. J.,t0 engage in Mission work in N. Y. sheavens in the crisp, cool nights, is the most
city, bas just declined a call to the First BapAmerScientific
yéar.—
the
of
tist church of Newark, 8 most desirable posi- beautiful moon
ican.
tion, and will remain at work among the poor
and -downcast.
of
One of the most valuable developments
modern science Sopp the line of human necesThe late President Allen, of Girard College,
Weather Bureau at Washsity is the National
was four times married—first to: Martha,
ington. Experience bas shown that Signiy-eiz
daughter of Bishop Richardson, of Toronto,
per
cent
of
the
predictions
of the signal service
Canada; second, to Ellen Honora Curtin, sisare accurate; and these predictions are unter of the ex-Governor of Pennsylvania; third,
questionably of the greatest advantage to the
to Mary Joimet, of Boston, a member of the
sedman, the agriculturist and-the entire comhistoric
Quincy family; and fourth, to Mrs.
mercial world.
Anpa M. Gamwill, widow of a prominent
Philadelphia mercnant.
8
Mention wag recently made in the Science
The American Association for the Advanceand Art column of the Bartholdi statue of
ment of Science elected
Professor
C. A.
¢ Liberty,” to be presented by the French
Young, of Princeton, President.
Government to America as a tokenof international good-will.
The colossus ‘is
now in
General W. T. Sherman has accepted an inprocessof construction in Paris, #nd the other
¢ vitation to be present at the Veteran's Reunion
which is to take place at’ Concord, N. H.,in a dad Bartholdi, according to the Boston 7ranscript, invited twenty
of his literary and
¢hort time.
comrades to breakfast with him inside
The Governor-General and Princess Louise artistic
the thighof the statue, which so far is built
have started for British Columbia via Niagara
only up to the waist. * The little banquet was
Falls and Chicago...
1
.
@
most sueeesstul in évery way ; the guests walkTHURSDAY, AUG. 8l.——A revolution
is
threatened in Sonora, Mexico, in consequence
of an attempt to depose Gevernor Ortez.——
There were 537 deaths from cholera at Manala,

ed"in by the right

foot of the statue,

and

lively

been rejected by the United States. °
.
Many Mabometans have been’ mutdered: b
Hindoos in Madras Presidency.
Ear
?

h

inside the

honor and reward geing to foreigner
distasteful,
.

bury, in consequence of his continued
prostration.
:

serious

have occurred in a Philippine province.
The grain crops in Hungary are good.
There was a reduction of $16,128.261 in the
national debt during the month of August,
The chief dignitaries of the Mormon church
have issued a blatant address to their disciples
in denunciation of the Edmunds anti-polygamy
AW:

On the proposition of the “French

‘According to Edwin Alden & Bro,’s Amerian Newspuper

Catalogue, just

vébsity decoration

issued, there

the Canadas.

Total in the United

States, 11,522; Canadas, 636. Published4s follows: Dailies, 11562; Tri-Weeklies,
80; Semi-

en

8

le?

Bromine
** “By

, that we had
but a fair
EEE
have
prev

: Mo

ee

;

Bre
hE

nthlies

g 100 much we may lose thé little

5

before.” Kidney-Wort asks nothin,
§
given, it fears no loss of
A lady writes Som Oregons
1
More

00d than all

the
+

medicine

‘rt .Hamerton

been awarded a
ternational Art

the

English

gold medal at
hibition.

sculptor,
the

Vienna

until

they

senpuen
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[yo

ives. $700

A

correspondent

asks

and am

Oat Meal, fancy brands.......

610

:

Creamery, choice...

23

Dairy, choice...e.u.

20

Do,

fair to gooc

Do,

fair to good..

Ladle packed, choice.
Do,
fair to good.
Do,
COMMON.

Bees.

20

250; N.

Y.

considerable
exists in the
means. We
because that

BEANS.

@

240

@

Pea,

Pea,

350;

@ 24c.

Northern,

N. Y.

H.

Medium

H.,

P.,,

P.;

choice

hand

to

Apple Trees

of choice

the next thirty lays

Ver.

picked

The Osgood

splendidly.

mouth pieces or vessels containing
be employed.

A foul breath without doubt proceeds from

fetid

matter in the system, and to correct and purify the

System there is probably nothing more safe and
simple than charcoal, which is a powertal dieinfectant. Fresh charcoal is the best, and that made
from brown-bread is to be preferred.
Put the
bread into an iron

kettle,

whieh

should

be

it will

good, 22 @ 24¢; Chickens, 13 @ 22¢; Far to good,
17 @ 20¢; Live fowl 12 @ 14c; Woodcock, each
@
60; Wild Pigeons, ¥ dozen $2 256 @ $2 50

.

list of housesin which contagious diseases have
been known to ocour, or in which conditions iju-|.
imical to health are known to exist, for general
reference by the public. Such a list would be

00]

all in beautiful Inot gaudy) ome

how often tenants suffer in consequence. if health
boards would keep'a black list of unhealthy hous.

has

es, the landlords of the same would findjit to their
interest to look mere particularly to the, sanitary

In-

© ,| Welfare of their tenapts.—Medical Record.
|
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WAKEFULNESS.
—If troubled
on retiring to bed, eat three or
they will act as a gentle and
Onions are algo excellent to eat
exposed to the cold.
'

WN

i)

with wakefulness
four small onions ;
soothing narcotic.
when one 'is much
.

ordinary
by mail,

¥

area

p

natural

properties of well selected

CHL

Cocoa,

orovided our breakfast tables

wear.
W. B,

avered

veverage,

which

laws

and

nu.

0

with

ome

Mr.

Epps

hus

a delicatelv-

ma

ve

us

mn

heavy doctors’ bills.
Its by
udiciot® wo
such articles of diet that a constitutionynay be grad-

Misses’, $1.00,
For sale by leading
merchants.
Beware of worthless
imitations boned with
cord.

are floating around us, ready to attack wherever
thereis a weak point. We may escape many a fatal

ummer

Fa

-

ually builtup until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle waladies

| shaft by keeplog ourselves well fortified with pure

bleod, and a properly nourished frame.”—€'ivil Ser
vice

Gazette.

Made simply with | oiling water or milk.

Sold in tins, (unly 3 1b. and 1b.) labeled.

JAMES

EPPS &

CO,

Homa@opathic Chemists, London, Eog.
Chocolate Essence for Afternoon Use.
i

26187e0

Cincinnati, O.

an

pame

y

in

ters

FALL'PLANTING, §

mn

hg

40 per cent

paid to Ag'ts, or beautiful {prizes given for clubs, Particulars with ev
ery order, CAXTON i*RINTING CO. Northford Conn.

perfect health is impossible.
ordered,

control

them

IRES’

Therefore, when dis.

immediately

with

IMPROVED

ROOT

BEER

25c. package makes b gallons of a de~

Sciouny holesoipe, sparkling Temperance bevere.

C. E. HIRES,

TARr-

RANT’S SELTZER APERIENT, the most genial balsamic and effective laxative and alterative known
to the medical profession.
El
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. ~

Big

your

48, N:

druggist, or

Pay to sell our Rubber

Samples
a,

free.

sen

a. Ave),

TAYLOR

BROS.

m

25¢.

The Autumn number of Vick’s Floral Guide, containing a hull t of Bulbs for Fall Planting. and Flowers

Ph ladelphia, Pa.

Printing

for the House, with descriptions of Hyacinths, Tulips,

Stamps.

Lilies, and all Bulbs an
s for Fall Planting in the
garien, Just ublished, and free to all on ape! cation.
ustomers who ordered bulbs last fall will receive
it
without applying. JAMES VICK, Rochester,
N.Y.

& CO., Cleve.
| 20t22e0w

.

oany suffering with Catarrh
or Bronchitis who earnestly
desire relief, | can furnish a
means of Permanent and Postive Cure. A Home Treatment.
0 charge for consultation by
mail, Valuable Treatise Free.

Teacher’s Bibles.

]

3
|] ary

“Oxford” Teacher's Bibles, oon-

cordance. encyclopedia, dictiontables, maps, “eto.—mast complete
hers’ B b! es extan
tant
; 1,404 pages, Bilaiin

binding, gilt edge, for $1.30. DAVID C. C

*“His remedies are the outgrowth ||
of his own experience; they age

sAdams st., Chicao.

@ only known means of pegent cure.’
'—
Baptist.
d

v. T. P. CHILD

Trov,

0. 4

ENGLAND CONSERVATORY OF

MUSIC &ivciesineinces

Il

WASHING «» BLEACHING
’

|

¥

ARTS, ELOCUTION & PHYSICAL CULTURE.
SPLENDIDLY FURNISHED.
INTHE HEART OF BOSTON.
RARE ADVANTAGES,
LOW RAILS.
ENDFOR CIRCULAR. ETOURJ

PARES

In Hard or Soft Hot or Cold ‘Water.
and gives universal satisfaction. No
family, rich or poor, sheild be without it.
Bold by Grocers eve!
here, but beware of
imitations well designed
to mislead. PEARLINK is the only safe labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above Symbol, and name of
26t18eow
JAMES PYLE, New York.
» AG
i

E

NTS
Mac
with
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NT!

RVERYWHERE

ED the best Family

ever invented.
and T

New

«

».

|

1);

ith

an
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gh

16mo., Cloth, Gilt Top, - - $1.00.
LOTHROP & CO., Pubs., Boston.

LEBANON

The fall term of Lebanon Academy will commence Tuesday, Sept. fith, 1882,
1t is proposed to make this

class in all its departments,

Institution

*

first

Good board, or rooms for private boarding,
can be obtained at very reasonable rates,
:

* J, C. PERKINS, Principal,

pie ib

Labenen. Me.

h

One third price; three

twenty-fivecent packs

for 260. , ton packs 80 ota. Sample jock,
DAVID 0.
K, 46 Adams Street, Chicago.

9 CONCORDANCE.

Y fiver, pss

postpaid.

Dg

ae 20,
Chicago.
Chicag

DAVID C. COOK, 46 Adams St.,

LIGHT,

The Great
Church

sion
dest

ee Ron tat,

cond

& prevents baldness, gu
Mechan-

mg

who are tired

LP

with Consumption, A,
you will find the Tonka

High invigorating Medicine that Never Intoxicates

without
0
2
of” Hiscox &,Co,
sizes at dealers
in drugs, Large Saving Buying$1 Size.

DIVINITY SCHOOLOF YALE COLLEGE. '
PRESIDENT—NOAH PORTER.
PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS: George KE.
Day, Hebrew, and Biblical Theology; Samuel Har.
ris, Systematic Theology; George
P. Fisher, Church
Timothy

Peigine

New

Testament Greek;

Wm. M. Barbour, Sacred
Rhetoric; Mark Bailey,
Elocution, SPRCIAL LECTURERS: Nath. J. Burton (on Preaching), John Hall, Wm, M. Taylor,
Wm. H. Thompson, M. D., Geo. T. Ladd, L. J.
Sanford, M.D. Open on equal terms to students
of every Christian denomination, with the privilege of the University. Bession begins Sept. 14.
For catalogue and conditions of admission to
Graduate or Fourth Year Class, apply to GEORGE
E. DAY, 8e¢c’y, New Haven, Conn.
4t32eow

FRINK,

Youn,

inge
mal

-

ct
t

st,

only place in
is

A

N. Y.

ens
Com
The:

New Eng.

Histically and prope

vA =r ladies desirous of be-

coming Telegraph Operators
need look no farther.
Expenges reaso!
4 Now hon perticulare to

Telegraph Department, New H

N. H.

ASAMUEL LITTLE, Pres. WM. J. BRIDE, Treas.

BOSTON; LEAD MAN'FNG CO.
Office, 24 and 26 Oliver 8 f
Boston, Mass.
CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS,
¢ BOSTON STAR BRAND,”

PURE WHITE LEAD.
RED LEAD AND LITHARGE,

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD.
TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER,
&¢' GOLD MEDAL awarded by

the Massachusetis

Charitable Mechanic's Association in 1881,

¥
nt

sst Pearl

Is a Special de
atthe New Hampton
mercial College.

tand where Telegra

If you are wasting away
or any disease or Ee

ts, etc,

Send size of room,
liberal d
“to churches aml the trade,
i

ly taught.

History;

ACADEMY.

A

with Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Bowel,
Kidney or Liver gon
* plaints, ou can
ins
vigorated
and ured Hy

|

None

Intreduction

Howells.

A erred

Business men,

LIVING TRUTHS.

From Charles Kingsley,

in

ics, &c,

Will
knit a pair of
complete, in

Edited by E. E. BROWN.

Y

out
work or worry,
and a'! who are miserable

it-

Book in the * SPARE MINUTE SERIES.’

b

All Farmers, Mothers,

ko sell

t a great variety of fancywork for which there is
always
a ready market. Rend
and terms to the e
Twombly Knitting
achine Co., 168 Tremont Street,
Boston, Mass,

CARDS!
i

A perfect drening eles
Who

-

SAVES LABOR, TIME, and SOAP AMAZ-

tion of the cellars and diams is more important

than the inspection of, the parlors and. upper
floors. And yet, how
seldom is this done, and

the Corawith six

10c. Sample Book of 90 costly Styles for 1852 25c.

of great value to families who look around for gr
new homes. In all instances a critical examina-

in

ih

huireh, School, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned, low-priced, warrant
wi
prices, elc., sent free,

are constantly changing their residences, hy. the: INGLY,

health authorities of the different towns
to have .a

0

UR
NEW eR
FOR
188:
0 50 ALL Chromo ©
Extra oA
JArtistic designs of Swiss
Floral,Sea«
View, Wreath, Landscape, Gold and
4 Sliver Panel, Bird Mottos Latterly,

families who

es. It doesnot seem to be an impossibility far th

LN

(coutill), ¥
Abdominal, $2.00;
Health or
Nursing, $1.5); Coraline

Blymyer Manufacturing Co.,

It 18 well known

unsanitary conditions of apartments which they
hire. In many instances the houses are rented at
low figures because of defective drains, damp cel.
lars, bad plumbing, unhealthful
surroundings,
or perhaps because of the previous habitation of
them by persons afflicted with contagious diseas-

0

Also Epps’
oc

THE MEDICAL HISTORY OF HOUSES.

among

a

:

ara So

that much disease is spread

BREAKFAST.
“ By » thqrough knowledge of the

which govern the operations of digestion

|,

tient.

medical history of their houses.

DE

>

EPPS'S COCOA.

WARNER BRO'S.. 372 Broadway, N. Y.

take

has

GRATEFUL—-COMFORTING,

or Flexible Hip, $1.25;

amount of senna may be varied toto suit the pa-

A writer in a recent issue of the Lancet

Sells

BROTHERS

months
Price

Take
move-

brapehed the very sensible idea that some meas.
ures should be taken to fornish tenants with the

impe

Pub., Bos-

set in which
line breaks

about a week, and will, it persistently followed,
entirely free the system of foul matter, and make
it less susceptible to disease of “any kind. The

i

ready.

. $10 REWARD

e¢ov-

ordinarily

inter

3

leadingvQorsets.

Contindd it every day until

the peculiar odor is gone;

H

cent

eel

for

The > great superiority
of Coraline over horn or
whalebone has induced
us to use it in all our

To four teaspoonfuls of powdered coal put one of
meut of the bowels.

Be

———————————

245

ered, and char it over a moderate five; when thor:
oughly charred, it should be well pulverized and
put into a bottle tightly corked. Use it as follows:
powdered sebna.
Mix witlk molasses.
enough once a day to produce a moderate

is

CORALINE CORSETS.

Punctual as a Timeplece.
Unless the bowels do their duty with the regularity of clockwork,

IMPURE BREATH.

an

is

CALEB W. WINN,

Address B. 8. RUSSELL,

WAKNER

to

<>

A fictions

Pears,

offer

ton, Mass,

rubber

lead ought

farm

besides

This

Edition, dliustrated, now

quently a fourth or less, according to the digestive
powers of the child. Glass or earthenware alone
india

ty a

ay directed, Ao Flsaflr
Vy suse,
rand $2 trial botilofreeto
it patients, they paying expressage, #nd name,
P, 0, and express address to Da. KLINE, 91
Arch St. Philadelphia,
I's. Seeprincipuld ruggisis.

ANTED,
AGENTS for Underwood's An.
thentic and complgte life of LONGFELLOW.

poorly remunerated, and living at her home.
For
successfully bringing up an infant by hand the best
milk is that of a cow that has recently calved, or
similar of a goat, to which should be added during
the first week a half part of water, and subse-

vulcamzed

STOPPED
Srv FREE

Mowing,

The

:

Fron OYATNENAEO-

West Lebanon, Me , August 24, 1882,

@ 22¢; Fair to good, 17 @ 20; Scalded Poultry 15 a
16¢; Northern—Turkeys,
choice35 @ 26¢; kair to

of essayists, report that the conclusions generally
arrived
at lead to the following
recommendations* No child should be reared on artificial

No

ete

¥ $2 50; Peaches. ¥ basket $100 @ $175; Walermelons, ¥ 100, $10 00 @ £15 00.
HAY AND STRAW. Northern and Eastern--Choice
coarse $208 $21; Good $Ix @ $19; Fine $15 ag1T:
Poor $12 @
€14; Swale
Hay
$9; Rye
Suraw
choice $15a816; Rye Straw common to good 813 8
$14; Oat Straw $9,
:
POULTRY & GAME. Western—Turkeys, choice 22
@ 25c; fair to good, 20 @ 21¢: Chickens, choice 1%

The French Commissioners on the Hygiene of
Infancy, in awarding the prize in a competition

used.

varieties,

Plums, Cherries,

I

FOOD FOR INFANTS.

be

lobking.

da, common 90 @ 1 00; Green Peas, Northern $1 20
@ $1 45: Green Peas, Western $1 60 @ $1 65¢.
POTATOES.
Northern, # bu., 90 a $100; Natives
¥ bbl 2 75 @ 300; Sweet Potatoes 300 @ ; 3H.
GREEN APPLES AND PEACHES.
Apples, choice,

BE

into

FIT.

Lady Agents waufed,
Manufactured by

Peaches

good

Is made
ectly Adjustable
to any form by a new and novel

For »alé by all leading: dealers.
PRICE RY MAIL, $1 50.

27

840 @ 3 45; Yellow Eyes, common, 330 & 335;
Red Kidneys, 2 25 @ 2 50.
Se
PEAS. Canada, choice, ¥ bu $1258 1 30; Cana-

and trouble than upon any other investment.
Bathe often and thoroughly, all over, and keep it
up.— Selected.
<a

should

peat

News
Educs

Is Approved
by the Best

situated within five minutes’ walk of the Post Of.
fice, Church, store, Ae wey, and daily Express,
The Orchard is one of the hest, and consists of 200

¥ bu., $360

common

TH PRESERVING
CORSET

BLE ad PERFECT
TING corset known,

3

2 50 @2 60; Medium,-choice screened
225 @ 235;
Medium,common to good 2 008 2 25; Yellow Eyes,
improved 345 @ 3350; Yellow Eyes, choice
flats,

part.
The
thoroughly

food when the mother can suckle it, but such food
is preferdble to placing the child with a wet nurse,

365;

phlet

Tiling, Pasturage, and Woodland,
It is natural
grass land, and curs 25 tons of hay, nearly all of
the very best quality.
The buildings are all in

! mont, 24% 8 25¢; Northern 238 24; P. E. Island and
Nova Scotia 23

ME.

divided

aide

“+

arrangement in construction,
and is the most COMFORT A.

BITTERS

LEBANON,

good condition and

and

)

diy

getting stronger.
08. MCCAWLEY.

1t congigtsof 130 Acres,

«esis

Eastern,¥ doz.

At WEST

Yo

put

cent.

BALLS

VALUABLE: FARMFOR SALE

30
7

fair to good.
A
= COMMODrvscverseeevres 18
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was growing weaker every
day,
I tried Brown's Iron
Bitters, and am happy
to say
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SUMMER COMPLAINT,
diarrhoea, dysentery, bloody flux, cholera morbus
and kindred affections Dompdy yield to Dr.
Pierce’s Compound Extract of sSmartweed. Sold
by druggists.
.
:

Patents,

are

shampooed atleast every week, or ofiener, and
those who observe this rule receive more interest

It is proposed to erect an equestrian statue
of General Harrison, the hero of Tippecanoe,
Bl one of the gates of Circle Park, Indianapo-

8
Joseph Boehm,
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are by no means confined to aiiy one
whole body should be baptized and

the uni

of icier. d’ Academie,
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-porticn of the body is the most liable to go without the benefits of the bath. But its beneficial effects

Director

recognition of his writiugs on art.
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ly resembling dandrufl thrown off in
quantity. When the difficulty already
hair it is removed by the same simple
have particularly spoken of the head,

General of Fine Arts, the French Minister of
Public Instruction and Fipe Arts has‘conferred

upon Mr.

add

WINTER

So

combs and brashes.
If any one doubts it let 1
try the same practice upon the back of his hand.
He will find in a few days, bran-like scales, close-

her friends.
A copy in clay
has been made
from the work, and been shipped to Italy, to
be copied in Carrara marble.
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easierto prevent than to cure.
The prevention
consists in the ‘avoidance of sharp combs, and
brushes, and daily bathing the head with cold
water. Numberless cases of dandruff have been
produced by scratching the head
with sharp
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and

warm

by what means this nuisance may be prevented,
and
if it has already made
its
appearance
how it may be removed.
As usual, it is moch

hibiting in his summer studio, Portland, Me.,
his bust of President Garfield which met with
so much favor In the eyes of Mrs. Garfield and

Four thousand deaths from Asiatic cholera

if not, then puton

vent dandrufl'ifi the hair.
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condition ef Dr. Tait,

th

stockings,

legs will be

daily in cold water (not too cold, but. just cold
enough) will assist the brain in its action and pre-

of the Italian public, to whom the idea of that

Archbishop. of Caoter-

thick

Your

But few realize the general utility of bathing.
There is nothing like it; or that can take its place.
In the case of the head, the practice of bathing it

head.”— Christian

ment of Science will hold its next Congress at
Minneapolis, Minn.
i

Great fears are entertained regarding

very

shoes.

BATHING.
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The award to M, Nerot, a French artist, of
the prize of $10,000}for a design of a monument
to Vietor Emmanuel at Rome, has at last been
confirmed despite the determined Opposition

The American Association for. the Advance-

;

dinner

nion.
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ana ADbroptate.

BIGLOW & MAIN,

ria, intermittent fevers, &c.

an

“Boston-Produce Report.

common troubles.”— Selected.

Miscellaneous.
of them laid himself down most comfortably
. Nearly one hundred lives were lost during
inside one of the toes; ladders conveyed them
the recent rainstorms in western Texas, and. ‘all the way yp the calf and finally deposited
thousands of head of stock were destroyed.
them where a temporary
platform had been
constructed and the: festive board bad been
Details are given of the revolution in Corea:
laid. -They hope, when the statue has been
the king alone of the royal family was spared.
put together atsome future day,to enjoy a

Commodore Shufeldt’s treaty with Corea has

low

warm. This is the way you do with your body;
why not the same with your legs? You will thereby save your throat, lungs and head from many

Art.

A writer in the Kansas City

of Science at Montreal closer

with

the limbs warm, but they must be kept warm.

A hailstorm near Pesth on Monday resulted in

“+ .q

An old man

ional

;

consumption,’ rheumatism,
#euralgia, dyspepsia, mala-

Reportedby HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. ?,

wash-leather drawers over the knit woolen ones.
With thick pants over these, you will probably be

the Greek

of Edinburgh,

drawers,

strong

enough, perhaps;

‘of this character.

is massing his troops at the front near Kassasin
lock ; reinforcements are leaving Alexandria for
Ismailia.——The coronation of the Czar, it- is
reported, will not take place until spring.—

~———
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tissues, drives out

kidney and

The Markets.

vitality. - Now, you must put on two pairs of thick

vantage might new be properly taken. The
weaving school in the little town of Cheranitz,
Saxony, furnishes a good model for enterprises

on Monday.
:
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 30.— General Wolsely

man:

share

“ How shall I make my legs and feet warm?
1 wear as much clothing about my lower extremities as I ever did, and yet they are cold as icicles.”

secured without difficulty by a suitable organitechnical

their

pure
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This is why Brown's
Iron BiTTERs will cure

that

Westfield,

e words

tion.

strength.

cough would be relieved at once.”

‘zation. The experiments of Girard College
and the Spring Garden Institute in the way of
and have stimulated an interest of which

had

wasted

eminent physician of Berkshire Co. strongly ent
dorses St. Jacobs Oil. With it he cured a case of
Sciatica that resisted all professional treatment,
and that had in fact been abandoned as incurable.

of the blood, this congestion about the upper parts
would cease, and this short breath, wheezing and

actually established soon in Philadelphia. It
is believed that £00 would be enough for a
good beginning, hind that that sum might be

Kassassin on

warm, if they

changes that Dr. Lorenzo Waite, of

remedy

- disease and gives health and

‘Albany, N. Y., Dally Press ‘and Knickerbocker.)
' ABANDONED.
We perceive by one of our Massachusetts ex-

about short breath, wheezing and cough.

:

and

which a man would conceal by his acts and
ner he can not hide in his words.

:

Mr. S., a bank officer, had been sitting in a bank
nearly fifty years. - He came for some advice

by the resignation of Prol.

are

5,000 atmos-

Language is a revealer of character,

com.

only sure

blood flowing to every part
of the system repairs the

Nerves, brain, and muscles gain strength and
the power of endurance by using Brown's Iron
Bitters.
.
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TUESDAY,

Filings of léad “pliced

subjected to a pressure of 2,000

converted into a solid block.
At
pheres the lead becomes a liquid.

mon among old people, than keeping the feet and

It is now thought te be not improbable that
the textile school long since projected will be

Monday night, but were Zepylsed, General
‘Wolseley reports that the Arab loss was very
- severe, while ‘that of the Enghsh was eight
killed
and
sixty-one
wounded.— —Serious
trouble exists between the Greeks and Turks
Zions the Greek
frontier, and considerable
fighting has oécurred on Sunday, Monday and
to-day. — Three
hundred
deaths
from
cholera occurred at Manala, Philippine Islands,

the head

are

This collection has been pronounced
est\autnorities and ablest crities, to Bo, he high.
improvement on the many books heretofore of.

great

and thorough assimilation
with the blood purifies and

mond Dye colors. One package colors 1 to 4 lbs.
of goods. 10 cts. for any color.

(rect than Ameri-

feeble circulation in the

other troubles about

brilliant and fashionable

a

yet found is BRowN's IRON
BITTERS, and this by rapid
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A-Fast,

is what
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ton.

and legs. Nothing contributes more to relieve the
difficulty in breathing and the chronic cough and

the chair in Middlebury College,

vacant

inflated.
by bendand conand Ger-

That

grow worse.

He who reigns within himself and rules passions, desires and fears is more than a king. —Ail-

keep

| |

a combination of pains and
aches, and each month they

Gase

Vt., made

of work if he

TEEBLE CIRCULATION.
An old person has

of Hamilton College,

E. H. Higley.

tacked the British position at

.

has been engaged to fill the chair of instruction
in Dartmouth College, during the fall term
now approaching.
w
Mr. George I. Seney has presented $25,000 to
Wesleyan'Female College, to finish the college
buildings.
Prof. W.
W. Eaton, formerly of Amherst
College, takes

any kind

F

wr

many people are doing.
- They don’t know just what
is the matter, but they have

SE
RS

Paoapases

Brown,

cauld.

4
Cl

Ex-President

better bear

man farm laborers are far more
can laborers.—Selected,

:

;

College.

SATURDAY, Sept. 2.——There are 103 new
cases of yellow fever at Brownsville, Texe——
A part of the tunnel of the Pittshurg, McKeesport and Youghiogeny Railroud, near Pittsburg, caves in, and one man is killed and sevic
.
a
eral injurea.
MONDAY, Sept. 4.——-The question of wages
between the glass manufacturers-of New York
State and their workmen has been settled, and
work will be resumed to-dty.——Sir Henry
Halford and the British rifle team arrived in
New York yesterday.

protected, but

his chest expanded and his lungs well
He can do any kind of farm-work better
ing at the hip than by curving the spine
tracting the chest. The French, Swiss

the Agricultural College at Hanover, has accepted the position of professor of agriculture
recently.tendered him be the Missouri State

for Governor.

pleasure in noticing them in others.—La Rochefou-

©

removal of officers from the Home.——The
California Republicans nominate M. M. Estee

If we had no faults, we should not take so much

-1

his-owu discretion in the

has the right to use

one can

_Mr.:J. W.Sanborn, superintendent of the
New Hampshire State Farm and lecturer in

General has decided that the Secretary of War

self-treatA

successful

teaches
:

It

stamps.

address for

to any

V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., sent
three
ment.

Failing!

R.

is the title of a large illustrated treatise, by Dr.

of
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ever and Ague,

ident of Girard (‘ollege—a place to which a
minister is ineligible—then Prof. U. saw that
God had reserved him for the sake of making
‘that institution a Christian one.
o
;
Mrs. Shaw, of Boston, the daughter of the
late Professof Agassiz, supports 33 kindergarteas in that city and vicinity, at an expense
of $25,000 per annum.
;

The Attorney-

indeed

DISEASES,

8
PEREsEOREEE0

“Yevoked by Secretary Lincolo.

At length he was elected pres-

not answered.

of farmers, and

HER

(La Fayette, Ind., Sunday Times.)
city dfuggists report an immense sale of
essential to seburity. The theery of hardening St.Our
Jacobs Oil, saying the demand is based upon’
pularity of success.
Wherever it hag been
one so as to mind neither wet nor cold is falla- the
, it has
proved its value a thousand fold, and
i
cious. No degree of health, strength, or endurance, us
best encomiums from those who have
receives its .
is ever gained by getting wet, or chilled, through
tried it.
and through. The attempt to harden oneself in
When fortified by a self-approving conscience it
this way is.a hazardous experiment. The second
is Impossible we should be grea) , afflicted by |
cause of pulmonary trouble is a stooping posture.
censure or calumny.— Bishop
Berkeley.
Some work, like settling out plants, spading, hoe:
Every
character
is
the
joint
product
of nature
ing, mowing and weeding, favor a cramped post
ure, but none of them necessitates it. Indeed, and nurture.—James 4. Garfield.

good Prof. Upham of Bowdoin College prayed
that he might become a gospel minister, and
for years did not know why his prayer was

ly known that upward of two hundred persons
« lost their lives.——The Kansas Democrats nominate George W. Flick for Governor.——A fire
destroys the BrunsMe., h,
‘at Old Orchard Beac
wick Hotel and the Pleasant House.
FRIDAY, Sept. 1.——There: have been one
bundred and two business failures throughout
‘the country during the pastseven days.——The
order relieving General Sturgis of the Govern: orship of the Soldiers’ Home at Washington is

diseases

weather, provided one is suitably

The

to be called “ Rev.”

claim

no

common

AND

relying on his physical vigor and
endurance, the
farmer risks the wet and cold without the wraps

We select the above item ; but think Mr. Al-

Jen bad

WOMAN

the community at large. Two causes are assigned for this result. One is needless exposure to
the wet, especially wet feet, and another is bad
posture. There is no harm in
ng all kinds of

he sustained with eminent ability. He married
.
Miss Quincy of Boston.

the first accounts. In some settlements nota
house was left standing, and it_is now definite-

TO FARMERS.

Pulmonary affections stand firsf- among the four
most

two years, 1865—66, and was re-appointed
President of the Girard College, which position

ver
i
x
stroyed by fire.
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 30.——A heavy. Snow
storm is reported from Leadville, €ol.,
THURSDAY, AUG. 31.——The latest reports
from the inundated districts in Texas contirm

HINTS

N

* And Gach true heart shay gropes its ‘way,
even ho
elf is
past,
re the da hy of da; Ys
Shall surely see:
:
Shall surely find the light at last.”

22

HEALTH

with favorable prospects. About 125
the. term
TUESDAY, AUG. 20.—The- strike
were present at the beginning of the term.
—The
ends.—
,
Y
N.
Harmony Mills Cohoes,
The Institute building is much improved under
Secretary of the Treasury announces that all the influence of the mechanics and the painters.
registered bonds of the loan of March 3,1, 1863,
Rev. W. H. Allen; whose death is announced
1881,
continued at 34 per cent. from July
at Philadelphia, was President of : Girard Colwill be redeemed on the 4th day of Oct., next.
He was born
lege at the time of his decease.
—— Seventy-two new cases of yellow fever at at
Manchester, March 27, 1808, and was educatBrownsville, Texas, and two deaths.—A
President of
was
He
ed at Bowdoin College.
morocco factory, a sash and blind factory and
l College of Pennsylvania for
a shoe factory in Haverhill, Mass., are de- the Agricultura

at

ht.
Song t
TheSayLaShots
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